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NOTICE
This Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Facility Investigation (RFI) Work
Plan was prepared for the United States Corps of Engineers in support of the Air Force
Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC) by CTI and Associates, Inc. with support from Terracon
Consultants, Inc. to aid in the implementation of a final remedial action plan under the
Environmental Restoration Program (ERP).
As the RFI report relates to actual or possible releases of potentially hazardous
substances, its release prior to an Air Force final decision on remedial action may be in
the public’s interest. The objectives of this RFI Report and the ongoing nature of the
ERP, along with the evolving knowledge of site conditions and chemical effects on the
environment and health, must be considered when evaluating this report, since
subsequent facts may become known which may make this report premature or
inaccurate.
Government agencies and their contractors registered with the Defense Technical
Information Center (DTIC) should direct requests for copies of this report to: DTIC,
Cameron Station, Alexandria, Virginia 22304-6145.
Non-government agencies may purchase copies of this document from: National
Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161.

PREFACE
This Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Facility Investigation (RFI) Work
Plan provides details concerning the activities to be performed in support of investigating
the nature and extent of impacts to the soil and groundwater at two locations at the at
Holloman Air Force Base (AFB) in New Mexico. The two investigation areas are identified
as SS-074 (Remote Piloted Aircraft (RPA) Fixed Site Satcom Terminal (FSST) Wash Rack
site and the TU-912 (Contamination at Building 301) site. Based on investigation findings
up to 100 cubic yards of impacted soil may require removal from each site for off-site
disposal. The investigation activities that will be performed at the two sites include the
following:
SS-074 – RPA FSST Wash Rack
n
n
n
n
n

n

advancement of up to 15 initial soil borings;
conversion of 4 initial soil borings to monitoring wells;
advancement of up to 30 additional delineation soil borings (as needed);
conversion of up to 5 delineation soil borings to monitoring wells (as needed);
removal of up to 100 cubic yards of impacted soil for off-site disposal (as needed);
and,
collection of soil and groundwater samples for laboratory analysis.

TU-912 – Building 301 Concrete UST Newly Identified Area of Concern
n
n
n
n
n

n

advancement of up to 9 initial soil borings;
conversion of 4 initial soil borings to monitoring wells;
advancement of up to 26 additional delineation soil borings (as needed);
conversion of up to 4 delineation soil borings to monitoring wells (as needed);
removal of up to 100 cubic yards of impacted soil for off-site disposal (as needed);
and,
colleciton of soil and groundwater samples for laboratory analysis.

The soil borings will be advanced and monitoing wells will be installed to assess the
nature and extent of impacts at the sites. Based on the results of the investigation
activities, up to 100 cubic yards of impacted soil may be excavated from each site for offsite disposal. Following these activities, additional investigation, mitigation and/or
remediation may be recommended.

These services will be performed in accordance with the requirements of contract
W912PP-14-C-0034 between CTI and Associates, Inc. (CTI) and US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). This plan was prepared by CTI with support from Terracon
Consultants, Inc. (Terracon). Mr. Robert Shebuski, with CTI and Associates, Inc., will
serve as the technical contact for this Work Plan.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Facility Investigation (RFI) Work
Plan provides details concerning the activities to be performed in support of investigating
the nature and extent of impacts to the soil and groundwater at two locations at the at
Holloman Air Force Base (AFB) in New Mexico. The two investigation areas are identified
as SS-074 (Remote Piloted Aircraft (RPA) Fixed Site Satcom Terminal (FSST) Wash Rack
site and the TU-912 (Contamination at Building 301) site. This plan was prepared for the
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) in support of the United States Air Force
Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC), in accordance with Holloman AFB’s RCRA Permit
Number NM6572124422.
Investigation area SS-074 was used as an aircraft wash rack from the early 1970s until
2010. This site has since been developed as a remotely piloted vehicle training facility.
Historically the site included a covered wash rack facility, a chemical storage building, an
oil/water separator system and other associated drainage piping. Impacts were observed
at the site during construction of antenna pads northwest of Building 302 (refer to Figure
1). Site construction personnel reported strong petroleum odors and the presence of
stained soils below the antenna concrete pad, which was subsequently removed in
preparation of planned site re-development. Laboratory analysis of a soil sample
collected beneath the concrete pad detected the presence of naphthalene and 1,2,4trimethylbenzene in soils at concentrations of 120 milligrams per kilogram (mg/Kg) and
95 mg/Kg, respectively. These concentrations exceeded the New Mexico Environment
Department (NMED) Soil Screening Levels (SSLs). In addition, several volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) and semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) were detected at
concentrations exceeding laboratory detection limits.
Investigation area TU-912 is located near the southeast portion of Building 301 (refer to
Figure 2). Impacts at this site were identified when contaminated soil was excavated
while constructing a vault for fire suppression lines for Building 301. An approximate
2,800-gallon relic underground storage tank (UST) constructed of steel-reinforced
concrete (NMED, 2013), was uncovered adjacent southeast of the original building
footprint and adjacent southwest of the building expansion (refer to Figure 2). This relic
UST was located approximately 80 feet northwest of previously removed UST TU/USC504 (Shaw, 2013) and within the boundary of OT-44 (Building 301 Fuel Tank Leaks).
The relic UST was suspected to have been installed sometime prior to 1963 and the
historical contents of the UST were unknown. No spill or overfill protection, secondary
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containment structure, or release detection features were observed during removal.
Approximately 2,900 gallons of hydrocarbon-impacted water and rinsate were removed
from the UST for off-site disposal and the UST was broken in place, excavated and
disposed off-site (AFCEC, 2013b). In addition, approximately 100 cubic yards of
petroleum impacted soil was excavated and disposed off-site. Following UST and
impacted soil removal, the excavation was backfilled with clean excavated and imported
soil. Five confirmation soil samples were collected at approximately 10 feet below ground
surface (bgs) (approximately three feet below the bottom of the UST) for field screening
and laboratory analysis. Results of the laboratory analysis indicated the presence of total
petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH) diesel range organics (DRO) in native soils ranging from
6,060 mg/Kg to 15,100 mg/Kg. These concentrations exceeded the NMED TPH Soil
Screening Level (TPH SSL) of 1,000 mg/Kg for residential exposure to fuel oil, jet fuel,
and/or diesel fuel. Based on the laboratory results, the soil impact was suspected to have
been the result of a petroleum release, which had undergone significant weathering.
1.1

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of the investigation is to collect data to characterize the nature and extent of
the historic impacts in the soil and groundwater underlying the two investigation areas
and provide a detailed RFI report for submittal to NMED. Depending on the findings of
the investigation, up to 100 cubic yards of impacted soil may be removed from each site
for off-site disposal. The scopes of the investigation for two sites are summarized below.
Details regarding implementing the investigations are provided in Section 3. A Uniform
Federal Policy-Quality Assurance Project Plan (UFP-QAPP) is being submitted
concurrently that presents the sampling rationale, design, and quality assurance (QA) and
quality control (QC) procedures to be followed during the project.
SS-074 – RPA FSST Wash Rack
Fifteen (15) soil borings will be advanced in the vicinity of the former wash rack,
associated oil/water separators, and the aqueous film-forming foam (AFFF) retention
basin adjacent northwest of the former wash rack location to assess site conditions. The
proposed locations are shown on Figure 3. The soil borings will be advanced using
concrete coring and direct-push drilling methods to an approximate depth of 15 feet bgs,
or refusal, whichever is shallower. Soil samples will be collected continuously for field
screening and select soil samples will be submitted for laboratory analysis. Four initial
soil borings will be converted to monitoring wells and will be installed using concrete
coring equipment and a truck-mounted hollow-stem auger rig to assess the lateral extent
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of the groundwater impact. One monitoring well will be installed in a hydrogeologically
up-gradient position relative to the location of the detected release and three monitoring
wells will be installed in hydrogeologically down-gradient positions relative to the location
of the detected release (refer to Figure 3). Based on field observations and laboratory
analytical results from the initial soil and groundwater samples, an additional thirty (30)
soil borings may be advanced, with up to five of these soil borings converted to monitoring
wells, to further evaluate the extent of the impacts. Based on an assessment of the
findings, up to 100 cubic yards of impacted soil may be excavated from the site for offsite disposal.
TU-912 – Building 301 Concrete UST Newly Identified Area of Concern
Nine initial soil borings will be advanced in the vicinity of the location of the relic UST.
The proposed borings are shown on Figure 4. Eight of the soil borings will be advanced
using concrete coring and direct-push drilling methods to an approximate depth of 15 feet
bgs, or refusal, whichever is shallower. One initial soil boring will be advanced in the
locaiton of the historic UST to an approximate depth of 30 feet bgs, or refusal, whichever
is shallower. Soil samples will be collected continuously for field screening and select soil
samples will be submitted for laboratory analysis. Four of these borings will be converted
to permanent monitoring wells, which will be installed using concrete coring equipment
and a truck-mounted hollow-stem auger rig to assess the lateral extent of groundwater
impact. Monitoring wells will be installed adjacent northeast and southwest of the relic
UST location, approximately 50 feet west of the relic UST location, and approximately 30
feet southwest of the relic UST location (refer to Figure 4). Based on field observations
and laboratory analytical results from the initial soil and groundwater samples, an
additional 26 soil borings may be advanced, with up to four of these borings converted to
monitoring wells, to further evaluate the extent of the impacts. Based on an assessment
of the findings, up to 100 cubic yards of impacted soil may be excavated from the site for
off-site disposal.
1.2

Regulatory Setting

Pursuant to the RCRA permit, Environmental Restoration Program (ERP) activities
conducted at Holloman AFB are performed under the New Mexico Hazardous Waste Act
(HWA), the New Mexico Hazardous Waste Management Regulations, and RCRA. The
NMED Hazardous Waste Bureau (HWB) has regulatory enforcement authority of the
State of New Mexico.
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The media of concern for the sites include soil and groundwater underlying the sites.
Pursuant to the RCRA permit, cleanup levels for impacted media will be in accordance
with the latest revision of NMED, New Mexico Water Quality Control Commission
(NMWQCC) regulations, and United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
regulations at the time of Work Plan approval and/or execution of the fieldwork. The most
conservative of the regulatory levels will be used. Currently, these levels include the
following:
For soil
n

NMED SSLs for residential soil and groundwater protection as published in the
NMED guidance document Risk Assessment Guidance for Site Investigations and
Remediation, dated December 2014

n

TPH SSLs for residential exposure as published in the NMED guidance document
Risk Assessment Guidance for Site Investigations and Remediation, dated
December 2014

n

Traditional Table Regional Screening Levels (RSLs) for residential soil as
published by the USEPA Region 6, dated June 2015

For groundwater
n

New Mexico Water Quality Commission Regulations (New Mexico Administrative
Code [NMAC] 20.6.2)

n

USEPA Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) as published in 40 Code fo Federal
Regulations (CFR) 141 and 40 CFR 142.

n

Tap Water levels as published in the NMED guidance document Risk Assessment
Guidance for Site Investigations and Remediation, dated December 2014

n

Traditional Table RSLs for Tap Water as published by the USEPA Region 6, dated
June 2015
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2.0

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY

SS-074 – RPA FSST Wash Rack
During construction of FSST antennas northwest of Building 302, petroleum impacted
soils were identified in the vicinity of a historical wash rack facility. This area was used
as a wash rack for aircraft from the early 1970s until 2009 or 2010. Site construction
personnel reported strong petroleum odors and the presence of stained soils below a
concrete pad, which was removed in preparation of planned site re-development. Based
on laboratory analytical results, soil sample GT128042 exhibited concentrations of
benzo(a)anthracene, naphthalene and 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene at concentrations of 1.1
milligrams per kilogram (mg/Kg), 120 mg/Kg and 95 mg/Kg, respectively. In addition,
several volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and semi-volatile organic compounds
(SVOCs) were detected at concentrations exceeding laboratory detection limits (AFCEC,
2013a). The detected benzo(a)anthracene concentration did not exceed the NMED SSL
for residential properties of 1.5 mg/Kg, however, it did exceed the USEPA RSL for
residential properties of 0.16 mg/Kg (USEPA, 2015). The detected naphthalene
concentration exceeded the NMED SSL for residential properties of 49.7 milligrams per
kilogram (NMED, 2014).
The NMED has not published an SSL for 1,2,4trimethylbenzene, however, the concentration did exceed the USEPA RSL for residential
soils of 58 mg/Kg (USEPA, 2015). In addition, the detected concentrations of
naphthalene,
1,2,4-trimethylbenzene,
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene,
n-butylbenzene,
n-propylbenzene, total xylenes, 2 methylnaphthalene benzo(a)anthracene, chrysene and
bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate exceeded the NMED and/or USEPA screening levels
protective of groundwater.
The antenna pads under construction at the time of the discovery are located
approximately 120 feet west of the western corner of Building 302 (refer to Figure 1).
The location of the soil sample collected at the site is depicted approximately 60 feet north
of the western corner of Building 302 (ACC, 2013). An aqueous film forming foam (AFFF)
retention basin adjoins the site to the northwest. According to on-site personnel during a
site visit in May 2015, approximately 4,000 gallons of jet fuel were captured in this basin
after a release from a nearby aircraft hangar in the early 2000s (Price, 2015). Two storm
lines, which serve the area surrounding three aircraft hangars located 500 feet northnortheast of the site, flow into the AFFF pond. The effluent from the AFFF pond flows
through oil water separator (OWS) 18A, which is located approximately along the
northwest site boundary. Sand interceptor (SI) 306, which is visible in the central portion
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of the site in historic aerial photographs of the site at the time of use as a wash rack,
remains at the site and is connected to an OWS located in the southeast portion of the
site (URS, 2006). The site is currently developed as a remotely piloted vehicle training
facility.
TU-912 – Building 301 Concrete UST Newly Identified Area of Concern
Impacts were identified at the TU-912 site during construction of an addition to the
southeast portion of Building 301. Impacted soils were excavated while constructing a
vault for fire suppression lines for Building 301. An approximate 2,800-gallon relic UST,
constructed of steel-reinforced concrete, was uncovered adjacent southeast of the
original building footprint and adjacent southwest of the building expansion. The relic
UST was suspected to have been installed in 1963 and the historical contents of the UST
were unknown. No spill or overfill protection, secondary containment structure, or release
detection features were identified during removal of the UST. Approximately 2,900
gallons of hydrocarbon-impacted water (including rinsate) were removed from the UST
for off-site disposal and the UST was broken in place, excavated and disposed off-site.
In addition, approximately 100 cubic yards of petroleum impacted soil was excavated and
disposed off-site. Following UST and impacted soil removal, the excavation was
backfilled with clean excavated and imported soil. Five confirmation soil samples were
collected at approximately 10 feet below ground surface (bgs) (approximately three feet
below the bottom of the UST) for field screening and laboratory analysis. Results of the
laboratory analysis indicated the presence of TPH DRO in native soils at concentrations
ranging from 6,060 mg/Kg to 15,100 mg/Kg. Based on the laboratory results, the soil
impact was suspected to have been the result of a petroleum release, which had
undergone significant weathering (AFCEC, 2013b). The TPH DRO concentrations
exceeded the NMED TPH SSLs for fuel oil and unknown oil of 1,000 mg/Kg (NMED,
2014).
The relic 2,800 gallon UST was located approximately 80 feet northwest of previously
removed UST TU/US-C504 (Shaw, 2013) and within the boundary of OT-44 (Building 301
Fuel Tank Leaks) (HAFB, 2012). In February 1991, UST TU/US-C504 was excavated as
part of corrective action measures based on a discovery of petroleum hydrocarbons in
the groundwater during the installation of a sewer line in the late 1980s. In March 1997,
45 cubic yards of impacted soil were removed in association with the release. Verification
samples collected from the excavation did not exhibit concentrations of TPH exceeding
the TPH SSLs. However, soil boring OT44-DP2, (collected in as part of the OT-44
investigation exhibited TPH concentrations of 19,100 mg/Kg at a depth of five feet bgs.
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These soils were not included in the excavated area for UST TU/US-C504. As a result,
soils containing TPH above the SSL of 1,000 mg/Kg still remain at the site.
A request for a Corrective Action Complete determination for UST TU/US-C504 was
submitted to the NMED in January 2007. The NMED accepted that OT-44 was suitable
for a Corrective Action Complete status since the site had been characterized or
remediated in accordance with the current applicable state or federal regulations (HAFB,
2012) even though, soils impacted by TPH at concentrations exceeding 1,000 mg/Kg
appear to remain at the site.
The boundary of OT-44 is within close proximity of the relic 2,800 gallon UST. The soil
investigation will attempt to establish a boundary between the two sites, however the
probability of the impacted areas comingling between the two UST releases is possible.
In this event, an analysis of the soils may have to be performed to determine the origin of
the impacts.
2.1

Preliminary Conceptual Site Model

The two sites are located nearly adjacent to each other and within an approximate 400
foot radius of a central point located approximately 600 feet north of the intersection of
West 5th Street and West Delaware Avenue in the southeast portion of Holloman AFB,
New Mexico. Investigation area SS-074 is located adjacent northwest of Building 302
and investigation area TU-912 is located adjacent south of Building 301. The sites are
located in an area developed with aircraft hangars, taxiways and runways to the north
and west, and aircraft hangars and administrative buildings to the east and south. A storm
water drainage system is present within and adjacent to SS-074 and potable water,
sanitary sewer, natural gas, electrical utilities are present within and adjacent to the two
investigation areas. SS-074 is located within a fenced area occupied by a remotely
piloted vehicle training facility. TU-912 is located in a paved area adjacent south of
Building 301. Both sites are located in areas that are covered with impervious cover
consisting of buildings or pavement. The use of the areas near the two investigation
areas is not anticipated to change over the next several decades.
Based on the topographic map for the vicinity of the site prepared by the United States
Geological Survey (USGS), the topography of the sites slopes gently towards the
southwest (USGS, 2013). The soils to depths of at least 20 feet bgs generally consist of
silts, sands and gravels with some clay intervals. Groundwater at the site may be
encountered at depths as shallow as six feet bgs and flows generally towards the westsouthwest at a gradient of approximately 0.01 feet per foot. Based on concentrations of
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total dissolved solids (TDS) exceeding 10,000 milligrams per liter (mg/L) in areas
unaffected by leaking potable water supply lines, the shallow groundwater below
Holloman AFB is considered unfit for human consumption (Shaw, 2013). The
contaminants of concern (COCs) at both sites consist of TPH, VOCs, SVOCs, and RCRA
8 metals which have impacted soils and groundwater (AFCEC, 2013a,b).
Holloman AFB receives potable water from 15 water supply wells, which are completed
at depths ranging from 450 feet to 550 feet bgs. Although the base formerly utilized
surface water for approximately 40% of its water supply, the Little Bear Fire in 2012
impacted the surface water source and groundwater is anticipated to be the sole source
of potable water for the next several years. The well fields for the base are located
between 12 miles and 35 miles southeast of the base, near the foothills of the Sacramento
Mountains and at the eastern edge of the Tularosa Basin. Analytical results of water
samples collected in 2013 indicate the quality of the water supply meets federal standards
for the COCs at the two sites (HAFB, 2014).
Based on the impervious surface covering the two sites, the absence of nearby schools,
daycare facilities or medical facilities, and the presence of a municipal water supply
system at the base, sensitive receptors do not appear to be threatened by the two
releases.
This preliminary Conceptual Site Model will be amended using information collected
during the investigation. The model will continue to be updated as new information made
available.
2.1.1

Physiography and Topography

Holloman AFB is located near the western edge of the Sacramento Mountains within the
Tularosa Basin of the Basin and Range physiographic province (NMBGMR, 2003), and
is located approximately 4,020 to 4,140 feet above sea level (USGS, 2013). The region
is characterized by high tablelands with summit plains, west-facing escarpments, and a
wide bracketed basin that comprises the basin and range complex. The Tularosa Basin
is part of the Central Closed Basins of New Mexico. The Tularosa Basin is bordered by
the San Andres Mountains approximately 30 miles west and the Sacramento Mountains
approximately 10 miles to the east, which rise to elevations of approximately 7,000 and
12,000 feet, respectively (NMWQCC, 2002).
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2.1.2

Climate

New Mexico has a mild, arid or semiarid, continental climate characterized by light
precipitation totals, abundant sunshine, low relative humidity, and a relatively large annual
and diurnal temperature range. The climate of the Central Closed Basins, like most of
New Mexico, varies with elevation; the lower areas (approximately 4,000 feet), where
Holloman AFB is located, is characterized by warm temperatures and dry air. During the
summer months, daytime temperatures can often exceed 100 degrees Fahrenheit at this
elevation, and are usually in the 50-degree range during the winter. Clear skies and low
relative humidity persist throughout most of the year and results in rapid cooling during
the onset of night. Potential evaporation in this region of the state reaches up to 73 inches
per year, which is much greater than average annual precipitation. Total annual
precipitation is approximately 9 inches, most of which occurs in the months of July and
August during the midsummer monsoonal period (WRCC, 2013).
2.1.3

Regional Geology

The Tularosa Basin is the northern part of the Tularosa-Hueco Basin, which is over 160
miles long, 30 miles wide, and covers approximately 6,000 square miles. Sediments in
the basin were a result of shallow inland seas that advanced and retreated across
southern New Mexico throughout the Paleozoic. As the seas retreated and evaporated,
large carbonate and evaporate deposits formed the San Andres, Yeso, and Abo
formations. With the onset of the Laramide Orogeny 70 million years ago, these units
were uplifted and formed a broad dome. During the formation of the Rio Grande Rift,
which began approximately 10 million years ago, the bulge abruptly subsided to form the
Tularosa Basin, with the San Andres and Sacramento Mountains formed from the
remnants of the sides of the dome.
The Tularosa Basin structurally comprises a fault-bounded, internally drained depression,
with eastern and western basin fill sediment separated by the Jarilla Fault. Surface water
flow is restricted to the basin with no outflows (National Park Service, 2009). Holloman
AFB is located near the eastern part of the Jarilla Fault; soils in the eastern portion of the
basin originate primarily from the Sacramento Mountains and consist of erosional
deposits of limestone, dolomite, and gypsum, as well as playa evaporate deposits. The
overlying alluvium of the basin generally consists of unconsolidated gravels, sands, and
clays, while aeolian deposits consist mostly of gypsum sands (NPS, 2009).
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2.1.4

Soils

Two soil associations are located within the vicinity of Holloman AFB: the HollomanGypsum land-Yesum complex (0 to 5 percent slopes) and the Mead silty clay loam (0 to
1 percent slopes).
The Holloman soil comprises approximately 35 percent of the Holloman-Gypsum landYesum complex, and originates from gypsiferous alluvium and aeolian deposits. A typical
profile consists of very fine sandy loam in the first 16 inches of soil, with gypsiferous
material between 16 to 60 inches below the top of the profile. The complex is well drained,
with a moderately high to high ability to transmit water, and low available water storage.
The Gypsum Land comprises approximately 30 percent of the complex, typically 0 to 3
inches of very fine sandy loam overlies the white gypsum, which is found 3 to 60 inches
below the top of the profile. The deeper Yesum soil horizon consists of very fine sandy
loam that is well drained with low runoff. It contains a maximum of 25 percent calcium
carbonate and 85 percent gypsum in its profile, and very low available water capacity.
The Mead silty clay loam is derived from mixed clayey alluvium that is poorly drained and
has a very low to moderately low ability to transmit water, high available water storage,
and convex and linear slopes. A typical profile consists of gypsiferous clay loam in the
first 0 to 5 inches and gypsiferous clay from 5 to 60 inches below the top of the profile; it
is highly saline due to occasional flooding and poor drainage (USDA, 2014).
2.1.5

Regional Hydrogeology

Groundwater in the Tularosa basin occurs as an unconfined aquifer and can be divided
into several hydrogeologic zones. The Holloman AFB is located on the interior
gypsiferous plain zone, which has minimum precipitation, low runoff, high capacity for
water storage and considerable percolation through sinkholes. Most of the recharge of
the groundwater for the entire basin is from infiltration from runoff of the upper porous
zone of the bordering alluvial fans and debris slopes. Surface water flow is restricted to
the basin with no outflows. In the interior of the basin, recharge occurs through sinkholes
of the gypsiferous plains and through the gypsum and quartz sands.
A major feature with structural influences of the basin interior aquifer is the Jarilla Fault.
The fault runs north-south and divides the aquifer into two parts. The eastern portion of
the fault is higher relative to the western block and as a result bedrock is very near the
surface in this area. Most of Holloman AFB is located on or east of the Jarilla Fault; much
of the groundwater that lies beneath the base originates from the eastern subbasin.
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Groundwater moving from the Sacramento Mountains westward into the basin is moved
closer to the surface by the risen bedrock and is discharged as springs and wetlands on
or near Department of Defense (DoD) property (NPS, 2009).
Beneath Holloman AFB, groundwater is relatively shallow. During previous investigations
performed at TU-912, groundwater was encountered at depths ranging from 6 feet bgs to
10 feet bgs and flowed to the west-southwest. The quality of the shallow groundwater is
poor with TDS concentrations exceeding 10,000 mg/L (Shaw, 2013).
Groundwater in the Tularosa Basin becomes increasingly mineralized as it moves from
the Sacramento Mountains towards the central portion of the basin. Groundwater
beneath Holloman AFB is generally not considered potable, as its total dissolved solids
(TDS) concentrations exceed NMED potability guidelines of 10,000 mg/L. Due to the
Tularosa Basin being a closed drainage basin, groundwater at Holloman AFB does not
discharge or connect to any adjoining drainage basins (Basabilvazo et al, 1994).
2.1.6

Surface Water Hydrology

The Tularosa Basin is a closed drainage basin and as a result contains all of the surface
flow within its boundaries. Major streams and wetlands in the vicinity of Holloman AFB
include Barrel Springs, Malpais Creek, Brazel Lake and Lost River. The Lost River
originates from near the foot of the Sacramento Mountains and flows perennially towards
the central playas of the basin. The Lost River, similar to other streams and wetlands
located near the Jarilla Fault, is sustained by groundwater. Holloman AFB contains
several southwest flowing ephemeral arroyos that influence surface drainage. Surface
water tends to be more potable near the Tularosa Basin’s boundaries and more saline
near the central portion. All surface water in the basin is heavily impacted by evaporation
which plays a large role in the hydrologic balance of the groundwater system (NPS, 2009).
2.1.7

Fate and Transport and Potential Receptors

The land surrounding Holloman AFB consists of residential areas to the east and
northeast (City of Alamogordo), rangeland to the south, White Sands National Monument
to the west, and areas where military activities are conducted to the north. The desert
terrain immediately surrounding Holloman AFB has limited development and there are no
agricultural operations, residential communities, or large industrial operations located
adjacent to the base. Holloman AFB obtains its water supply from well fields at the base
of the Sacramento Mountains. There are no potable supplies of surface water or
groundwater due to total dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations of greater than 10,000
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mg/L. Future land use is not expected to differ significantly from current land use
practices (Shaw, 2013).

3.0

SCOPE OF WORK AND IMPLEMENTION

This section includes general procedures for implementing the RFI activities to be
undertaken.
The following specific tasks will be conducted as part of the RFI:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
3.1

Pre-mobilization activities
Mobilization/Site setup
Soil boring advancement / sampling
Monitoring well installation
Monitoring well development
Surveying
Quarterly groundwater monitoring
Applicable Regulations and Standards

Federal and state regulations and standards that may be applicable to these activities
include the following:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Holloman AFB RCRA Permit No. NM6572124422, February 2004 (NMED, 2004).
RCRA Permit No. NM6572124422 Modification, October 2009 (NMED, 2009).
NMED residential SSLs
USEPA residential RSLs
NMWQCC groundwater cleanup levels protective of human health (20.6.2.3103
NMAC)
USEPA MCLs
New Mexico HWA (New Mexico State Rules Act [NMSA] 1978, §74-4-1).
New Mexico Hazardous Waste Management Regulations, (20.4.1.100 NMAC)
RCRA, 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 260-268, Management of
Hazardous Waste. In the event that investigation-derived waste (IDW) sampling
and analysis indicate the presence of constituents of potential concern at
concentrations rendering them hazardous, storage and disposal protocols will be
followed in accordance with RCRA hazardous waste regulations, as adopted by
the NMED.
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·

United States Department of Transportation (DOT) 49 CFR 172, 173 and 178:
Apply to packaging IDW for removal from the site and addresses hazard-class
diamond labeling.

The latest revision of the NMED and USEPA documents at the time of the Work Plan
approval and/or execution of the field work will be used.
3.2

Pre-Mobilization Activities

Prior to mobilization of equipment, subcontracted services (e.g., drilling, surveying,
analytical laboratory) will be procured. Necessary permits (e.g., digging permits, well
permits) will be initiated. Site activities will be coordinated with the appropriate Holloman
AFB personnel.
Prior to initiating intrusive activities, an approved Air Force Form 332 will be obtained for
authorization of construction work at Holloman AFB. A request for locating underground
utilities in the area will be submitted to the New Mexico One-Call notification center.
Additionally, Air Force Form 103 will be submitted to request that the location of
underground utilities be marked in the vicinity of the soil borings and monitoring wells.
Drilling locations will be marked in white paint with a “+” within a circle. Utility clearance
approvals will be obtained from the appropriate Holloman AFB utility office (e.g.,
telephone, sewer, water, natural gas, telecommunications, etc.).
3.3

Mobilization Setup

Personnel, equipment, and resources necessary to perform the field work described in
the RFI Work Plan will be mobilized to the sites. Warning signs and safety fencing may
be use, where necessary, to indicate the danger of entering a work zone and to keep the
work area clear of obstructions such as facility worker vehicles. Setup will include
establishing a location for material and waste storage areas. Flight line clearance and
escorts will be secured prior to entry to restricted areas.
3.4

Soil Investigation

SS-074 – RPA FSST Wash Rack
Fifteen soil borings will be advanced to investigate residual impacts associated with the
former wash rack, oil/water separators, former chemical storage building and the AFFF
retention basin. Four of the initial soil borings will be converted to monitoring wells. Due
to the lack of specific information related to the location of the previously identified
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impacts, soil boring locations have been selected to assess the site based on historic
operations. Figure 3 depicts the proposed soil boing locations.
Soil Borings are anticipated to be completed by Terracon of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The soil borings will be advanced using concrete coring and direct-push drilling methods
to total depths of approximately 15 feet below ground surface (bgs), or refusal, whichever
is shallower.
Field screening will be performed with a MiniRae® 2000 (or equivalent) photoionization
detector (PID) with an 11.7 electron volts (eV) lamp capable of ionizing the volatile range
of the COCs. In addition, field screening will incorporate visual and olfactory inspection.
PID field screening will be involved collecting 5 to 10 grams and placing it into a Ziplock™
or similar plastic bag with sufficient headspace to facilitate volatilization. The headspace
will then be analyzed with the PID and the results will be recorded on the boring log form.
Logs will be kept to track location, field conditions, soil type, moisture content and field
screening results. Sample collection for laboratory analysis is discussed below in Section
3.2. After completion of the drilling operations, the boreholes will be backfilled with
granular bentonite. Borehole abandonment will be performed in accordance with AFCEC
and Holloman AFB requirements. Surface patch material will consist of asphalt, concrete
or other like materials. Management of investigation-derived waste is discussed in
Section 3.4.
Based on field observations and screen from the initial soil and groundwater samples, an
additional 30 soil borings, with up to five borings converted to monitoring wells, may be
advanced/installed to further evaluate the extent of the impacts. Based on an assessment
of the findings, up to 100 cubic yards of impacted soil may be excavated from the site for
off-site disposal.
TU-912 – Building 301 Concrete UST Newly Identified Area of Concern
Nine initial soil borings will be advanced in the vicinity of to the location of the relic UST
(refer to Figure 4). Four of the initial soil borings will be converted to monitoring wells.
Eight of the soil borings will be advanced using concrete coring and direct-push drilling
methods to an approximate depth of 15 feet bgs, or refusal, whichever is shallower. One
initial soil boring will be advanced in the locaiton of the historic UST to an approximate
depth of 30 feet bgs, or refusal, whichever is shallower. Field observations and screen
will be performed in accordacnce with the previous section. Based on field observations
and screening from the initial soil and groundwater samples, an additional 26 soil borings
may be advanced, with up to four of these borings converted to monitoring wells, to further
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evaluate the extent of the impacts. Based on an assessment of the findings, up to 100
cubic yards of impacted soil may be excavated
3.4.1

Soil Sample Collection

Soil sample collection for laboratory analyses at both the SS-074 and TU-912 sites will
consist of one sample from each boring from a depth of five feet bgs and a second soil
sample collected from the interval exhibiting the highest degree of impacts based on field
observations. In the event that no impacts are identified the sample will be collected from
the groundwater interface interval. Samples will be submitted for laboratory analysis as
defined in Section 3.4.2.
Soil samples collected for VOC analysis will use a Terra Core® Kit (or equivalent) in
accordance with USEPA SW-846 Method 5035. The Terra Core is a one-time use
transfer tool, designed to easily take soil samples and transfer them to the appropriate
containers for in-field chemical preservation. Approximately 5 grams of soil will be
collected in a TerraCore plunger (or equivalent) and transferred to a laboratory provided
pre-preserved sample vile. Collected samples will be stored in a cooler on ice to maintain
a temperature of 4 degrees Celsius in preparation for shipment to the laboratory. Sample
containers will be provided by TestAmerica Laboratories, Inc. (TestAmerica) located in
Arvada, CO. Prior to shipment, all samples will be logged on a standard Chain-of-Custody
(CofC) form and the coolers closed with a custody seal. CofC procedures are described
further in Section 4.3.
3.4.2

Soil Analytical Laboratory Testing

Soil samples from both the SS-074 and TU-912 sites will be analyzed by TestAmerica in
Arvada, Colorado, a DoD Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (ELAP) accredited
laboratory. The following analytical laboratory testing will be performed during the preinvestigation:
·

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) - soil samples will be collected for volatile
organic compound (VOC) analysis using method SW 846 Method 8260.

·

Semi-Volatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs) - soil samples will be collected for
semi-volatile organic compound (VOC) analysis using method SW 846 Method
8270.

·

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH) - soil samples will be collected for TPH GRO
and TPH DRO analysis using method SW 846 Method 8015.
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·

3.5

RCRA Metals - soil samples will be collected for dissolved RCRA metal analysis
using method SW 846 Method6010/7471.
Monitoring Wells

SS-074 – RPA FSST Wash Rack
Based on the results of the soil investigation, four monitoring wells will be installed using
concrete coring equipment and a truck-mounted hollow-stem auger rig to assess the
lateral extent of the groundwater impact. Well depths may vary; however, the bottom of
the screened interval will be installed 5 to 10 feet below the water table. One monitoring
well will be installed in a hydrogeologically up-gradient position relative to the location of
the detected release and three monitoring wells will be installed in hydrogeologically
down-gradient positions relative to the location of the detected release (refer to Figure 3).
Based on field observations, screen and analytical results of the groundwater samples
collected at the site, up to five additional delineation monitoring wells may be installed to
further evaluate the extent of the release.
TU-912 – Building 301 Concrete UST Newly Identified Area of Concern
Based on the results of the soil investigation, four monitoring wells will be installed using
concrete coring equipment and a truck-mounted hollow-stem auger rig to assess the
lateral extent of the groundwater impact. Well depths may vary; however, the bottom of
the screened interval will be installed 5 to 10 feet below the water table. Monitoring wells
will be installed adjacent northeast and southwest of the relic UST location, approximately
50 feet west of the relic UST location, and approximately 30 feet southwest of the relic
UST location (refer to Figure 4). Based on field observations, screening and analytical
results of the groundwater samples collected at the site, up to four additional delineation
monitoring wells may be installed to further evaluate the extent of the release.
3.5.1

Well Installation

Monitoring well installation will be performed by an individual with a current and valid well
driller license issued by the State of New Mexico. The monitoring wells will be installed
using hollow-stem auger (HSA) methods in accordance with NMED Ground Water Quality
Bureau Monitoring Well Construction and Abandonment Guidelines (NMED, 2011). The
boreholes will be advanced into the water table using a HSA such that the borehole
diameter will be at least four inches larger than the outside diameter of the well casing to
allow for proper placement of the filter pack and sealant. Care will be taken to ensure
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that the completed monitoring wells are sufficiently straight and plumb to allow passage
of measuring and sampling devices.
During drilling, a licensed geologist will document the following information for each soil
boring and monitoring well:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Boring or well identification (this identification will be unique to previous well
nomenclature used at the base);
Purpose of the boring (e.g., soil sampling, monitoring well)
Location relative to an easily identifiable landmark;
Names of driller and logger;
Start and finish dates and times;
Drilling method;
Diameter and type of casing;
Descriptions and quantities of materials placed in the annular space of the borings;
Depth at which groundwater is first encountered;
Lithologic descriptions and depths of lithologic boundaries;
Sample collection depths; and,
Other pertinent observations.

Well borings will be advanced approximately 5 to 10 feet into the water table and
completed such that the well screen intersects the water table. The wells will be
constructed of 2-inch diameter, Schedule 40, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) riser and screen.
The screened sections will consist of 10 feet of 0.010-inch slotted screen. A silica sand
filter pack will be placed around the screen to approximately two feet above the top of the
screen. A 2-foot thick bentonite seal will be placed above the filter pack. The remaining
annular space will be grouted with neat cement.
Monitoring wells will be completed as “flush-mounted” and constructed with water-tight
well vaults that are rated to withstand aircraft or vehicular traffic loads, as appropriate for
the location, and fitted with locking, expandable well plugs. Concrete pads (2-foot
minimum radius and 4-inch minimum thickness) will be poured around the well vaults.
Vault covers will be secured with bolts. Additionally, the vault covers will indicate that the
wellhead of a monitoring well is contained within the vault. The concrete surrounding the
well vault will be sloped to direct rainfall and runoff away from the well vault.
To document specific details of the monitoring well installations, the supervising geologist
and/or well driller will prepare a well construction diagram and completion report for each
well (refer to Appendix B).
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Soil cutting derived from well installation will be containerized and properly labeled for
temporary on-site storage. The soil samples collected during the advancement of the soil
borings will be considered representative for this waste. Management of investigationderived waste is discussed in Section 4.2.
3.5.2

Monitoring Well Development

Monitoring wells will be developed to remove fines from the filter pack. Wells will be
developed following a 24-hour period using a dedicated disposal polyethylene bailer or
Grundfos™ pump (or similar). The well will be considered sufficiently developed when
produced water is clear and free of suspended solids or following the removal or five well
volumes. Purge water will be containerized in steel drums for off-site disposal (refer to
Section 4.2.2 derived waste procedures).
Development equipment will be
decontaminated prior to the first use and between wells in accordance with Section 4.1.2
below.
3.5.3

Monitoring Well Survey

A Licensed Land Surveyor, will establish a site benchmark and conducted a vertical and
horizontal survey of each newly installed monitoring well. The vertical measurements will
be recorded using the North American Vertical Datum of 1983 (NAVD 83). Surveying data
will include top of well casing, top of protective casing, top of concrete pad and ground
surface. Surveying data will be utilized to assess groundwater elevations and in the
construction of relevant maps.
3.5.4

Groundwater Elevations

Groundwater elevations and total depths will be measured utilizing a Solinst™ Model 101
water level meter (or similar) to the nearest 0.01 foot. The water level measurements will
be recorded in the logbook and on field sampling form. Groundwater sampling form
example is presented in Appendix A. The water level meter will be decontaminated prior
to the first use and between each successive measurement as described in Section 4.1.
The measured depth to water measurements will be used to calculate a groundwater
elevation based on the survey data.
3.5.5

Groundwater Sampling

Groundwater samples for analysis of SVOCs and RCRA metals will be collected using
low-flow sampling methods. Groundwater samples for analysis of VOCs will be collected
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using a new, dedicated bailer subsequent to low-flow sampling for SVOCs and RCRA
metals. Low-Flow sampling uses a peristaltic pump that can be adjusted to deliver ground
water to the surface at rates from less than 100 milliliters per minute (ml/min) to a
maximum of 1 liter per minute. The purpose of this technique is the recovery of
representative water samples from the formation adjacent to the well screen. The
following provides the methodology to collect groundwater samples.
3.5.6

Equipment

Low-flow sampling requires specific equipment to collect a representative sample. For
this project the following equipment will be utilized:
·
·
·
·
·
·
3.5.7

Non-dedicated GEOpump 1 Peristaltic Pump
Polyethylene Suction Tubing (0.17” ID x 0.25” OD)
Polyethylene Discharge Tubing (0.25” ID x 0.375” OD)
Horiba® U-50 Multi-parameter Water Quality Meter
Horiba® U-50 Flow Cell
Solinst® 101 Water Level Meter
Pump Installation / Equipment Set-up

The pump intake will be positioned within the approximate center of the well screen
interval. This will be accomplished by collecting a total well depth measurement and
using the well installation forms to determine the approximate depth to the middle of the
screened interval. Once determined, the suction tubing will be cut to the corresponding
length and attached to the pump. The suction tubing will then be lowered into the well at
a slow pace as to limit the disturbance or suspension of particles in the well.
After the tubing is positioned, the peristaltic pump will be turned on and set to a flow rate
of approximately 100 to 500 ml/min. A water level measurement will be taken once the
equipment is in place to establish a reference. This information will be recorded on the
Field Sampling Form in Appendix A and utilized to track drawdown during purging.
3.5.8

Purging / Stabilization

Purging will begin by pumping at a flow rate in the range of 100 to 500 ml/min. A water
level measurement will be collected to assess drawdown conditions at this time. If
drawdown exceeds 0.3 feet the pump speed will be reduced until the drawdown stabilizes.
If drawdown does not come under control at 100 ml/min a field decision will be rendered
as to how far to allow drawdown to continue until sample collection.
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After drawdown conditions are stable, water quality parameters will be monitored during
purging. The monitoring will assess groundwater stability to determine when a
representative sample is available for collection.
To determine whether a sample is representative, the following indicator parameters will
be assessed:
Parameter

Stabilization Criteria

Reference

pH

± 0.1 pH units

Puls and Barcelona, 1996;
Wilde et al.,

± 3% uS/cm

Puls and Barcelona, 1996

± 10 millivolts

Puls and Barcelona 1996

Turbidity

± 10 % NTUs 1
(when turbidity is > 10 NTUs)

Puls and Barcelona, 1996
Wilde et al., 1998

Dissolved Oxygen

± 0.3 milligrams per liter

Wilde et al., 1998

Specific Conductivity
(SC)
Oxidation-Reduction
Potential (ORP)

1

In the event turbidity readings are less 10 NTUs, stabilization will be determined by consecutive readings of +/4 NTUs.

The water-quality indicator parameters will be monitored every five minutes during
purging. Also, at this time water level measurements will also be taken to verify that
excessive drawdown is not occurring. After three successive readings of the water-quality
indicator parameters have stabilized in accordance with the table above, sampling will
begin.
3.5.9

Sample Collection

Upon achieving stable conditions among the indicator parameters, sampling will be
performed. Prior to sampling the discharge tubing will be removed from the flow cell so
that samples are collected directly from the discharge, as opposed to running through the
flow cell. Sample analysis will be performed as described in Section 3.5.10. VOC
samples will be collected using a new, disposable bailer and placed in laboratory-provided
40 ml vials with hydrochloric acid preservative and a Teflon® septa. The samples will be
collected with as little agitation or disturbance as possible. The vial will be filled so that
there is a meniscus at the top of the vial and no visible bubbles or headspace present in
the vial after it is capped. After the cap is securely tightened, the vial will be inverted and
tapped on the palm of one hand to see if any undetected bubbles are dislodged. If a
bubble or bubbles are present, the vial will be topped off using a minimal amount of
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sample to re-establish the meniscus. If, after topping off and capping the vial, bubbles
are still present, a new vial will be obtained and the sample re-collected. Upon completion,
the sample bottles will be labeled, stored, handled, shipped and documented in
accordance with the procedures outlined in the Sections 4.5.3 through 4.5.7.
3.5.10

Groundwater Analytical Laboratory Testing

Groundwater samples will be analyzed by TestAmerica in Arvada, Colorado, a DoD ELAP
accredited laboratory. The following analytical laboratory testing will be performed during the
pre-investigation:
·

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) - groundwater samples will be collected and
analyzed for volatile organic compound (VOC) analysis using method SW 846
Method 8260.

·

Semi-Volatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs) - groundwater samples will be
collected and analyzed for semi-volatile organic compound (VOC) analysis using
method SW 846 Method 8270.

·

RCRA Metals - groundwater samples will be collected and analyzed for dissolved
RCRA metal analysis using method SW 846 Method6010/7471.

In the event that groundwater at the sites exceed NMWQCC water quality standards, the
TDS levels from nearby monitoring wells will be used to develop a TDS survey to
determine if the present-day groundwater in the immediate vicinity of the sites exceeds
the NMWQCC potable water threshold for TDS of 10,000 mg/L. NMWQCC standards
apply only to groundwater exhibiting TDS concentrations below the potable water
threshold (NMAC, 2004); however, if contaminant concentrations exceed regulatory
thresholds for potable water, it may be necessary to assess potential risks associated
with vapor intrusion and/or ecological receptors.
3.6

Soil Excavation

Based on the results of the soil evaluation, up to 100 cubic yards of affected soil may be
excavated from each site for off-site disposal. These soils are likely to be excavated using
concrete removal equipment and a backhoe. The excavated soils will be properly
characterized, profiled, manifested, and accepted by an NMED licensed off-site receiving
facility prior to excavation and removal from the sites.
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3.7

Confirmation Soil Sampling

Subsequent to completion of excavation activities, confirmation soil samples will be
collected from the walls and floor of the excavations. Sidewall samples will be collected
from above the capillary fringe zone and at depths of approximately 5 to 7 feet bgs. Up
to two sidewall samples will be collected from each wall of the excavations and up to four
samples will be collected from the bottom of the excavations, depending on the final
dimensions of the excavations. The soil samples will be collected in accordance with the
methods described above in Section 3.4.1 and analyzed for TPH, VOCs, SVOCs and/or
RCRA metals using the methods described in Section 3.4.2.
3.8

Site Restoration

Imported excavation backfill material will be selected in accordance with the requirements
in Unified Facilities Guide Specifications (UFGS) Section 31-23-00.00-20. The materials
will meet the requirements as specified in UFGS 31-23-00.00-20 Section 2.1.7, which
may be revised at the request of Holloman AFB facility engineers. The soils will be
evaluated for the presence of TPH using USEPA SW-846 Method 8015, benzene,
toluene, ethyl benzene, total xylenes (BTEX) using USEPA SW-846 Method 5035/8260,
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) using USPEA SW-846 Method 8022 and hazardous
waste characteristics (including toxicity, ignitability, corrosivity, and reactivity) using
USEPA SW-846 Methods 1311, 10, SM4500 and Section 7, respectively. One grab
sample will be collected for analysis of TPH and BTEX from the area of the borrow site
most likely to be contaminated, based on visual or olfactory evidence. One four-part
composite sample will be collected from the borrow site for analysis of hazardous waste
characteristics. Backfill materials will not be transported onto the site prior to review of
the laboratory analytical results and approval by the Contracting Officer.
Backfill soil will meet the minimum standards for backfill material as specified in UFGS
Section 31-23-00.00-20 Part 2.1.7 and will consist of Unified Soil Classification System
(USCS) classifications of GW, GP, GM, SW, SP or SM with a maximum liquid limit of 35,
a maximum plasticity index of 12 and a maximum of 25 percent passing the number 200
sieve.
The excavation will be backfilled in accordance with the specifications in UFGS Section
31-23-00.00-20 Section 3.6. The backfill soils will be placed in the excavation in six-inch
lifts and will be compacted to 95 percent of ASTM D1557 modified proctor values.
Pavement over areas of excavations will be removed and replaced in accordance with
the requirements of UFGS Section 32-13-11. The concrete thickness will match existing
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pavement and the replacement slab will be epoxy doweled into the existing pavement.
The concrete will be tested in the field for slump, air content and temperature and test
specimens will be collected in cylinders for laboratory testing of compressive strength 7
days, 28 days and 56 days following placement. Reinforcing steel (rebar) will be installed
to match the thickness and spacing of the existing concrete. The concrete patches will
be finished by hand in accordance with UFGS Section 32-13-11 Part 3.6.
3.9

Quality Assurance / Quality Control

The UFP-QAPP is being submitted concurrently with this Work Plan. The UFP-QAPP
presents the sampling rationale, design, and quality assurance (QA) and quality control
(QC) procedures to be followed. Analytical laboratory results will include a Level 4 Data
Package with data validation performed by Oak Services, LLC, of Broomfield, Colorado,
and results will be presented in SEDD electronic format. Quality Control samples
associated the RFI will be as follows:
3.9.1

Duplicate Samples

To measure of precision, duplicate sampling will be collected during soil and groundwater
sampling. Duplicate samples are required at a rate of one per every 10 samples.
Duplicate samples will be collected from the same material as the parent sample and
submitted for the same laboratory analysis. The results from duplicate analyses are used
to evaluate precision related to field sampling, preservation and storage and laboratory
analytical procedures.
3.9.2

Matrix Spike / Matrix Spike Duplicate Samples

The analyses of MS/MSD samples are utilized to measure recovery from a matrix, and to
measure the effect of the matrix on the extraction and analysis. The percent recovery of
matrix spike samples will be calculated. Percent recovery of a parameter is obtained by
dividing the amount recovered by the true amount added and multiplying by 100.
Acceptable percent recovery generally ranges from 80% to 120%. In addition, the
analyses of method blanks, laboratory control samples, and percent recoveries are also
utilized for laboratory accuracy determinations. MS/MDS sample analysis will be
determined by designation on the CofC form. MS/MSD samples are required at a rate of
one per 20 samples.
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3.9.3

Equipment/Trip Blank Samples

One equipment blank will be collected during each day of assessment activities at each
site. The samples will be collected from deionized water poured over sampling equipment
and captured in laboratory-provided containers. The equipment blanks will be submitted
for laboratory analysis of VOCs using USEPA SW-846 Method 8260. Laboratoryprepared trip blanks will accompany field samples in sample storage and shipping coolers
and will be analyzed for VOCs using USEPA SW-846 Method 8260. One trip blank will
be included in each cooler used to store and ship samples from each site.

4.0
4.1

GENERAL FIELD PROCEDURES AND PROTOCOLS
Equipment Decontamination

4.1.1

Soil Sampling

Between soil borings, equipment will be decontaminated on a decontamination pad
constructed of wood and synthetic plastic (at least 10 mm thick). Decontamination will be
performed using pressure/hot water "steam type" cleaner for large equipment or a spray
and rinse decontamination sequence for smaller equipment, as appropriate, where a nonphosphate based soap, such as Alconox, will be used to wash the equipment followed by
a water rinse. This process will continue until all residual soil is removed from the
equipment. Water and solids that accumulate in the decontamination pad will be
managed as described in Section 4.2.
4.1.2

Groundwater Sampling

Non-dedicated groundwater sampling equipment will be decontaminated to reduce the
potential for cross-contamination between wells. Each piece of reusable non-dedicated
sampling equipment will be decontaminated prior to use, and after the collection of each
sample. The standard procedure will be performed as described below.
1. Prepare decontamination solution using deionized water and Alconox® nonphosphate contain powdered cleaner. Pour solution into a spray bottle for easy
application. In addition, a rinse spray bottle containing deionized water only will
be prepared.
2. The tubing within the peristaltic pump will be replaced between collection of each
groundwater sample.
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3. Following decontamination, the pump will be re-assembled and stored in a plastic
bag or wrapped in aluminum foil until reuse.
Individual polyethylene tubing used will be prepared for each well and thus be considered
dedicated. As a result, they will not be subject to decontaminated procedures. Dedicated
tubing will be clearly labeled and stored in plastic bags following sample collection until
reused during subsequent sampling events. Equipment blanks will be collected from nondedicated equipment as discussed in the following section. Decontamination water will
be managed as described in Section 4.2.
The groundwater samples will be analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs and RCRA 8 metals in
accordance with the UFP-QAPP. Based on the results of initial analysis, analytes and
frequency of subsequent monitoring events may be revised in an addendum to this Work
Plan.
4.2
4.2.1

Investigative Derived Waste (IDW) and Characterization Samples
Soil

Soil cuttings not utilized during borehole abandonment will be containerized in 55-gallon
drums and properly labeled for temporary on-site storage. A characterization sample will
be collected from these cuttings to assess disposal options. Laboratory analysis will
include, but is not limited to the following: Corrosivity (Method 1110A), Ignitability (Method
1010A), Reactivity, TCLP RCRA 8 Metals (EPA 6010 & 7470), TCLP Volatiles (EPA
8260), TCLP Semi-Volatiles (EPA 8270), TCLP Herbicides (EPA 8151), and TCLP
Pesticides (EPA 8081).
The IDW generated during the assessment activities will include spent and unused
sample material, soil cuttings, PPE, miscellaneous sampling supplies, decontamination
water, and purge water. Prior to performing sampling, the field team leader will discuss
with the field sampling personnel waste reduction methods. Practices to be instituted to
support waste minimization include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Restriction of materials to those needed for performance of work;

•

Substitution of recyclable materials for disposable items;

•

Reuse of items, when practical;

•

Segregation of contaminated waste from uncontaminated waste;

•

Segregation of reusable items (such as PPE and tools); and,
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•

Waste characterization will be evaluated based on the comparison of analytical
results with applicable regulatory levels.

Wastewater from pre-sampling well development and purging and equipment
decontamination will be stored in DOT-approved 55-gallon drums pending
characterization and disposal. Each drum will be marked to identify the contents and
generation date and with instructions that no material should be added or removed.
Waste characterization will be performed by reviewing the soil and groundwater sample
analytical results from the borings and wells. The detected constituent concentrations will
be compared to the NMWQCC Regulations, Part 2, 2013, A, B, and C groundwater quality
standards (20 NMAC 6.2).
A Notice of Intent to discharge development, purge, and decontamination water will be
prepared and submitted to the NMED Ground Water Quality Bureau for approval prior to
discharging any groundwater to on-site surfaces. Results from laboratory analyses will
be summarized and concentrations evaluated for individual containers based on the
volume added from the wells from which the purge water and decontamination water
originated. The maximum concentrations will be used to determine whether purge water
meets the discharge requirements. Subsequent to NMED approval, the water will be
discharged to an impervious paved surface at the sites and allowed to evaporate. If the
results indicated that the water cannot be released to the site, it will be disposed in
accordance with state and federal regulations at an NMED licensed off-site facility.
All PPE and disposable equipment will be placed in doubled plastic bags and sealed for
disposal in dumpsters at the base.
As part of the contract with subcontracted analytical laboratories, all laboratory and
sample waste will be disposed by the laboratory in accordance with state and federal
regulations. Analytical waste streams may include unused/unaltered sample material,
analytical residues, and sample containers. Unused/unaltered sample material will be
generated from the sampling activities in the form of soil and groundwater not required
for analysis. Generally, the laboratory will be responsible for disposal of the
unused/unaltered sample material. In those cases where samples must be returned from
the laboratory, this excess material will be documented and disposed at an appropriate
facility. Analytical residues are generated from the sample analytical activities conducted
by the subcontracted laboratory. Although the laboratory is required to dispose of
analytical residues under the terms of the subcontract, the potential does exist for return
of analytical residues. If analytical residues are returned, the material will be documented
and disposed at an appropriate facility.
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Sample containers will become a waste stream following analyses. The laboratory is
required to dispose of the sample containers in accordance with established waste
management procedures and state and federal regulations. Sample containers will only
be returned to the project consultant should unused/unaltered sample material need to
be returned as discussed above.
4.2.2

Water

Water produced during well development and sampling will be containerized in steel
DOT-approved 55-gallon drums and properly labeled for temporary on-site storage.
Similarly, water accumulated during decontamination of soil boring equipment on the
decontamination pad will also be stored in steel 55-gallon drums. A characterization
sample will be collected to assess disposal options. Expected waste generation at this
time is only anticipated to be water produced from the wells during development and
purging. Laboratory analysis will include, but is not limited to the following: TCLP VOCs,
TCLP SVOCs, Corrosivity (Method 1110A), Ignitability (Method 1010A), TCLP RCRA 8
metals, and Reactivity. A licensed New Mexico Special Waste hauler will provide liquid
waste transportation and disposal services in accordance proper RCRA/DOT regulations
depending on results of the of waste characterization analysis.
4.3

Chain of Custody Procedures

Sample documentation will be accomplished through a Chain of Custody (CofC) Record
that lists each sample, analytical requested and the individuals performing the sample
collection, shipment, and receipt. Each CofC form will include the name and physical
address of the receiving laboratory and the name and physical address of any
laboratories that the receiving laboratory forwards the samples to for analysis. Sampling
personnel, upon collection of samples for analysis, will properly complete a CofC Record
form. Samples will be maintained by CTI personnel and placed in a dedicated cooler
located in a secured area or vehicle at all times until samples are packed for shipping and
sample custody is transferred.
The CofC document will be the controlling document to assure that sample maintenance
and custody are maintained thereby assuring the sample(s) are representative of the
environment from which they were collected. At a minimum, the following information will
be recorded on the CofC document:
·

The unique identification number assigned to each sample;

·

The date and time of the sample collection;
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·

Container type (e.g., glass, poly, brass sleeve, etc.);

·

Sample preservation ;

·

Requested analyses;

·

The project name and number;

·

The names of all sampling personnel;

·

The name and phone number of the project contact; and

·

The name of the courier and the waybill number (if applicable).

The CofC document will be initiated in the field by the person(s) collecting the sample and
signed by each individual who has the samples in their possession. Each time that sample
custody is transferred, the former custodian must sign over the CofC as Relinquished By,
and the new custodian must sign on to the CofC as Received By. Each signature must
be accompanied by the date, time, and the name of their project or company affiliation.
4.4

Sample Identification Nomenclature

Sample identification nomenclature will be used to identify each sample collected as a
unique sample to provide a tracking record to allow retrieval of sample information. Each
sample is identified by sample type (soil or groundwater), sample location, sample depth
(if applicable), sample number and sample date. The sample numbering system
described below provides a unique identifier for all samples that will be collected.
·

SP-1 10-12’ / 082115 = Soil sample collected at soil probe designation 1 at a depth
of 10 to 12 feet below ground surface and 082115 would be the sampling date
(month, day, year).

·

MW-1/ 082115 = Groundwater sample collected at monitoring well designation 1
and 082115 would be the sampling date (month, day, year).

4.5

Field Documentation

4.5.1

Field Log Book

During field work, documentation will be prepared to track activities and provide a record
of completed work. Field logbooks will provide a detailed daily handwritten record, kept
in real time, of field activities performed at the site. The following steps will be followed
when making entries in the field logbook:
1. Enter the day and date; time the task started; weather conditions; and the
names, titles, and organizations of personnel performing the task.
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2. Record the name, title, organization, time of arrival, and time of departure of all
visitors to the site.
3. Describe all site activities in specific detail or indicate which forms were used to
record such information (e.g., soil boring log or well completion log).
4. Describe in specific detail any samples collected and whether splits, duplicates,
matrix spikes or blanks were prepared.
5. Upgrades or downgrades of personal protective equipment and the rationale for
such action, and health and safety information such as level of personal
protective equipment (PPE) used.
6. List the time, equipment type, and the procedure followed for all
decontaminations carried out.
7. List all instrument calibrations, person(s) performing calibration, and the page
number of the calibration log that provides specific information on calibration
procedures and results when the calibrations occur in the field.
8. No pages may be removed from the site or field logbooks for any reason. Blank
pages must be marked "page intentionally left blank".
9. Mistakes must be crossed out with a single line, initialed, and dated. Only
persons authorized by the Project Geologist or Project Environmental Engineer
may make entries in logbooks.
10. The Project Geologist or Sampling Team Leader must sign the field logbook at
the bottom of each page.
4.5.2

Field Sampling Forms

Field sampling activities will be documented by the field team leader or authorized
personnel on the field sampling forms. The field sampling forms will include information
regarding sample location and characteristics as well as sample label, time and date of
collection, and whether any sample duplicates, matrix spikes or blanks were collected at
the sample locations. A copy of the sample forms is provided in Appendix A.
4.5.3

Sample Handling, Packaging and Shipping

This procedure outlines the methods and responsibilities for field personnel to use in the
packaging and shipping of environmental samples for chemical and physical analysis.
This only applies to the packaging and shipping of small quantity, low concentration
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environmental samples for laboratory analyses. This procedure does not apply to those
samples considered hazardous materials, hazardous waste, mixed waste, radioactive
waste, and/or dangerous goods. The details within this procedure are only applicable to
the general requirements for sample packaging and shipping.
4.5.4

Sample Handling

Inspect the sampling containers (obtained from the analytical laboratory prior to the
sampling event) to ensure that they are appropriate for the samples being collected,
contain the correct preservative, and undamaged.
When collecting a sample, always use approved/site specific personal protective
equipment (e.g., gloves, etc.) to prevent cross-contamination from sample to sample but
also as a health and safety requirement.
4.5.5

Field Packaging

Place sample containers in separate, appropriately sized, airtight, seam sealing
polyethylene bags (e.g., ZiplocTM or equivalent). Seal the bag, removing any excess air.
Place the bagged container inside an insulating shipping container, "cooler”, with
cushioning material. This cooler should have ice inside to assure samples remain cool,
4°C ± 2°C, during transit from field to the packaging location. Maintain the samples under
chain of custody in accordance with Section 4.3.
4.5.6

Sample Packaging

Inspect the integrity of the shipping container. The container is generally a "cooler"
constructed of heavy plastic or metal with appropriate insulating properties so that
variations in temperature during shipping are minimized. Also make sure that the drain
plug has been secured in place with nylon reinforced strapping tape or mailing tape. Place
the samples in the shipping container, allowing sufficient room between the samples to
place ice and/or packing material. Double bag (e.g. Ziplock TM or equivalent) and seal
crushed or cubed ice in heavy-duty polyethylene bags. Place these bags of ice on top of
and between samples. All samples requiring temperature preservation stated at 4°C will
be acceptable "as in" within the range of 4°C ± 2°C. The laboratory should record the
temperature of receipt upon the CofC and complete a cooler receipt form. For all samples
received at less than 2°C (note if frozen), or at greater than 6°C, the sample(s) and
temperature (in 1°C increments) will be identified on the CofC and the Project Chemist
notified, to provide a determination and written authorization to proceed to analysis.
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4.5.7

Sample Shipping

Delivery to the laboratory on weekends and holidays will be confirmed in advance, at least
one business day prior to shipment. The person in charge of sample custody will time,
date, and sign over relinquishment of custody on the CofC. Place the original copy of the
CofC record in a sealed, clear plastic envelop or bag and tape the CofC record envelope
to the inside lid of the shipping container. Retain a copy of the CofC record for tracking
purposes.
4.6

Health and Safety

The site-specific Health and Safety Plan (HASP) presented in Appendix C. The purpose
of the HASP is to clearly define the Safety and Health requirements and personnel
responsibilities for completing the RFI.
4.6.1

Emergency Response and Contact Information

Emergency/contingency plans, presented in Section 10.0 of the HASP, have been
established to address possible site emergencies. All on-site personnel are required to
immediately notify the SHSS and/or PM immediately in the event of any type of site
emergency. The site emergency contact list is provided below:
Paramedics/Ambulance – Emergency
Fire Department – Emergency
Police – Emergency
Emergency Hospital (Gerld Champion Regional Medical
Center)
2669 N Scenic Drive, Alamogordo, NW
National Response Center
CHEMTREC (Chemical Transportation Emergency Center)
USACE
(Trent Simpler)
CTI (Corporate - Wixom, MI)
51331 W. Pontiac Trail, Wixom, MI 48393
Terracon Consultants, Inc. (Mark Hillier)
4905 Hawkins NE, Albuquerque, NM
AFCEC/CZO
(Laura Peters)
CTI Project Manager
(Robert Shebuski, PG)
CTI Corporate Human Resources Supervisor
(Robyn James)
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9-1-1
9-1-1
9-1-1
(505) 439-6100

(800) 424-8802
(800) 424-9300
Office: 505-342-4823
Mobile: 505-301-6996
Office: 248-486-5100
Mobile: 248-904-0621
Office: 505-797-4287
Mobile: 505-715-0375
Office: 575-904-6743
Office: 248-560-0763
FAX: 248-486-5050
Office: 248-486-5100
FAX: 248-486-5050

5.0

REPORTING

Reporting will be comprised of an RFI report, well completion reports, quarterly
groundwater monitoring reports, and an annual groundwater monitoring report.
5.1

RFI

Documentation of the project will include field notes and forms, photographs, and
analytical data. The RFI report will be prepared following completion of the activities
described herein documenting the results of the drilling, sampling, and analyses. The
report will be submitted for USACE, United States Air Force (USAF) and NMED review.
The RFI report will include, at a minimum, the following elements:
•

A description of the field activities including soil boring advancement, monitoring
well installation, and soil remediation;

•

Summaries of analytical results;

•

Complete Level 4 data packages and data validation reports;

•

Summaries of problems encountered and deviations from the planned work scope;

•

Summaries of accomplishments and evaluations of the results; and,

•

Recommendations for additional assessment or remediation (if necessary).

5.2

Well Completion Reports

A well completion report for each newly installed monitoring well will be prepared and
submitted to the New Mexico Office of the State Engineer by the licensed driller in
accordance with NMED requireme nts.
5.3

Annual Groundwater Monitoring Reports

Brief summaries of the analytical results of quarterly monitoring will be prepared quarterly.
An annual groundwater monitoring report will be prepared for each site to document the
results of the initial and three subsequent quarterly groundwater monitoring events. The
reports will provide evaluation of the data and associated trends and provide
recommendations as to future monitoring requirements and corrective actions.
Concentration versus time trend analysis for key constituents will be performed and
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presented. An appropriate statistical method may be employed with approval from the
USAF.
In addition to the above reports, analytical data will be exported for upload to AFCEC’s
Environmental Restoration Program Information Management System (ERPIMS)
database within 90 days of sample collection.

6.0

PROJECT SCHEDULE

Project schedule (see Appendix D) has been prepared for the overall anticipated
sequence of activities to be performed in support of the investigation at the sites. The
schedule is dependent on many factors including, but not limited to, USACE, USAF and
NMED review and comment, subcontractor availability, weather and site conditions. The
USACE, USAF and NMED will be notified 30 days prior to the implementation of field
activities. Additionally, during implementation of the field activities, weekly status reports
will be submitted to USACE project personnel by electronic mail. These reports will
summarize the previous week’s activities, the planned activities for the following week,
and any other pertinent information.
The RFI schedule will allow for evaluation of screening level data during field work to
allow for timely response to changing conditions. Quarterly groundwater monitoring will
be continued for at least one year to:
•

Monitor impacts of contamination;

•

Measure the effectiveness of future interim measures;

•

Augment the implemented interim measures with additional actions if determined
to be necessary in order to achieve the project objectives; and,

•

Demonstrate that the interim measures have successfully addressed
contamination at the sites based on mitigation of contaminant impacts on
groundwater underlying the sites.

The objective of these activities is to support a corrective action completion without
controls determination.
The RFI report will be submitted for review and approval by USACE, USAF and NMED
personnel.
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FIGURES
Figure 1 – Site Base Map (SS-074)
Figure 2 – Site Base Map (TU-912)
Figure 3 – Proposed Soil Boring and Well Installation Locations (SS-074)
Figure 4 - Proposed Soil Boring and Well Installation Locations (TU-912)

APPENDIX A
Field Forms

HTW DRILLING LOG
1 COMPANY NAME

HOLE NO.

2. DRILLING SUBCONTRACTOR

SHEET 1
OF
SHEETS

3. PROJECT

4. LOCATION

5 NAME OF DRILLER

6. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL

7 SIZES AND TYPES OF DRILLING

8. HOLE LOCATION

AND SAMPLING EQUIPMENT
9. SURFACE ELEVATION

10. DATE STARTED

11. DATE COMPLETED

12 OVERBURDEN THICKNESS

15. DEPTH GROUNDWATER ENCOUNTERED

13 DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK

16. DEPTH TO WATER AND ELAPSED TIME AFTER DRILLING COMPLETED

14 TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE

17. OTHER WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS (SPECIFY)

18 GEOTECHNICAL SAMPLES

DISTURBED

VOC

20. SAMPLES FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

UNDISTURBED

19. TOTAL NUMBER OF CORE BOXES

OTHER (SPECIFY)

METALS

OTHER (SPECIFY)

OTHER (SPECIFY)

2 1. TOTAL CORE
RECOVERY
%

22. DISPOSITION OF HOLE

BACKFILLED

ELEV.

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS

a

b

C

MONITORING WELL

OTHER (SPECIFY)

23. SIGNATURE OF INSPECTOR

FIELD SCREENING
RESULTS

GEOTECH SAMPLE
OR CORE BOX NO.

ANALYTICAL
SAMPLE NO.

COUNTS

BLOW
REMARKS

d

e

f

9

h

-

FORM

MRK JUN 89 55

PROJECT

HOLE NO.

HOLE NO.

HTW DRILLING LOG (CONT.)
PROJECT

DEPTH.

ELEV.
a

SHEET
OF
SHEETS

INSPECTOR

b

FORM

MRK JUN 89 55-2

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS
c

PROJECT

FIELD SCREENING
RESULTS
d

GEOTECH SAMPLE
OR CORE BOX NO.
e

ANALYTICAL
SAMPLE NO.
I

BLOW
COUNTS
9

HOLE NO.

REMARKS
h

Groundwater Sampling Purge Form
Page ______ of ______
Well Data
Well ID:
Date:
Sampler(s):
Purge/sample method:

Depth to water:
Total depth of well:
Height of purge column:
Pump, Controller setting
Pressure:
Refill/discharge time:

ft btoc
ft btoc
ft

psi
Field Fe II:
mg/L
sec.
Field alkalinity:
mg/L
Observations (weather conditions, well deterioration/damage, evidence of tampering, odor, exemption (if any) and reason, etc.):

Parameters stabilized prior to sample collection?

YES

NO

(intials by each sampler)

Purge Data
Time

Specific
Pump Flow Rate Depth to GW Temperature
Conductivity

Initial
Stablization
Criteria

(mL/min)

(ft BTOC)

(ºC)

(µmhos/cm)

Stable Water
Level

Stable or
Decreasing

+0.5ºC

+1% of fullscale; default
+20 µmhos/cm

Final (post-sample) depth to groundwater prior to pump shutoff (ft BTOC):
Total volume purged (L):
Sample ID(s):
Sample Time:

Water Quality Parameters
Dissolved
pH
Oxygen
(mg/L)
+0.1 if < 1
mg/L;
+10% if > 1
mg/L

ORP

Turbidity

su

(mV)

(NTU)

+0.1

+10mV

<50

Groundwater Sampling Purge Form (cont.)
Continuation of Purge Data for Well:

Time

Initial
Stablization
Criteria

______________

Page ______ of ______

Specific
Pump Flow Rate Depth to GW Temperature
Conductivity
(mL/min)

(ft BTOC)

(ºC)

(µmhos/cm)

Stable Water
Level

Stable or
Decreasing

+0.5ºC

+1% of fullscale; default
+20 µmhos/cm

Water Quality Parameters
Dissolved
pH
Oxygen
(mg/L)
+0.1 if < 1
mg/L;
+10% if > 1
mg/L

ORP

Turbidity

su

(mV)

(NTU)

+0.1

+10mV

<50

Well Development Form
Project Name:
Project Information
Facility Name:
Location:
N

Project Number:

E

Well Information
Date and Time Well Seal Installed:
Total Depth of Well:
feet from
Depth to Top of Screen:
feet from
Length of Casing Screened:
feet

Page 1 of ___
Well Number:

Elevation of Well
Ground Surface Elevation:
Top of Casing Elevation (TOC):
Borehole Volume Calculation:

1 borehole volume (gallons) = initial height of water column (ft) x 0.0408 x (borehole diameter (in))
initial height of water column = total depth (ft) – initial depth to water (ft)

Type of Formation Screened:

Volume of Water Lost During Drilling and Well Installation:

Well development Method description
Surge:
Bail:
Pump:
Other:

Development Completion Criteria
Field parameter stabilized?
Turbidity < 50 NTU?
Volume of water removed during development:
Other:

Observations During Well Development
Dept
Water removed
Start
End
Total
Date
h to
Gallons
Total
time
time
depth
water

Measurements from TOC unless otherwise noted.

Temp
(degree
F)

pH
(units)

S.C.
(S/cm)

Turbidity
(NTU)

ORP
(mV)

Y
Y

DO
(mg/L)

2

N
N
gallons

Remarks
(Color, Odor, Particulates)

Hollowman Air Base
Drum Inventory Form

Project:
IDW
Source

Number:
Drum #

 = Good Condition
* = See Comments

Type

Date
Drum
Filled

Inspecti
on Date

Personnel:
Security
Seal
(Y/N)

Seal Number

Contents

Drum Condition and Comments

APPENDIX B
Well Installation Forms

MONITORING WELL INSTALLATION FORM
Project_________________________
Boring Number__________________

Well Number ______________________________
Date Installed ______________________________

Type of riser pipe & diameter_____________________________
Type of screen & slot size_____________________________________
Top of protective pipe
Hinge line
Top of riser pipe
Ground surface

Measurements:
Length of riser pipe _________________________________________
Length of screen ___________________________________________
Length of end blank ________________________________________
Total length of well installation _______________________________
Bottom depth of borehole ____________________________________
Length of riser pipe stickup above ground surface _________________

Depth of
protective pipe
Top of grout

Centralizers:
Total number of centralizers __________________________________
Depth(s) of centralizer(s) BGS ________________________________
Protective Pipe:
Date set __________________________________________________
Size and type of protective pipe _______________________________
Number of weep holes drilled in protective pipe __________________
Well Pad:
Dimensions of well pad ______________________________________

* Not to Scale

Number and size of protective posts around well __________________
Filter Pack:
Type and grain size of filter pack material _______________________
Grout Mix (es):
Type of grout mix and locations used in the well installation
_________________________________________________________
Amount and type of grout materials used for each mix

Top of Bentonite
seal/fine sand
Top of filter pack
Top of screen

Other:
Portland:
Bentonite (specify type):
Water:
1. Material used to fill annular space between borehole and protective
pipe ____________________________________________________
2. Material used to fill void between protective pipe and well riser pipe
_____________________________________________________

Bottom of screen
Bottom of well
BOH
Borehole diameter

WELL RECORD & LOG

1. GENERAL AND WELL LOCATION

OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER
www.ose.state.nm.us

OSE POD NUMBER (WELL NUMBER)

OSE FILE NUMBER(S)

WELL OWNER NAME(S)

PHONE (OPTIONAL)

WELL OWNER MAILING ADDRESS

CITY

DEGREES

WELL
LOCATION

MINUTES

STATE

ZIP

SECONDS

LATITUDE

(FROM GPS)
LONGITUDE

N

* ACCURACY REQUIRED: ONE TENTH OF A SECOND

W

* DATUM REQUIRED: WGS 84

DESCRIPTION RELATING WELL LOCATION TO STREET ADDRESS AND COMMON LANDMARKS - PLSS (SECTION, TOWNSHJIP, RANGE) WHERE AVAILABLE

LICENSE NUMBER

NAME OF LICENSED DRILLER

DRILLING STARTED

DRILLING ENDED

NAME OF WELL DRILLING COMPANY

DEPTH OF COMPLETED WELL (FT)

BORE HOLE DEPTH (FT)

DEPTH WATER FIRST ENCOUNTERED (FT)

2. DRILLING & CASING INFORMATION

STATIC WATER LEVEL IN COMPLETED WELL (FT)
COMPLETED WELL IS:

ARTESIAN

DRY HOLE

SHALLOW (UNCONFINED)

DRILLING FLUID:

AIR

MUD

ADDITIVES – SPECIFY:

DRILLING METHOD:

ROTARY

HAMMER

CABLE TOOL

DEPTH (feet bgl)
FROM

TO

3. ANNULAR MATERIAL

DEPTH (feet bgl)
FROM

TO

BORE HOLE
DIAM
(inches)

BORE HOLE
DIAM. (inches)

CASING MATERIAL AND/OR
GRADE
(include each casing string, and
note sections of screen)

LOCATION

CASING
CONNECTION
TYPE

LIST ANNULAR SEAL MATERIAL AND
GRAVEL PACK SIZE-RANGE BY INTERVAL

FOR OSE INTERNAL USE
FILE NUMBER

OTHER – SPECIFY:

CASING
INSIDE DIAM.
(inches)

AMOUNT
(cubic feet)

CASING WALL
THICKNESS
(inches)

SLOT
SIZE
(inches)

METHOD OF
PLACEMENT

WR-20 WELL RECORD & LOG (Version 06/08/2012)

POD NUMBER

TRN NUMBER
PAGE 1 OF 2

DEPTH (feet bgl)
THICKNESS
TO

(feet)

INCLUDE WATER-BEARING CAVITIES OR FRACTURE ZONES

WATER
BEARING?

(attach supplemental sheets to fully describe all units)

(YES / NO)

4. HYDROGEOLOGIC LOG OF WELL

FROM

COLOR AND TYPE OF MATERIAL ENCOUNTERED -

METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE YIELD OF WATER-BEARING STRATA:

6. SIGNATURE

5. TEST; RIG SUPERVISION

AIR LIFT

WELL TEST

BAILER

PUMP

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

ESTIMATED
YIELD FOR
WATERBEARING
ZONES (gpm)

TOTAL ESTIMATED
WELL YIELD (gpm):

OTHER – SPECIFY:

TEST RESULTS - ATTACH A COPY OF DATA COLLECTED DURING WELL TESTING, INCLUDING DISCHARGE METHOD,
START TIME, END TIME, AND A TABLE SHOWING DISCHARGE AND DRAWDOWN OVER THE TESTING PERIOD.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION:

PRINT NAME(S) OF DRILL RIG SUPERVISOR(S) THAT PROVIDED ONSITE SUPERVISION OF WELL CONSTRUCTION OTHER THAN LICENSEE:

THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES THAT, TO THE BEST OF HIS OR HER KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF, THE FOREGOING IS A TRUE AND
CORRECT RECORD OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED HOLE AND THAT HE OR SHE WILL FILE THIS WELL RECORD WITH THE STATE ENGINEER
AND THE PERMIT HOLDER WITHIN 20 DAYS AFTER COMPLETION OF WELL DRILLING:

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________

SIGNATURE OF DRILLER / PRINT SIGNEE NAME
FOR OSE INTERNAL USE
FILE NUMBER
LOCATION

DATE
WR-20 WELL RECORD & LOG (Version 06/08/2012)

POD NUMBER

TRN NUMBER
PAGE 2 OF 2
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1:Health and Safety Forms


Accident Prevention Plan (APP)/Site Safety and Health Plan (HASP) Review;



Tailgate Safety Meeting Record;



Pre-Task Analysis;



USACE Drilling Inspection Checklist;



Heavy Equipment Inspection Report;



ISOTEC Daily Equipment Inspection Sheet;



Calibration Log: Air Monitoring Instruments;



Air Monitoring Log;



Hazardous Substance Inventory List;



Hazardous Substance Inventory List Map Template;



Safety Inspection Report;



Site Safety Deficiency Tracking List;



Site Control Log;



Incident Report by Supervisor;



Incident Statement by Employee;



Incident Statement by Witness;



Injury and Illness Report;



Property Damage, Loss, and General Liability Report;



Vehicle Accident Report;



OSHA Form No. 300 “Log of Work Related Injuries and Illnesses”;



OSHA Form 300A “Summary of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses”;



USACE ENG Form 3394; and



Preliminary Accident Notification (PAN).

APPENDIX 2:

Activity Hazard Analyses



Soil Boring / Monitoring Well Drilling and Installation



Collection of Soil Boring Test Samples.



Groundwater Sampling.

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
AHA
APR
CFR
CGI
CPR
dBA
DOT
EM-385-1-1
EM
ER
ºF
FUDS
GFCI
HAZWOPER
HCL
HN03
HTRW
kV
LEL
LOTO
MCL
MSDS
OSHA
PE
PG
PID
PM
PPE
PVC
S&H
SHM
SOP
SOW
SSHO
HASP
VOC
USACE
WP

Activity Hazard Analysis
Air-Purifying Respirator
Code of Federal Regulations
Combustible Gas Indicator
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
Decibels on the A-weighted Scale
U.S. Department of Transportation
USACE Safety and Health Requirements Manual
Engineering Manual
Engineering Regulation
Degrees Fahrenheit
Formerly Used Defense Site
Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter
Hazardous Waste Operation and Emergency Response
Hydrochloric Acid
Nitric Acid
Hazardous, Toxic, Radioactive Waste
Kilovolt
Lower Explosive Limit
Lockout/Tagout
maximum contaminant levels
Material Safety Data Sheet
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Professional Engineer
Professional Geologist
Photoionization Detector
Project Manager
Personal Protective Equipment
Poly Vinyl Chloride
Safety and Health
Safety and Health Manager
Standard Operating Procedure
Statement of Work
Site Safety and Health Officer
Site Safety and Health Plan
Volatile Organic Compound
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers
Work Plan

1.0

SITE BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This Health and Safety Plan (HASP) presents the contractor safety and health (S&H) procedures
to be implemented for the Holloman Air Force Base, Alamogordo, NM. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) under Contract W912PP-14-C-0034to perform the RFI.
The HASP has been prepared to meet the requirements of Occupational Safety and Health
Administration standards, 29 CFR Part 1910 and 29 CFR Part 1926; United States Army Corps
of Engineers “Safety and Health Requirements Manual” (EM 385-1-1; 15 Sept. 2008 edition)
and “Safety and Occupational Health Requirements for Hazardous, Toxic, and Radioactive
Waste (HTRW) Activities (ER 385-1-92, dated May 2007) requirements.
The purpose of the HASP is to identify and evaluate S&H hazards at the project worksite and to
prescribe safety control measures to be implemented. This plan:


Protect the safety and health of site workers.



Provides background information related to the project.



Assigns responsibilities for HASP implementation.



Identifies site chemicals of concern, hazards, and hazard control measures.



Describes the exposure monitoring program.



Establishes requirements for site control and personal protective equipment (PPE).



Discusses standard safety procedures and designates emergency response plans.



Presents training, medical surveillance, and record keeping programs to be implemented.

A copy of the HASP will be maintained on site during work activities and will be available for
inspection and review by site or agency personnel. Field personnel will review applicable
aspects of the HASP before site work and will sign the Review Form (see Appendix E-1 - HASP
Forms) indicating that they have reviewed the pertinent aspects of the plan.
The content of the HASP may be revised and/or amended should additional information become
available regarding the hazards present at the site and/or should significant changes occur in the
scope of work, contaminant concentrations, field sampling procedures, site hazards, and/or
hazard control measures. The HASP may be modified by the Site Safety and Health Officer
(SSHO) upon review and approval of the Safety and Health Manager (SHM) and the Project
Manager (PM). Field personnel are informed of changes to the HASP through safety meetings
and written addendum or revision to the HASP.
1.1

Site Description

Refer to the Work Plan for “Background Information”, and a detailed description of the site
location and work activities.
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2.0

SITE HAZARDS

Site hazards and hazard control measures for chemical, physical, and biological hazards that may
be encountered during project work are outlined in the following sections.
2.1

Activity Hazard Analyses

Activity Hazard Analysis (AHAs) prepared for this project will remain in place over the duration
of the project. The AHA reviews hazards and control measures for the primary field work
activities. The AHA defines the activities to be performed and identifies the sequence of work,
specific hazards anticipated, and control measures to be implemented to eliminate or reduce
hazards to an acceptable level. Work does not proceed until the AHA has been accepted and the
AHA has been reviewed with personnel involved with the activity. The AHA is reviewed and
modified to address changing site conditions or operations. AHA modification occurs with the
concurrence of the SSHO, SHM, and PM. AHAs that cover the following major project tasks
are provided in Appendix E-4.
The phases of work that will require AHAs identified for this project include:


Preliminary Land Survey (non-invasive task)



Soil Boring / Monitoring Well Drilling and Installation



Collection of Soil Boring Test Samples.



Groundwater Sampling.

Before each phase of work begins a pre-task analysis (or equivalent) shall be conducted to
identify any additional hazards associated with the work or site-specific hazards that were not
captured in the AHA. The Pre-task analysis form can be found in Appendix E-1.
2.2

Chemical Hazards
2.2.1.1 Hazardous Substances Potentially Present at the Site

The contaminants of concern (COCs) within the groundwater at the site are provided below.
Information on hazards associated with these compounds is summarized in Table 2-1 and a
NIOSH Pocket Guide Chemical Hazard Summary sheet for each of the following is provided in
Appendix E-2:


Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) - Probable



Semi-Volatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs) - Possible



RCRA Metals - Possible

A listing of hazardous substances with anticipated use during site fieldwork is provided below. A
“Hazardous Substances Inventory List” (Appendix E-1) will be maintained by the SSHO.


Groundwater Sample Preservatives: Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) vials are
preserved with 1 ml of Hydrochloric Acid (HCL) solution and metals bottles are
preserved with 2 to 3 ml of Nitric Acid (HNO3) solution.
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Fuels: Diesel and gasoline fuel for vehicles and drill equipment.



Lubricants: Oil, grease, and other lubricants for drill equipment.



Antifreeze: Antifreeze liquid for vehicles and drill equipment.



Fire Extinguishing Agent: Dry chemical for fire extinguishers.
2.2.1 Exposure Potential

In general, the primary safety and health concerns during field activities are physical contact
with impacted soil or groundwater and the potential for inhalation of vapors.
Based on the nature of the field activities for this scope of work, the potential for exposure to the
site contaminants is minimal. However, appropriate PPE should be used and care should be
taken to avoid all unprotected contact with site soils and groundwater that may be contaminated.
To prevent exposure to hazardous conditions, monitoring for the presence of volatile organic
compounds will be conducted and site personnel will wear appropriate PPE.
2.3

Physical Hazards

The primary physical hazards that may be encountered during field work are indicated below.
The following information describes physical hazard safety control measures to be used.
2.3.1 General Physical Hazards
General safety hazards will be present during all project tasks. General safety information,
physical hazards, and safety procedures will be reviewed with on-site personnel during daily
safety meetings and may include discussion of the following topics:


Poor housekeeping;



Poor illumination;



Overhead obstructions;



Sharp objects;



Uneven walking surfaces;



Slippery work surfaces;



Tripping hazards;



Fall hazards;



suspended load safety;



backing mishaps;



unloading and unsupported load handling;
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drilling operation hazards;



overhead or underground utility hazards;



pedestrian traffic safety in work area;



electrical safety and use of GFCI;



confined spaces; and



excavation and trench safety.
2.3.2 Material Handling (Sample Coolers)

Material handling involving lifting and carrying of materials (analytical laboratory sample
coolers) will be required. Sample coolers will be packed and shipped to analytical laboratories
during each sampling event. Personnel will review proper lifting techniques during safety
meetings and will limit the shipping weight of sample coolers. Procedures for material handling,
storage, and disposal include:


Whenever handling heavy or bulky items, the material handling needs should be
evaluated in terms of weight, size, distance, and path of movement.



Personnel must be trained in safe lifting procedures including: size up the load
first; get help if the load is bulky, heavy, or long transport distance; be sure of
footing; lift with your legs while keeping your back straight; keep your balance;
do not twist under strain or jerk the load; and keep the load close to your body.



When two or more persons are carrying material together, lift or lower the
material in unison.
2.3.3 Drill Rig Operations

The maintenance and/or abandonment of groundwater monitoring wells will require the use of a
subcontracted drill rig and drill crew. Site personnel are to remain outside the drilling operation
work zone while the drill rig is operating. Drilling equipment shall be operated only by trained,
qualified personnel. Drilling operations will be done in accordance with safety protocols outlined
in EM 385-1-1 Section 18H. Drill rig operation safety precautions include:


Prior to initiation of drilling activities, qualified drilling personnel shall conduct a
thorough inspection of drill rig, such as the USACE Drilling Inspection Checklist
(Appendix E-1) or similar.



Daily inspections of critical safety functions will be conducted during the course
of work. Daily inspection checklist will be developed/provided by the drilling
subcontractor.



Watch the drillers operations to know where all machinery and equipment is
located around the work site.
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Keep out of, or move cautiously, in areas where work is in progress, including the
hoist and derrick, sample driving equipment, auger and drill rod storage and
hoisting areas, water pump, and rig exhaust.



Make eye contact with driller when entering the work zone for photoionization
detector (PID) breathing zone measurements, etc.



Stay visible to the driller as much as possible.



Locate and test the drill rig kill switch to shut the rig off in case of an emergency.



Drill crew and site personnel are to wear high-visibility safety vests and maintain
visual contact with the drill rig operator.
2.3.4 Underground and Overhead Utilities

Underground and/or overhead utility lines may be present. All drilling operations require utility
clearance procedures. The presence of overhead utilities will be surveyed before bringing
equipment with high extensions (e.g., drilling equipment) into a work area. Underground and
overhead utility safety precautions are applicable to all drilling services performed and include:


The work area must be surveyed to identify underground utilities before
subsurface work activity. Utility clearance procedures are implemented for
drilling and/or other subsurface work activity by contacting the local utility
locating organization before subsurface activity is conducted.



The work area must be surveyed for overhead utilities and safety measures
established before mobilizing drilling equipment to the site. Drill equipment
towers and tooling are not allowed to operate within a 10-foot radius (minimum
distance) of overhead power lines. Overhead high-voltage power lines more than
50,000 volts require additional distance. Verify the voltage of the overhead lines
and check against EM385-1-1 Section 11, Table 11-1 that the required minimum
distance from overhead lines is maintained. EM 385-1-1(11)(E) requires the
following minimum clearance from energized overhead electrical lines for the
indicated voltages: 0-50 kV (9.8 feet); 51-200 kV (14.7 feet); 201-300 kV (19.7
feet); 301-500 kV (24.6 feet); 501-750 kV (34.4 feet); and 751-1,000 kV (44.3
feet)



The drill rig tower must be lowered to the full down position prior to moving the
rig on site.



Emergency procedures must be established before drilling in areas where
underground and overhead utilities are known to be present. Emergency contact
information for applicable utilities (i.e., electrical, natural gas, water, telephone,
cable) must be determined.



In the event of contact with a utility line: Personnel are to leave the area and
control access to the affected area. Contact the utility company for immediate
service.
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2.3.5 Tools, Machinery, and Equipment Use
Hand and power tools may be used during the project. Tools will be used according to design.
Power tools requiring electrical cords will use ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCIs). Tools,
machinery, and equipment use safety procedures include:


Equipment and tool inspection and maintenance are required to promote safe
condition for the intended use. Tools and equipment, including power cords,
should be inspected before each use for defects. Tools that are burred, broomed,
mushroomed, have split or loose handles, worn or sprung jaws, or are generally
unsafe should be turned in to the SSHO.



Defective or unsafe equipment must be tagged as defective until repaired or
otherwise made acceptable. Defective or unsafe equipment must be removed to a
secure place to prevent inadvertent use until repaired. Repaired items must be reinspected by the SSHO before being placed back into service.



Equipment must be used only for the purpose for which it was designed. Use tools
properly (e.g., do not use a wrench for a hammer, screwdriver for a chisel, pliers
for a wrench, pipe wrenches as a substitute for other wrenches, a pipe handleextension or a “cheater” on a wrench). All modifications, extensions, replacement
parts, or repairs of equipment must maintain at least the same factor of safety as
the original equipment.



Equipment containing liquid systems (i.e., fuel, hydraulic, lubrication) is to be
inspected daily so that liquid-containing systems (e.g., hoses, tubing, hydraulic
lines) are in good operating condition and that plugs, stoppers, valves, etc., are
properly seated.



Machinery or equipment must not be operated without proper training and special
permission unless it is a regularly assigned duty.



Loose or frayed clothing, dangling ties, rings, etc., must not be worn around
moving machinery or other mechanical sources of entanglement.



Air hoses should not be disconnected from compressors until the air within the
hoses has been bled off.



Electrical power tools, lighting equipment, etc. to be used must be properly
grounded by using three-wire receptacles and extension cords rated for the
amperage required. GFCIs should be used with temporary electrical systems or
other proper grounding system. An assured equipment grounding conductor
program should be implemented if GFCIs are not exclusively used.



Portable electric tools must not be lifted or lowered by means of a power cord.
Electrical equipment cords should be kept coiled when not in use. When
electrical equipment is in use, cords should be protected and positioned to avoid
being run over by vehicles or equipment.
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Machinery must not be repaired or adjusted while in operation. Oiling of moving
parts must not be attempted except on equipment that is designed or fitted with
safeguards to protect the person performing the work
2.3.6 Electrical Equipment and Lockout/Tagout (LOTO)

Fuel-powered generators may be used to provide electrical power. GFCIs will be used and
electrical extension cords inspected should portable electrical equipment be needed. LOTO of
electrical equipment for maintenance and servicing will be completed if needed.
Electrical equipment use on site requires positive control of hazardous energy during servicing
and maintenance of equipment where unexpected energization, startup of equipment, or release
of stored energy could occur. Electrical equipment and lockout/tagout procedures include:


Personnel working on site must check that electrical power tools, lighting
equipment, etc., that are to be used have ground plugs and are plugged into
ground outlets or extension cords. The plugs are not to be altered or used
incorrectly (such as the addition of non-grounded plug adapters)



Personnel must use GFCIs in conjunction with extension cords, or implement an
assured equipment grounding conductor program



Energy sources for equipment must be turned off or disconnected and switches
locked out and tagged out before servicing of equipment. Standardized locks and
tags are to be used to indicate the identity of the individual using them. Each
lockout/tagout device is required to be removed by the individual who applied the
device.
2.3.7 Pressure Washer Operation

Pressure washer equipment may be used for decontamination of the drill rig and tooling.
Pressure washer equipment will not be operated at high pressures. Face and eye protection will
be provided for splash protection. The use of pressure washer equipment requires:


Only trained and experienced personnel will operate pressure-washing equipment.



All electrical equipment will be shut off and locked out/tagged out before
application of water in affected work areas.



Pressure washing equipment operators will wear appropriate PPE that may
include protective boots, protective clothing, hearing protection, face shields,
goggles and/or safety glasses.



A fire extinguisher will be maintained on, or near, each operating pressure washer
unit.
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2.3.8 Fire Protection and Prevention
Workplace Fire
Hazards

Potential Ignition
Sources

Fire Suppression
Equipment

Heavy equipment,
smoking, electricity
or anything that may
cause a spark
provides a potential
ignition source.

Dry Chemical or
CO2 - extinguisher
for electrical
equipment fires and
for flammable liquid
fires

Refer to Section
2.3.8.4

Refer to Section
2.3.8.5

Heavy equipment,
smoking, electricity
or anything that may
cause a spark
provides a potential
ignition source.

Dry Chemical or
CO2 - extinguisher
for electrical
equipment fires and
for flammable liquid
fires

Refer to Section
2.3.8.4

Refer to Section
2.3.8.5

Hydrogen Peroxide

N/A

Water

Refer to Section
2.3.8.4

Refer to Section
2.3.8.5

(Oxidizer)

Hydrogen Peroxide
is not combustible,
but it is a strong
oxidizer which
enhances the
combustion of other
substances.

DO NOT USE DRY
CHEMICAL
extinguishing agents

Gasoline
(Flammable Liquid)

Diesel Fuel
(Flammable Liquid)

Assignment of
Responsibilities

Storage and
Housekeeping
procedures

For ISCO activities
flammable material
shall be kept in the
catalyst truck only.
No flammable
storage is allowed in
the peroxide truck.

2.3.8.1 Workplace Fire Hazards
The risk of fire or explosion may exist during field activities involving the use and short-term
storage of materials which are flammable, or cause flammable environments, including, but not
limited to; gasoline, diesel fuel and hydrogen peroxide.
2.3.8.2 Potential Ignition Sources
Heavy equipment, smoking, electricity or anything that may cause a spark provides a potential
ignition source.
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2.3.8.3 Fire Suppression Equipment
Fire extinguishers appropriate to potential workplace fire hazards will be available on site. Fire
extinguishers will be stored in vehicles located onsite, when applicable, and available to all site
personnel. Personnel will be trained in the location and proper use of fire extinguishers,
techniques for smothering fires, and emergency evacuation procedures.
2.3.8.4 Assignment of Responsibilities
·
·
·
·
·

All employees are responsible for good housekeeping practices as outlined in this
document to enhance fire prevention methods.
Sub-contractor Supervisors will be responsible for proper storage and control of the fuel
source hazards associated with their work.
Sub-contractor Supervisors will be responsible for maintaining the equipment and
systems they bring on-site.
It is the responsibility of the SSHO to verify extinguishers are located as needed on site
and maintained in a fully charged, ready to operate state, with inspection tag attached.
The SSHO will have responsibility of making sure housekeeping practices are enforced
and that waste materials are removed.
2.3.8.5 Storage and Housekeeping Procedures

Flammables shall be stored in compliance with OSHA and other applicable regulations. The
quantity of flammable/combustible material shall be kept to a minimum on the job site. OSHAapproved metal safety cans, painted red with a yellow stripe, that have self-closing lids and flame
arrestors should be used to store small quantities of flammable liquids. Report all spills or
suspicious odors to the SSHO immediately. For ISCO activities flammable material shall be
kept in the catalyst truck only. No flammable storage is allowed in the peroxide truck.
·
·
·
·
·

Good housekeeping practices will be employed to reduce the likelihood of fire and/or
explosion.
Only approved containers will be used during fueling operations. These shall be of the
self-closing type.
All equipment (compressors and generators) must be turned off before being re-fueled.
Preferably, equipment should be fueled at the beginning of the day when it is cooled
down.
Smoking is prohibited at or in the vicinity of combustible materials
No smoking signs will be posted and enforced, where applicable.
o All sources of ignition shall be prohibited within 50 ft (15.2 m) of operations with
a potential fire hazard. The area shall be conspicuously and legibly posted “NO
SMOKING, MATCHES, OR OPEN FLAME.”
o Smoking shall be prohibited in all areas where flammable, combustible, or
oxidizing materials are stored. “NO SMOKING, MATCHES, OR OPEN
FLAME” signs will be posted in all prohibited areas.
o All sources of ignition shall be prohibited in areas where flammable and
combustible liquids are stored, handled, and processed. Suitable NO SMOKING,
MATCHES, OR OPEN FLAME signs shall be posted in all such areas.
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·
·
·
·
·

·

·
·
·

Internal combustion engines, and associated equipment, such as air compressors, hoists,
pumps, and similar devices, will be located so that the exhausts discharge well away from
combustible materials.
One fire extinguisher will be maintained in heavy equipment.
Disposal of combustible waste materials shall be in compliance with applicable fire and
environmental laws and regulations.
Grounding and bonding wires will be utilized when transferring flammable liquids to
prevent sparks.
Safely installed and approved heating devices may be installed in temporary structures. If
so, clearance will be provided around heaters and vent connectors to prevent ignition of
adjacent combustible materials. Minimum of one (1) fire extinguisher will be located
within a travel distance of 50 ft in the temporary enclosures.
Responsibility for hot work operations and fire prevention precautions, including permits
and fire watches, will be in accordance with NFPA 51B, Standards for Fire Prevention
During Welding, Cutting, and Other Hot Work. Personnel involved in hot work will be
conversant with this requirement. No hot work is anticipated on this project.
Diesel/Gasoline storage will be used for small internal combustion engines and will not
exceed 60 gallons within 50 ft of structures.
Extension electrical cords will be maintained free from damage.
All branch circuits will originate in an approved power outlet or panelboard.
2.3.8.6 Emergency and evacuation procedures

In the event of a fire, the following will be implemented by the SSHO:
·

·

Small fire (within the immediate control of a small on-site fire extinguisher): The on-site
fire extinguisher will be used to put out the fire.
o Do Not put yourself or others a risk while attempting to extinguish a fire.
o If the fire cannot be extinguished, evacuate the area and proceed in accordance
with Section 10.0 Emergency Action Plan
Large fire (beyond the immediate control of a small on-site fire extinguisher): The fire
department will be called; and personnel will evacuate the fire area and wait for fire
department to arrive in accordance with Section 10.0 Emergency Action Plan.
2.3.9 Inclement Weather and Adverse Environmental Conditions

Heavy rain or lightning and strong winds could occur during field efforts and provisions will be
made to shut down outdoor operations should this occur. Most tornados and severe weather
conditions occur in the spring, March through June, with a secondary severe weather season in
the fall, although tornados and severe weather conditions may occur at any time. The SSHO will
have a battery operated radio to monitor weather conditions and shut down operations if
conditions require it. In cases of inclement weather or other adverse environmental conditions
(i.e., strong winds, rain, snow, lightning, hurricane, tornado, earthquake) the following safety
instructions are required:


Local weather forecasts, NOAA weather radio, or the Weather Channel should be
monitored prior to the outdoor event to ascertain if thunderstorms or other severe
weather events are in the forecast. During the event, the SSHO will monitor the
site relative weather condition changes. The SSHO will monitor the local weather
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conditions and advise the PM when the U.S. Weather Service issues severe
weather warnings
o Presence of strong winds requires stoppage of affected work activities and
stoppage of use of equipment whose safe operation can be affected by
high winds (i.e., drill rigs).
o Presence of heavy rain or snow requires stoppage of affected work
activities where the heavy rain or snow can create safety hazards due to
limited visibility, wet work surfaces, slippery equipment controls, cold
stress, etc.
o Presence of lightning requires stoppage of affected work activities where
lightning presents an increased safety hazard of electrocution (e.g., drill
rigs). In general, a significant lightning threat extends outward from the
base of a thunderstorm cloud about 6 to 10 miles. Therefore, people
should be in a safe place when a thunderstorm is 6 to 10 miles away. At a
minimum activity should be stopped when:
§

Lightning is seen: The ability to see lightning varies depending on
the time of day, weather conditions, and obstructions such as trees,
mountains, etc. In clear air, and especially at night, lightning can
be seen from storms more than 10 miles away provided that
obstructions don’t limit the view of the thunderstorm.

§

Thunder is heard: Thunder can usually be heard for a distance of
about 10 miles provided that there is no background noise. Traffic,
wind, and precipitation may limit the ability to hear thunder to less
than 10 miles. If you hear thunder, though, it’s a safe bet that the
storm is within ten miles.

§

Lightning safety experts recommend that by the time the monitor
observes 30 seconds between seeing the lightning flash and
hearing its associated thunder, all individuals should have left the
site and reached a safer structure or location.

o Occurrence of a tornado, or earthquake requires stoppage of affected work
activities and evacuation of personnel.


In the case of severe weather conditions, emergency evacuation procedures will
be established in the event high winds, strong storms, lightning, tornadoes,
hurricanes, and floods are a potential occurrence.
o When a severe weather warning is issued, the SSHO will begin taking actions to
secure the worksite and seek appropriate shelter.
o In the event of impending severe weather conditions, personnel will be advised of
the hazard, and an evacuation order will be issued by the SSHO.
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o The SSHO will notify the PM and advise him that all site personnel are
evacuating the area.
o The SSHO shall maintain contact with site personnel and provide the PM with
periodic updates.


All site personnel shall immediately evacuate the work area to a designated
location (i.e., hotel). Site personnel will be notified of nearest shelters and
specific evacuation procedures during safety tailgate meetings.
o Large enclosed structures (substantially constructed buildings) tend to be much
safer than smaller or open structures.
o If necessary, fully enclosed metal vehicles such as cars, trucks, buses, vans, fully
enclosed farm vehicles, etc. with the windows rolled up provide good shelter from
lightning and storms. Avoid contact with metal or conducting surfaces outside or
inside the vehicle.
o During severe weather and lighting events AVOID being in or near: High places
and open fields, isolated trees, unprotected gazebos, rain or picnic shelters,
baseball dugouts, communications towers, flagpoles, light poles, bleachers (metal
or wood), metal fences, convertibles, golf carts, water (ocean, lakes, swimming
pools, rivers, etc.).



During lightning events AVOID the following when inside a building: Use of the
telephone, taking a shower, washing your hands, doing dishes, or any contact with
conductive surfaces with exposure to the outside such as metal door or window
frames, electrical wiring, telephone wiring, cable TV wiring, plumbing, etc. The
SSHO will determine when it is safe to return to the work area.
o In case of work stoppage due to inclement weather conditions or other adverse
environmental conditions, work will not resume until an all clear signal has been
communicated by the SSHO.
o In case of work stoppage due to lightning, an all-clear will not be given until no
lightning has appeared in the area for a period of 30 minutes and local weather
conditions have been verified.
o After severe weather conditions have passed, the SSHO will return to the
worksite, inspect the site condition and security, and make any necessary response
actions to correct unacceptable conditions.



Weather related first aid
o Emergency medical assistance (911) should be immediately notified.
o People who have been struck by lightning do not carry an electrical charge.
Therefore, cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is safe for the responder.
o If possible, an injured person should be moved to a safer location before starting
First Aid/CPR.
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o Emergency procedures should be followed in accordance with Section 10.6
Action for Medical Emergency.
2.3.10 Heat Stress
Heat stress may be encountered during this project. Heat stress information is included in case
elevated ambient temperatures occur during the field effort. SSHO will monitor
temperature/weather every day and record it as part of the daily log. For warm-weather
workplaces with temperatures above 80*F, the air temperature and humidity should be
monitored and recorded in the daily log at least every 4 hours. The SSHO will make provisions
for fluids and adjust work-rest schedules, as needed. Heat stress precautions and prevention
measures include:


Personnel must be made aware that heat stress can occur during periods of
elevated ambient temperatures, moderate to heavy workloads, and when
protective clothing is in use.



A heat stress monitoring program will be implemented if elevated ambient
temperatures above 80°F without impermeable protective clothing, or greater than
70°F with concurrent use of impermeable protective clothing.



The heat index (HI) combines air temperature and relative humidity to determine
the human-perceived equivalent temperature. Relative humidity reduces the
maximum amount of evaporation from perspiration. This results in a lower rate of
heat removal from the body, increasing the likelihood of becoming overheated.
Using ambient temperature and relative humidity the Heat Index equivalent
temperature can be found in the following table.
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Additionally, exposure to full sunlight can increase heat index values by up to
15*F.


Work-rest schedules for workers wearing normal work clothing will be adjusted
as needed by the SSHO based on the heat index value using the following table
adapted from information from OSHA’s Using the Heat Index: A Guide for
Employers.
(https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/heatillness/heat_index/pdfs/all_in_one.pdf)
Heat Index Work/Rest Schedule for Personnel Wearing Normal Work Clothing

Heat
Index

Risk
Level

<91

Lower
(Caution)

Protective Measures
* Provide drinking water
*Ensure that adequate
medical services are
available
*Wear sunscreen
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Light
Work

Moderate
Work

Heavy
Work

work/rest
(in minutes)

work/rest
(in minutes)

work/rest
(in minutes)

Normal

Normal

Normal

91

Moderate

All precautions listed above,
plus:

92
93
94
95
96

99

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

*Schedule frequent breaks
in cool, shaded areas

Normal

Normal

45/15

Normal

Normal

45/15

Normal

Normal

40/20

Normal

Normal

35/25

Normal

Normal

35/25

Normal

45/15

30/30

Normal

40/20

30/30

Normal

35/25

25/35

Normal

30/30

20/40

Normal

30/30

20/40

Normal

25/35

15/45

45/15

20/40

Caution

40/20

15/45

Caution

35/25

Caution

Caution

30/30

Caution

Caution

15/45

Caution

Caution

Caution

Caution

Caution

Caution

Caution

Caution

Caution

Caution

Caution

Caution

Caution

Caution

*SSHO will observe
personnel for signs of heat
related illness.

100
101

*SSHO will develop
work/rest schedule based on
this table.

102

Normal

Normal

*Personnel should watch
each other for signs of heat
related illness

98

Normal

*Remind workers to drink
water often (about 4
cups/hour)

*Acclimatize workers

97

Normal

*If necessary SSHO may
reschedule activities for a
time when the heat index is
lower.

103

High

All precautions listed above,
plus:

104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112

*Alert workers of high risk
conditions
*Actively encourage
workers to drink plenty of
water (about 4 cup/hour)
*Limit physical exertion
* SSHO will establish and
enforce work/rest schedules
*SSHO will adjust work
activities or reschedule
work to limit physical
exertion.

113
114

*SSHO will watch and
communicate with workers
15

frequently for signs of heat
related illness.

>115

Very
High to
Extreme

*Reschedule non-essential
activity for days with a
reduced heat index, or at a
time of day (i.e. night) when
the heat index is lower.

Caution

Caution

Caution

*Any essential tasks should
be moved to the coolest part
of the work shift (i.e. early
in the day or in the evening)
*Strenuous tasks and those
requiring the use of heavy
non-breathable clothing or
impermeable chemical
protective clothing should
not be conducted when the
heat index is at or above
115*F



For workers wearing chemical resistant suits a work schedule based on the
following table should be followed

Approach for Setting Work/Rest Schedules for Workers Wearing ChemicalResistant Suits.
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When heat stress conditions are applicable, all rest breaks should be taken outside
the zone of exclusion in a cooler shaded rest area or within air-conditioned
vehicles. If these conditions are not available, more frequent breaks will be taken.



Personnel are responsible for observing each other and themselves for
development of heat stress symptoms. Personnel will be encouraged to drink
generous amounts of water and electrolyte replacement fluids (even if not thirsty)
at a rate of about 4 cups per hour to prevent dehydration. Work/rest regimens will
be adjusted as required to avoid heat stress. If personnel exhibit signs of heat
stress then water intake and rest breaks will be increased.



During training and during tailgate meetings personnel will be informed about the
various forms of heat stress (e.g., heat cramps, heat exhaustion, and heat stroke)
and the symptoms of exposure. Below is a summary table of the various forms of
heat stress related illnesses, symptoms and basic first aid actions.
Heat stroke is an extremely serious medical emergency with sudden onset and
symptoms that include dilated pupils, dry and hot skin, loss of consciousness, and
convulsions. CALL 911 IMMEDIATELY IF A WORKER SHOWS ANY SIGNS
OF HEAT STROKE.
Illness
Heat Rash

Symptoms
*Clusters of red bumps on skin
*Often appears on neck, upper
chest, folds of skin

Heat
Cramps

*Muscle spasms

First Aid
*Try to work in a cooler, less
humid environment if possible
*Keep the affected area dry.
*Have worker rest in shady, cool
area

*Pain
*Symptoms usually present in
abdomen, arms or legs

*Drink water or other cool
beverage
*Wait at least 60 minutes after
cramps disappear before
allowing worker to return to
work.
*Seek medical attention if
cramps do not go away.

Heat
Exhaustion

* Cool moist skin

*Have worker sit or lie down in a
cool shady area

*Heavy sweating
*Headache

*Drink plenty of water or other
cool beverage

*Nausea or vomiting

*Cool worker with cold
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*Dizziness

compress or ice packs

*Light headedness

*Seek professional medical
attention if signs or symptoms
worsen or do not improve within
60 minutes

*Weakness
*Thirst

*Worker should not return to
work for remainder of the day

*Irritability
*Fast heart beat
Heat Stroke *Red, hot, dry skin or excessive
sweating
*Very high body temperature
*Confusion
*Seizures

*Call 911
While waiting for help:
*Place worker in shady, cool
area
*Loosen clothing, remove outer
clothing

*Fainting

*Fan air on worker
*Cold packs in armpits
*Wet worker with cool water.
*Apply ice packs, cool compress
or ice if available.
*Provide water as soon as
possible
*Stay with worker until help
arrives
Heat stroke is an extremely serious medical emergency with sudden onset and
symptoms that include dilated pupils, dry and hot skin, loss of consciousness, and
convulsions. CALL 911 IMMEDIATELY IF A WORKER SHOWS ANY SIGNS
OF HEAT STROKE.


If signs of heat stress persist after increase of water intake and rest breaks or if
workers show distress related to heat, then exposure to environmentally induced
or activity induced heat stress will be discontinued.



If any of the above symptoms are observed or suspected the SSHO will
administer first aid (which may include taking pulse and temperature) and/or
engage professional medical assistance for the afflicted personnel.



If any of the above symptoms are observed or suspected in one member of the
team the SSHO will implement physiological monitoring of all personnel.
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Monitoring may include one or more of the following conducted at the beginning
of the rest period:
§

§

§



Pulse rate. Count the radial pulse during a 30-second period as early as
possible in the rest period.
·

If the heart rate exceeds 110 beats per minute at the beginning of
the rest period, shorten the next work cycle by one-third and keep
the rest period the same.

·

If the heart rate still exceeds 110 beats per minute at the next rest
period, shorten the following work cycle by one-third.

Oral temperature. Use a clinical thermometer (3 minutes under the tongue)
or similar device to measure the oral temperature at the end of the work
period (before drinking).
·

If oral temperature exceeds 99.6°F (37.6°C), shorten the next
work cycle by one-third without changing the rest period.

·

If oral temperature still exceeds 99.6°F (37.6°C) at the beginning
of the next rest period, shorten the following work cycle by onethird.

·

Do not permit a worker to wear a semi-permeable or impermeable
garment when his/her oral temperature exceeds 100.6°F (38.1°C).

Alertness: Converse with worker during and after the work period to
assess whether the worker shows signs of confusion, a symptom of heatrelated illness.

For more information on heat stress refer to OSHA’s Using the Heat Index: A
Guide for Employers
(https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/heatillness/heat_index/pdfs/all_in_one.pdf)
2.3.11 Cold Stress

Cold stress may be encountered during this project. Cold stress information is included in case
ambient temperatures below 45 degrees Fahrenheit (ºF) occur during the field effort. SSHO will
monitor temperature/weather every day and record it as part of the daily log. For colder
workplaces with temperatures below the freezing point, the air temperature and wind speed
should be monitored and recorded in the daily log at least every 4 hours. The SSHO will make
provisions to adjust work-rest schedules, as needed. Personnel must be made aware that cold
stress can occur during periods of lowered ambient temperatures. Cold stress precautions and
prevention measures include:


A cold stress monitoring program will be implemented if ambient temperatures
fall to lower than 25ºF, in which case continuous cold exposure to exposed skin is
prohibited. At ambient temperatures lower than 45ºF, employees are to wear
warm clothing to include as needed: Boots; heavy socks (e.g. wool or
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polypropylene), mittens, insulated gloves, insulated head covers, thermal
underwear, and insulated coveralls.


At any temperature, you feel colder as the wind speed increases. The combined
effect of cold air and wind speed is expressed as "equivalent chill temperature"
(ECT) or simply "wind chill" temperature in degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit. It is
essentially the air temperature that would feel the same on exposed human flesh
as the given combination of air temperature and wind speed. It can be used as a
general guideline for deciding clothing requirements and the possible health
effects of cold. Using ambient temperature and wind speed the Wind Chill
equivalent temperature can be found in the following table.
Wind Chill Chart

https://rdl.train.army.mil/catalog/view/100.ATSC/C696BACA-168F-4B4A-9750-BB445E08BECE-1300757497629/3-04.93/chap6.htm



Work-rest schedules will be adjusted as needed by the SSHO based on
temperature and wind speed using the following "work warm-up schedule"
adapted from Threshold Limit Values (TLV) and Biological Exposure Indices
(BEI) booklet: published by ACGIH, Cincinnati, Ohio, 2008.



Personnel will be informed about the various forms of cold stress (e.g.,
hypothermia, frostbite) and the symptoms of exposure: Hypothermia and
Frostbite. Hypothermia occurs when the body core temperature falls below
96.8ºF. Symptoms include intense uncontrollable shivering, sluggish thinking,
difficulty speaking, muscular rigidity, blue puffy skin, poor coordination,
cessation of shivering, dulled thinking, irrational stupor, unconsciousness, erratic
heartbeat, slowed respiration, cardiac and/or respiratory failure, lung edema, and
death. Treatment for hypothermia is to re-warm the body trunk, immerse in warm
water (105ºF) or use heat packs. Frostbite: Frostbite occurs due to freezing of
fluid that surrounds tissues. It occurs at less than 30ºF, and more rapidly with
wind exposure. Frostbite affects the ears, chin, nose, fingers, and toes. Frostbite
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first appears as blanched skin or waxy or white skin that is firm to the touch with
resilient tissue beneath. With deep frostbite, tissues are cold, pale, solid, and may
turn black. Treatment for frostbite is to re-warm with warm water (105ºF) and
prevent refreezing of affected body parts.
§

Personnel are responsible for observing each other and themselves for
development of cold stress symptoms.



A warm location (e.g. warm vehicle or offsite heated location) will be available
for breaks when working in a cold environment.



Personnel are required to stay active, as activity generates heat. However, if the
work pace is too fast or if the type and amount of clothing are not properly
selected, excessive sweating may occur which may cause clothing next to body to
become wet and the insulation value of the clothing to decrease dramatically,
increasing the risk for cold injuries.



Prevent contact of bare skin with cold surfaces (especially metallic) below 20°F
as well as avoiding skin contact when handling evaporative liquids (gasoline,
alcohol, cleaning fluids) below 40°F. Sitting or standing still for prolonged
periods should also be avoided.



Balanced meals and adequate liquid intake are essential to maintain body heat and
prevent dehydration. Eat properly and frequently. Working in the cold requires
more energy than in warm weather because the body is working to keep the body
warm. It requires more effort to work when wearing bulky clothing and winter
boots especially when walking through snow.



Drink fluids often especially when doing strenuous work. For warming purposes,
hot non-alcoholic beverages or soup are suggested. Caffeinated drinks such as
coffee should be limited because it increases urine production and contributes to
dehydration. Caffeine also increases the blood flow at the skin surface which can
increase the loss of body heat.



The following guidelines should be utilized for personal protection by dressing
for warmth, wind, and wet conditions.
§

Clothing should be worn in multiple layers which provide better protection
than a single thick garment. The air between layers of clothing provides
better insulation than the clothing itself. Having several layers also gives
you the option to open or remove a layer before you get too warm and
start sweating or to add a layer when you take a break. It also allows you
to accommodate changing temperatures and weather conditions.
Successive outer layers should be larger than the inner layer, otherwise the
outermost layer will compress the inner layers and will decrease the
insulation properties of the clothing.

§

The inner layer should provide insulation and be able to "wick" moisture
away from the skin to help keep it dry. Thermal underwear made from
polyesters or polypropylene is suitable for this purpose.
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§

The additional layers of clothing should provide adequate insulation for
the weather conditions under which the work being done. They should
also be easy to open or remove before you get too warm to prevent
excessive sweating during strenuous activity. Outer jackets should have
the means for closing off and opening the waist, neck and wrists to help
control how much heat is retained or given off. Some jackets have netted
pockets and vents around the trunk and under the arm pits (with zippers or
Velcro fasteners) for added ventilation possibilities.

§

For work in wet conditions, the outer layer of clothing should be
waterproof. If the work area cannot be shielded against wind, an easily
removable windbreak garment should be used. Under extremely cold
conditions, heated protective clothing should be made available if the
work cannot be done on a warmer day.

§

Almost 50 percent of body heat is lost through the head. A wool knit cap
or a liner under a hard hat can reduce excessive heat loss.

§

Clothing should be kept clean since dirt fills air cells in fibers of clothing
and destroys its insulating ability.

§

Clothing must be dry. Moisture should be kept off clothes by removing
snow prior to entering heated shelters. While the worker is resting in a
heated area, perspiration should be allowed to escape by opening the neck,
waist, sleeves and ankle fasteners or by removing outerwear. If the rest
area is warm enough it is preferable to take off the outer layer(s) so that
the perspiration can evaporate from the clothing.

§

If fine manual dexterity is not required, gloves should be used below 40°F
for light work and below 20°C for moderate work. For work below 0°F,
mittens should be used.

§

Cotton is not recommended. It tends to get damp or wet quickly, and loses
its insulating properties. Wool and synthetic fibers, on the other hand, do
retain heat when wet.

§

Socks may be worn as one pair of thick, bulky socks or two pairs - one
inner sock of silk, nylon, or thin wool and a slightly larger, thick outer
sock. Liner socks made from polypropylene will help keep feet dry and
warmer by wicking sweat away from the skin. However, as the outer sock
becomes damper, its insulation properties decrease. Socks should be
changed if they become damp.

§

Always wear the right thickness of socks for your boots. If they are too
thick, the boots will be "tight," and the socks will lose much of their
insulating properties when they are compressed inside the boot. The foot
would also be "squeezed" which would slow the blood flow to the feet and
increase the risk for cold injuries. If the socks are too thin, the boots will
fit loosely and may lead to blisters. If two pairs of socks are worn, the
outer sock should be a larger size so that the inner sock is not compressed.
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§



In extremely cold conditions, where face protection is used, eye protection
must be separated from the nose and mouth to prevent exhaled moisture
from fogging and frosting eye shields or glasses.

If the work pace is too fast or if the type and amount of clothing are not properly
selected, excessive sweating may occur. The clothing next to body will become
wet and the insulation value of the clothing will decrease dramatically. This
increases the risk for cold injuries. To prevent excessive sweating while working,
remove clothing in the following order:
§

mittens or gloves (unless you need protection from snow or ice),

§

headgear and scarf.

§

Open the jacket at the waist and wrists, and

§

Remove layers of clothing.

§

Note: As you cool down, follow the reverse order of the above steps.

2.3.12 Noise Exposure
Noise exposure above 85 decibels on the A-weighted scale (dBA) may occur during drilling
operations. Earplugs will be used for worker protection. The operation of equipment and
machinery at the site may generate excessive noise levels and require site personnel working in
the immediate area of operating equipment are required to use hearing protection (e.g., foam ear
plugs) whenever noise exposures exceed 85 dBA.
Noise monitoring is not anticipated, but noise exposures in excess of 85 dBA are assumed to be
present when voices must be raised to be heard in normal conversation at 3 feet apart and also
whenever working in the immediate areas of drilling equipment, operating generators,
compressors, powered hand tools and similar equipment. Hearing protection will be required for
all persons exposed to the above conditions.
2.4

Biological Hazards

Biological hazards that may potentially be encountered during site work include poisonous
spiders, wood and deer ticks, rodents, ants and bees, and mosquitoes.
2.4.1 Poisonous Snakes
Although unlikely, poisonous snakes may be encountered during site work. The rattlesnake has a
series of dark and light bands near the tail just before the rattles that are different from the rest of
the body. Rattlesnake bite signs and symptoms of envenomation include: fang marks; metallic or
rubbery taste in mouth; tingling of the tongue; numbness; swelling within 10 minutes of bite;
nausea, weakness, temperature change; and discoloration within 3 hours to 6 hours.
Rattlesnake precautions include: Avoid walking in areas known to be populated with snakes;
avoid traveling on foot at night; avoid traveling off trails or paths in grassy or brush-laden areas;
do not climb into rocky areas without visual inspection for snakes; be alert when moving debris
as snakes seek shelter in shaded areas; wear high-top boots and long pants when walking in
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grassy areas; clear brush from around buildings, check/repair leaky faucets, and keep trash in
containers with secure lids. If a snake is encountered, look around, there may be others, then turn
around and walk away on the same path traveled.
Rattlesnake bite first-aid procedures are: Summon emergency medical help immediately; have
victim stay calm and remain motionless, if possible; position victim so that bite is kept below
heart level, if possible; do not use ice, cold packs, sprays, alcohol, or any drugs; do not use tight
tourniquet, apply light constricting band above bite (be able to insert finger under band) and do
not release band, unless too tight from swelling; do not make incision across bite to suck out
venom; and do not wait to see if symptoms develop, seek medical attention as soon as possible.
2.4.2 Poisonous Spiders
Poisonous spiders, such as the black widow spider or the brown recluse spider, may be
encountered during site work. Spiders are usually found in dark, cool, protected areas and such
areas should be inspected before placing hands or feet in these areas. Poisonous spiders are
commonly found in woodpiles, sheds, basements, garages, and privies.
The primary species of black widow spider encountered has a glossy black appearance with an
orange-red hourglass shape on the underside of the body. Black widow spider bite signs and
symptoms are: Initial pain followed by dull, occasionally numbing pain in the affected extremity;
pain and cramps in one or several of the large body muscles; abdominal pain and cramping;
sweating, increased salivation, anxiety, weakness, headache, and dizziness; and severe cases can
result in uncontrollable muscle spasms, coma, and respiratory failure. Black widow spider bite
first-aid procedures are: wash wound; apply a cold pack; and get medical care (e.g., muscle
relaxants; antivenin).
The brown recluse spider is also known as the “violin or fiddle back” spider and is light brown in
color with a darker brown violin-like marking on the top of the body. The brown recluse spider is
non-aggressive, and most bites occur when the spider is trapped in clothing being put on, stepped
on, and when areas where the spider resides are disturbed. Brown recluse spider bite signs and
symptoms are: Localized burning sensation within 2 hours to 8 hours with itching and redness;
small blanched area around immediate bite area appears; reddened area enlarges and becomes
purple during subsequent 1 hour to 8 hours; and fever, malaise, stomach cramps, nausea,
vomiting, and some cases have resulted in death. Brown recluse spider bite first-aid procedures
are: wash wound; apply a cold pack; and seek immediate medical care.
2.4.3 Wood and Deer Ticks
There are two kinds of ticks in area, the deer tick and the wood tick. The deer tick (ixodes
scapularis) can carry Lyme disease and these ticks can transmit the disease with their bite. The
tick must actually be attached to a person's skin for approximately 24 hours before it can transmit
the bacterium. The bite of the tick is usually painless, so individuals do not always realize they
have been bitten. Wood ticks are not known to transmit Lyme disease. The signs and symptoms
of Lyme disease include:


Within days to weeks following a tick bite, 80% of patients that have contracted
the disease will have a red, slowly expanding circular "bull's-eye" rash around or
near the site of the tick bite (usually with 7 to 14 days), accompanied by general
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tiredness, fatigue, fever, headache, stiff neck, muscle aches, malaise, and joint
pain. The rash expands in size over a period of days or weeks. These symptoms
may last for several weeks.


If untreated, weeks to months later some patients may develop arthritis, including
intermittent episodes of swelling and pain in the large joints; neurological
abnormalities, such as aseptic meningitis, facial palsy, motor and sensory nerve
inflammation (radiculoneuritis) and inflammation of the brain (encephalitis); and,
rarely, cardiac problems, such as atrioventricular block, acute inflammation of the
tissues surrounding the heart (myopericarditis) or enlarged heart (cardiomegaly).
Swelling and pain in the large joints may recur over several months or years in
untreated Lyme disease. NOTE: Not all persons with the disease develop the
initial skin rash.

Preventative measures to reduce exposure to infected deer ticks include the following:


Avoid entering areas that are likely to be infested with ticks, particularly in spring
and summer. Ticks favor a moist, shaded environment, especially areas with leaf
litter and low-lying vegetation in wooded, brushy or overgrown grassy habitat.



Wear light-colored clothing so that ticks can be spotted more easily and removed
before becoming attached. Cover as much of body as possible. Wearing long
sleeved shirts and tucking pants into socks or boot tops may help keep ticks from
reaching your skin. Ticks are usually located close to the ground, so wearing high
rubber boots may provide additional protection.
2.4.4 Rodents

Rodents include rats, mice, squirrels, and other related mammals and are characterized by
gnawing and nibbling traits. Rodents can act as a vector for many diseases that may be
transmitted directly or through other vectors such as fleas or ticks. Diseases that can be
transmitted include plague, typhus, Leptospirosis, relapsing fever, and others including
Hantavirus pulmonary syndrome. Rodents should be avoided if observed on site. Rodent
droppings should be avoided as well due to Hantavirus.
2.4.5 Ants and Bees
Ant bites and bee stings can be deadly to those who are hypersensitive. Anaphylactic shock can
occur to sensitized individuals upon stinging. Signs and symptoms are usually local pain,
redness, itching, and swelling. Sensitive individuals may have more serious symptoms such as
welts, itching palms and feet, headache, nausea, vomiting, labored breathing, and in severe cases
respiratory paralysis or heart failure. Individuals who are hypersensitive should carry a kit
containing an antihistamine and epinephrine. Personnel displaying symptoms of anaphylactic
shock should seek immediate medical attention. Ant and bees should be avoided if observed on
site.
2.4.6 Mosquitoes
Infected mosquitoes can act as a vector for many diseases including West Nile Virus. West Nile
encephalitis is caused by the West Nile virus. Encephalitis is an inflammation of the brain and
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can be caused by viruses and bacteria, including viruses transmitted by mosquito bites.
Transmission is a vicious circle. Mosquitoes become infected when they feed on infected birds.
The virus gets into the mosquito's salivary glands. Then the mosquito bites a human or an
animal, injecting the virus, which can multiply and cause illness. Symptoms vary depending on
the severity of the infection. Mild infections include flu-like symptoms: fever, headaches and
body aches, skin rash, and swollen lymph glands. Severe infections include symptoms such as
higher fever, neck stiffness, disorientation, coma, paralysis, convulsions and muscle weakness.
2.5

Radiological Hazards

Radiological hazards are not expected for site work.
2.6

Dust

Dust related concerns are not expected for site work. However, CTI will visually monitor the
level of dust at the site. Depending on the cause of the dust (i.e., work related or ambient) the
SSHO is empowered to take action, including respiratory protection upgrade and stopping work,
to prevent over-exposure of workers injecting/mixing/handling chemicals. For catalyst mixing,
mixing motor is off and some water is in tank to reduce dust generation, bags are opened and
poured into a small tank opening (12-24” in diameter) dust is minimized outside of the tank, dust
mask is worn.
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3.0

PROJECT ORGANIZATION

This section of the HASP provides information on project personnel, key CTI project personnel,
and a description of personnel S&H responsibilities. Emergency contact information is provided
Appendix E-3.
3.1

Project Personnel Health and Safety Responsibilities

Project Personnel and their designated Health and Safety responsibilities are found in the APP
section 4.3 “CTI Personnel S&H Responsibilities”.
3.2

Subcontractors

Subcontractors will be used to provide drilling services, ISCO services, analytical testing, and
surveying services. Subcontractors who come on-site to perform fieldwork and/or enter
controlled areas of the Work Area are subject to HASP requirements. Subcontractor S&H
responsibilities include the following:


Verify S&H training and certification.



Provide AHA’s for their activities (as required).



Conduct work activities in a safe manner.



Enforce applicable HASP requirements with subcontractor employees.



Review, understand, and comply with the HASP and safety instructions from the
SSHO, or other competent authority.



Observe the buddy system during work activities.



Promptly report unsafe work conditions, unsafe work practices, and violations of
the HASP to the subcontractor supervisor and the SSHO.



Immediately report all injuries or illnesses to the subcontractor supervisor and the
SSHO.
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4.0

REQUIRED TRAINING

4.1

HAZWOPER Certifications

All CTI personnel and subcontractors involved in invasive work on site shall have a minimum of
40 hours of Hazardous Waste Operation and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) training, must
be current with their annual 8-hour refresher training (HAZWOPER 8hr REFRESHER) and have
had their mandatory 24 hours of on the job training in accordance with 29 CFR
1910.120. Copies of these records must be provided to the SSHO prior to beginning on-site
work, and required information will be submitted to USACE.
4.2

Exposure Monitoring Equipment Training

The SSHO or other personnel responsible for exposure monitoring will be trained in the use of
the PID so that they can competently perform the tasks as outlined in section 7.0 “Exposure
Monitoring”.
4.3

Drilling and Heavy Equipment Operations

Drilling and Heavy equipment shall be operated only by trained, qualified personnel provided by
the subcontractor. Drilling operations will be done in accordance with safety protocols outlined
in EM-1-1 Section 18H. Copies of training records or other certificate of verification must be
provided to the SSHO prior to beginning on-site work.
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5.0

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Personal protective equipment (PPE) will be required for field operations based on the potential
for exposure to contaminated groundwater. The SHM has established appropriate levels of
protection for each work activity. Based on the nature of the field activities for this scope of
work and evaluation of the potential for exposure, Level D and Modified Level D PPE are
appropriate levels of protection and PPE for the field work activities associated with this project.
No Level C field work is expected.
5.1

PPE Requirements

Level D protection will be worn by all site personnel. Levels of protection and PPE to be used
are presented in the applicable AHA for each field task. The SSHO and SHM will determine if
PPE level upgrade is warranted.
5.1.1 Level D Protection
Level D protection consists of:


Coveralls or standard work clothing;



Steel-toed boots



High visibility vest
5.1.2 Modified Level D Protection

In the event that a skin exposure potential or phase specific hazard is recognized, an
upgrade in the level of protection may be warranted. This upgrade will be a Modified
Level D protection. Modified Level D protection may consist of:


Disposable coveralls (Kleenguard® or Tyvek®)



Boots, steel-toed/shank, chemical-resistant (PVC or equivalent) or steel-toed work
boots (leather) with boot covers (PVC or latex);



Gloves, inner, chemical-resistant (surgical nitrile or latex) and outer gloves,
chemical-resistant (nitrile for dexterity; PVC or neoprene for heavy work)
(chemical-resistant gloves shall be used for sampling and any work that may
involve contact or handling of contaminants or chemical hazards);



Hard hat (shall be worn during drilling operations, or any other work that may
involve heavy machinery or overhead hazards);



Safety glasses with side shields (sampling activities where splashing is possible);



Goggles (when liquid splash hazard present);



Ear protection (if noise levels more than 85 dBA) (shall be worn during drilling
operations, or any other work where a noise hazard is present); and



High-visibility safety vest with reflective striping.
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5.2

Additional PPE as appropriate based on MSDS for chemical hazards.

Employee Training

Affected employees shall receive training in the proper use, maintenance, inspection, and storage
of protective equipment discussed in this section. Such training shall be repeated when
workplace inspections indicate non-adherence to the requirements of this policy.
Additional training shall be provided when changes, such as modification of tasks or procedures,
affect the employee's exposure.
Employees shall receive training initially and whenever the following conditions apply:
·

New hazards are introduced into the working environment.

·

An injury or illness occurs.

·

The supervisor has reason to believe that there are deficiencies in the employee's
understanding of the hazards associated with eye and face protection.

Initial PPE requirements and training will be covered as part of the site orientation briefing, and
updated during daily safety meetings and during pre-task planning. Content and attendance will
be documented on associated forms.
5.3

5.4

PPE Maintenance


PPE is required as directed by the HASP or the SSHO.



Personnel are responsible for proper use of required PPE.



Torn protective clothing or damaged PPE will be immediately repaired or
replaced.



Contaminated PPE will be disposed of properly (as contaminated solid waste).



Maintenance of reusable personal issue PPE (e.g., hardhats, safety glasses, steel
toe PVC boots) is the responsibility of each worker for individually assigned
equipment.



Personnel are responsible for proper maintenance, cleaning, storage, and use of
individually assigned respirators. Respirators will be cleaned after each use,
placed in a plastic bag, and inspected before using again.

Respiratory Protection

Respiratory protection (Level C PPE) is not expected for the field work based on site
information. Respiratory protection information provided below has been included in the event
unanticipated site conditions are encountered during field activities. Respiratory protection will
be selected, used, and maintained in accordance with the CTI Safety and Health Program
Respiratory Protection Standard Operating Procedure (SOP). Primary respiratory protection
requirements are reviewed below.
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5.4.1 Respirator General Use Procedures
The SSHO is responsible for implementing the respiratory protection program at the site
based on breathing zone air monitoring using a PID. SSHO respiratory protection
program duties include:


Verify workers complete medical exams and are approved for respirator use.



Arrange for and/or conduct respirator training.



Conduct and document respirator fit tests.



Facilitate the availability of appropriate respirators and supplies.



Monitor work areas and operations to identify respiratory hazards.



Monitor and enforce the proper use of respirators.



Monitor that respirators are properly cleaned, maintained, and stored.



Maintain respirator training and fit testing records.

Personnel must use respirators under conditions according to training and instruction
received. Respirators shall be used according to manufacturer recommendations.
Personnel must conduct a user seal check each time that they don a respirator. Employees
can use either a positive or negative pressure user seal check (depending on which test
works best for them).
Personnel must leave the work area to maintain their respirator for the following reasons:
to clean their respirator if the respirator is impeding their ability to work; change filters or
cartridges; replace parts; or to inspect respirator if it stops functioning as intended.
Personnel are not permitted to wear tight-fitting respirators if they have any condition,
such as facial scars, facial hair, or missing dentures, that prevents them from achieving a
good seal. Personnel are not permitted to wear headphones, jewelry, or other articles that
may interfere with the respirator face piece-to-face seal.
For any malfunction of an air-purifying respirator (APR) (e.g., such as breakthrough, face
piece leakage, or improperly working valve), the respirator user should inform the SSHO
that the respirator is not functioning properly and leave the work area to maintain the
respirator. The SSHO must make sure that the employee receives the needed parts to
repair the respirator or is provided with a new respirator.
5.4.2 Respirator Cleaning
Respirators are to be regularly cleaned and disinfected after each use by the user.
Respirators issued for the exclusive use of an employee shall be cleaned as often as
necessary to maintain effective performance. Emergency use respirators are to be cleaned
and disinfected after each use.
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The following procedure is to be used when cleaning and disinfecting respirators:
disassemble respirator, removing any filters, canisters, or cartridges; wash the face piece
and parts in a mild detergent with warm water (do not use a solvent); rinse completely in
clean warm water; wipe the respirator with anti-bacterial disinfectant wipes; air-dry in a
clean area; reassemble the respirator and replace any defective parts; and place in a clean,
dry plastic bag or other airtight container. Note: The SSHO will verify an adequate
supply of appropriate cleaning and disinfecting supplies at the job site. If supplies are
low, employees should contact their SSHO.
5.4.3 Respirator Maintenance
Respirators are to be properly maintained by the user at all times in so that they function
properly and adequately protect the employee. Maintenance involves a thorough visual
inspection for cleanliness and defects. Worn or deteriorated parts will be replaced prior
to use. Components will not be replaced or repairs made beyond those recommended by
the manufacturer. Repairs to regulators or alarms of atmosphere-supplying respirators
will be conducted by the manufacturer.
The following items/parts will be inspected by the user before each use of a respirator:


Face piece: Inspect for cracks, tears, holes, facemask distortion, and cracked or
loose lenses/shield.



Head straps: Inspect for breaks, tears, loss of elasticity, and broken buckles.



Valves: Inspect for residue or dirt; cracks, tears, loss of elasticity.



Filters/cartridges: Inspect for approval designation; gaskets; cracks, dents in
housing, proper cartridge for hazard, and end-of-service-life-indicator (if
applicable).
5.4.4 Respirator Change-Out Schedules

As applicable, the SSHO will establish a vapor cartridge change-out schedule based on
anticipated concentrations and durations recommended by the air-purifying respirator
cartridge manufacturer. In many cases a mixture of air contaminants will be present at
varying concentrations and calculation of a respirator cartridge change-out schedule will
not be possible. In such cases the SSHO will limit the duration of cartridge use to one
work shift or less. The change-out schedule established by the SSHO will be reviewed
with site personnel during daily safety meetings.
5.4.5 Respirator Storage
Respirators must be stored in a clean, dry area, and according to manufacturer
recommendations. Employees will clean and inspect personal-issue APRs and store their
respirator in a plastic bag kept in their possession. The employee will place his/her name
on the bag and that bag will only be used to store that employee’s respirator. New
respirators in storage shall be kept in the original manufacturer’s packaging until issue.
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5.4.6 Defective Respirators
Respirators that are defective or have defective parts shall be taken out of service
immediately. If, during an inspection, an employee discovers a defective respirator,
he/she is to bring the defective respirator to the SSHO. The SSHO will decide whether to
temporarily take the respirator out of service until it can be repaired; perform a simple fix
on the spot such as replacing a head strap; or dispose of the respirator due to an
irreparable problem or defect.
6.0

MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE

Medical surveillance requirements exist for site personnel who will be entering work zones of
the site. Medical surveillance requirements include baseline, annual, reassignment, and
termination (exit) medical examinations. Required medical qualification documentation consists
of a written physician opinion regarding any detected medical conditions that may limit work
activities and an opinion regarding protective clothing and respirator use. Copies of medical
surveillance examination reports for site personnel will be reviewed by the SHM and SSHO and
maintained by the SSHO and will be made available to the USACE PM, as required.
6.1

Medical Examinations and Reports

Medical examinations for field personnel are completed before job assignment and annually
thereafter. CTI uses physicians that are American Board of Preventive Medicine, BoardCertified (or Board-Eligible) to provide occupational physician support services.
The CTI standard medical examination protocol consists of the following: Medical and
occupational history; comprehensive physical examination; vision test; audiometric testing;
pulmonary function tests; complete blood count with differential; blood chemistry panel;
urinalysis with microscopic examination; chest x-ray (every 3 years for persons 40 years and
younger; yearly for persons over 40 years old); and electrocardiogram (yearly for persons over
40 years old).
Medical examination reports are presented in the form of work status medical reports. These
reports indicate any detected medical conditions that would increase an individual’s risk of
material health impairment from occupational exposure or if the individual has limitations in the
use of PPE such as protective clothing or respirator use. Copies of medical examination reports
for site personnel will be maintained by the SSHO and will be provided to the USACE PM, as
required.
6.2

Drug and Alcohol Testing Program

CTI has a substance abuse policy that establishes requirements for a drug/alcohol-free workplace
and pre-employment drug testing. Post-accident drug and/or alcohol testing must be conducted
when employees have caused or contributed to an on-the-job injury resulting in loss of work time
or damage to property. Post-accident drug and/or alcohol testing must be conducted immediately
following a job-related injury or accident. If there are extenuating circumstances preventing an
employee from going for drug and/or alcohol testing immediately, the testing must be conducted
within 24 hours of the incident. Workers are not allowed back to work until documentation has
been provided to the SSHO in the form of a negative drug and/or alcohol test.
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7.0

EXPOSURE MONITORING
7.1.1 Photoionization Detector

Air monitoring will be performed in the area surrounding the monitoring well following the
opening of the well protective casing and well cover. The well casing will also be screened with
the PID to evaluate potential VOC accumulation in the well casing. The breathing zone in the
area surrounding the well casing will also be periodically monitored during field sampling
activities. The PID is calibrated each day before use to a known concentration of calibration gas
according to instrument manufacturer instructions and the calibration is recorded on the
“Calibration Log: Air Monitoring Instruments” form (Appendix E-1).
During drilling operations, breathing zone air monitoring will be performed using a PID in the
work area of the drill crew. The borehole and soil cuttings will also be screened with the PID to
evaluate potential VOC contaminants associated with the drilling operation.

8.0

SAFETY PROCEDURES

8.1

Standard Work Procedures
8.1.1 General Safe Work Practices
Site personnel must work in a safe manner that includes, but is not limited to, the
following actions:


Workers must obey directives from the SSHO and personnel who do not comply
with safety requirements will be immediately dismissed from the site as required
by the PM and SHM;



The SSHO will conduct onsite daily safety meetings before starting work to
review work operations and to discuss pertinent site safety topics;



Drugs, alcohol, and firearms are not allowed onsite;



Workers are not allowed to work if they are intoxicated or if their ability or
alertness is impaired because of fatigue, illness or other conditions that may
expose themselves or others to injury;



Use of personal radios or other items that may distract attention are not permitted;
and



Unsafe work conditions, work practices, and defective equipment must be
immediately reported to the SSHO.
8.1.2 Hazard Communication



The SSHO will maintain a “Hazardous Substance Inventory List” (see Appendix
E-1). The Inventory will be updated as frequently as necessary to accurately
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reflect those substances on-site.
documents the following;

The Hazardous Substance Inventory List

o Product Name
o Manufacturer
o Quantity
o Location and container type where substance will be stored


Site personnel will be informed of the hazardous substances that they will be
working with through HASP review, AHA review, and attendance at daily safety
meetings;



Local Emergency Response personnel will be notified of location of work,
hazards and contaminants before work begins; and



The CTI “Hazard Communication Program” standard operating procedure will be
referred to for additional guidance and requirements.
8.1.3 Illumination



Portable lights and/or light stands will be used to illuminate work areas in the
absence of adequate lighting (5 to 10 foot-candles).
8.1.4 Sanitation



Food, beverages, tobacco products, or cosmetics are not allowed, in potentially
contaminated areas. Eating, drinking, chewing gum or tobacco, and smoking are
allowed only in designated areas;



Good personal hygiene practices will be followed at all times. Washing facilities
will be provided and personnel will be required to wash their hands and face
before breaks and lunch; and



Potable water and temporary toilet facilities will be made available on-site for
personnel.
8.1.5 Housekeeping

Housekeeping requirements include those contained
“Housekeeping.” Housekeeping procedures include:

in EM

385-1-1

(14.C)



Work areas and means of access must be maintained orderly and safe;



Personnel and equipment will be provided to comply with housekeeping
requirements;



Inspections will be made of work areas for adequate housekeeping and findings
recorded on daily inspection reports;
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Access ways must be kept free of materials, supplies, and obstructions at all
times;



Tools, material, extension cords, hoses, or debris must not cause tripping or other
hazards;



Tools, materials, and equipment that could be displaced or fall must be secured;



Rubbish, brush, long grass, or other combustible matter must be kept from areas
where combustible or flammable liquids are stored, handled, or processed; and



All spills of combustible or flammable liquids must be immediately cleaned up.
8.1.6 Visitors

8.2



Visitors must have prior approval from the PM before being admitted to the site.



Visitors entering the contaminant reduction zone or the exclusion zone (see
Section 9.0) must meet medical and training requirements and review pertinent
aspects of the HASP.

Hazard Identification and Evaluation System

The PM, SSHO, and SHM are responsible for establishing a system for identification and
evaluation of workplace hazards for the project. Hazard identification and evaluation is
primarily accomplished through implementation of the site-specific HASP. Prior to project
implementation, the PM, SSHO, and SHM review information relating to project work tasks to
be completed; methods to be used; working conditions to be encountered; and chemical, physical
and/or biological hazards present.
A written HASP is prepared that establishes site-specific safety protocols and contains
information to protect employees from potential hazards. The HASP is revised should additional
information become available concerning the hazards present at the site and/or should significant
changes occur in the scope of work, operational procedures, site hazards, and hazard control
measures. This information is reviewed with site personnel at the jobsite before work operations
commence and during daily safety meetings. Additional hazards associated with project
operations are also identified and evaluated through daily safety meetings, periodic safety
inspections, employee reporting of unsafe or hazardous conditions, and accident investigations
and follow up.
8.3

Hazard Correction System

An effective hazard correction system must be established for correction of unsafe or unhealthful
work conditions, work practices, and work procedures. These corrective measures are required
to be completed in a timely manner.
If an imminent hazard is identified by the SSHO and/or site personnel, the PM and SHM are to
be notified immediately. Corrective measures are then taken immediately to eliminate the
hazard. If the imminent hazard cannot be immediately eliminated, personnel are to be removed
from the work area and the SSHO will evaluate what safety procedures and corrective actions are
to be implemented.
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If a non-imminent hazard is identified by the SSHO and/or site personnel, the PM and SHM are
to be notified and corrective action(s) implemented in a timely manner. Evaluation of the time
period allowed for correction of the hazard is at the professional judgment of the SSHO in
conjunction with the PM and SHM. Documentation of the hazards identified and the hazard
correction action(s) taken will be completed on a “Safety Inspection Report” form (Appendix E1).
8.4

Safety Compliance System

A safety compliance system will be established to make sure that employees comply with safe
work practices and S&H policies and procedures. The system’s effectiveness is highly
dependent upon the involvement, direct supervision, and enforcement of safety requirements by
supervisory personnel. The system includes:


S&H standard operating procedures;



Safety inspection program;



Recognition for employees who follow safe work practices; and



Disciplinary actions for unsafe work performance.
8.4.1 Safety Inspections

The SSHO completes periodic safety inspections of the work areas. The SSHO will
complete daily safety inspections of work sites to identify and correct hazards. The
SSHO will record identified safety and health issues and deficiencies and will indicate
the actions and responsibility for correction of deficiencies on the “Safety Inspection
Report” form (Appendix E-1). The SSHO will conduct follow-up inspections to correct
identified deficiencies and will document these inspections in a like manner.
Safety inspections will include work areas, equipment, work practices, and work
procedures. Noncompliance items with HASP requirements are to be corrected
immediately or in a timely manner based on the classification of the hazard as imminent
or non-imminent. In the case of unsafe or hazardous machinery, the equipment or area
will be “red-tagged” (shut down or evacuated) until the hazard has been corrected.
Employees are responsible for inspecting their work areas and equipment for unsafe or
hazardous conditions. Employees should correct all unsafe conditions and report them
immediately to their supervisor. Maintenance employees must periodically inspect
and/or test field equipment for safe and hazard-free operation.
The PM and/or SHM may also conduct independent field safety inspections/audits of
projects on a periodic basis. The frequency of these inspections will be at the discretion
of the PM and SHM based on the type of job activities and potential hazards to be
encountered on the project. Safety Inspection Report forms (Appendix E-1) completed
will be reviewed by the PM and SHM to monitor hazards identified and corrective
actions taken.
The SSHO records identified S&H issues and deficiencies and indicates the actions,
timetable and responsibility for correction of deficiencies on a Site Safety Deficiency
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Tracking List form (Appendix E-1). The SSHO conducts follow-up inspections to
correct identified deficiencies and document the inspections on the Site Safety Deficiency
Tracking List form.
8.4.2 Disciplinary Action
CTI policy requires that employees strictly adhere to established safe work practices and
procedures. If employees violate safety procedures or rules, they will be disciplined
according to the severity of the infraction. Employees who exhibit unsafe work
performance will receive disciplinary action from the PM and SSHO in consultation with
the SHM. Disciplinary action can include the following, depending upon the severity of
the safety infraction:


First violation: Oral warning; notation for personnel file;



Second violation: Written warning; copy for file or Personnel Office;



Third violation: Written warning; one day suspension without pay; and



Fourth violation: Written warning and one-week suspension, or termination if
warranted.
8.4.3 Safety Recognition

Safety recognition and safety incentive programs are initiated for specific projects where
a significant improvement in safety compliance and/or safety performance can reasonably
be achieved. Such programs are initiated as established by the PM and SSHO in
consultation with the SHM.
8.5

Safety Communication System

A system for communication with employees regarding matters related to S&H will be
established and will include employee reporting of identified hazards, safety training, daily
safety meetings, safety information postings, and written communications.
8.5.1 Employee Reporting of Identified Hazards
Employees are encouraged and required to inform project supervisors of unsafe or
hazardous conditions that are identified. Additionally, employees are encouraged to
report observed unsafe work practices by employees, supervisors, or other individuals.
Employees may communicate directly with the PM, SSHO, and/or SHM regarding any
safety matter. No employee will be disciplined or otherwise discriminated against for
reporting or correcting an unsafe condition. Employees may make anonymous reports of
unsafe conditions or violations of safety rules to the SSHO or SHM for follow-up action.
8.5.2 Training and Safety Meetings
Employees receive safety training regarding potential hazards associated with their work
assignments through sample event kickoff meetings, daily safety meetings, and other
training. Other training may include: first-aid/CPR training; permit-required confined
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space training; excavation competent person training; construction S&H training; OSHA
health standard employee information and training, and others. Training and safety
meeting information is further reviewed in Section 10 of the HASP. Copies of
certificates of S&H training for site personnel will be reviewed and maintained by the
SSHO. Personnel are not allowed to conduct fieldwork that requires specific training
until such documentation has been presented to the SSHO.
Sample event kickoff meetings involve review of pertinent aspects of the HASP, and are
completed for personnel before initiation of project fieldwork. Daily safety meetings are
held at the job site by the SSHO and are designed to:


Provide instruction regarding hazards specific to each employee’s job assignment;



Act as S&H training program to instill safe and healthful work practices;



Remind employees that compliance with safe work practices is required;



Instill a constant sense of safety-consciousness among supervisors and
employees;



Provide opportunity for employees to bring up concerns or ideas about safety; and



Emphasize the employees are to inform the SSHO and/ or their supervisor of site
hazards without fear of reprisal.
8.5.3 Safety Information Posting and Written Communications

Safety posters, articles, notices, and other safety-related information will be available for
employee review. The SSHO will maintain the safety postings and written safety
communications.
8.6

Incident Reporting and Investigation
8.6.1 Accident Reporting
Employees must immediately report all incidents, injuries and illnesses, property damage,
liability exposure cases, spills, fires, and near miss incidents to their supervisor or the
SSHO. Supervisors are responsible for notifying the Site Superintendent and SSHO, who
in turn are responsible for notifying the CTI PM, SHM, and Corporate Risk Manager.
The SHM should be contacted immediately in injury or illness cases to assist with
coordination of required medical assistance and related workers' compensation case
management follow-up.
USACE requires that all accidents be reported to the Contracting Officer (CO)/COR as
soon as possible but not more than 24 hours afterwards. Immediate accident notification
is required for: A fatal injury; a permanent total disability; a permanent partial disability;
the hospitalization of three or more people resulting from a single occurrence; and
property damage of $200,000 or more. The CTI PM, Site Superintendent, and/or SSHO
are responsible for notifying the COR of all incidents. CTI will provide a face-to-face
briefing of all Lost Work Day (LWD) accidents to the Area Engineer upon submittal (not
later than five (5) days) of the accepted ENG Form 3394. Contractor Management,
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SSHO, and others as desired by the contractor will be present at the briefing, IAW EM
385-1-1 Section 01.D.01.
The SHM must be notified immediately of any incident involving hospitalization of three
employees or a fatality. The SHM will conduct an immediate investigation. The SHM is
responsible for notifying the jurisdictional OSHA office as soon as possible and no later
than 8 hours of the accident. (Note: This notification includes weekend days as 24-hour
emergency reporting access is available). The SHM will act as the agency interface upon
their investigation. The report to OSHA must include: time and date of accident;
employer's name, address, and telephone number; name and job title of person reporting
the accident; address of the site of the accident; name of person to contact at the site of
the accident; name and address of any injured employee(s); nature of injury; location
where the injured employee was moved to; list and identity of other law enforcement
agencies present at the site of the accident; and description of the accident and whether
the accident scene has been altered.
8.6.2 Accident Investigation
The SSHO and the supervisor(s) responsible for an activity involved in an incident will
participate in a complete investigation, including consideration of human, technological,
and organizational causes. Chargeable accidents are to be investigated by both contractor
personnel and the USACE Contracting Officer. This will require employee interviews
and inspection and photographing of the unaltered accident scene and equipment
involved (as applicable). CTI incident reporting and investigation forms must be
completed and submitted according to the CTI Incident Reporting and Investigation
Procedures Posting and Flow Chart procedures within 24 hours of the injury
(immediately for a serious injury or fatality). Forms to be completed include (as
applicable): "Incident Report by Supervisor," "Incident Statement by Employee,"
"Incident Statement by Witness," "Injury and Illness Report," "Property Damage, Loss,
and General Liability Report," and "Vehicle Accident Report." (HASP Appendix E-1)
The root cause of the incident and recommendations of prevention must be identified.
USACE requires that accidents be thoroughly investigated by the contractor and findings
of the investigation submitted along with appropriate corrective actions to the CO/COR
in the prescribed format as soon as possible but no later than five (5) working days
following the accident. Corrective actions shall be implemented as soon as reasonably
possible. USACE ENG Form 3394 shall be used by the prime contractor to report all
accidents that involve: injuries to employees or subcontractors that result in treatment by
a medical professional and/or lost time and all damage to property and/or equipment in
excess of $2,000 per incident. USACE Preliminary Accident Notification (PAN) (HASP
Appendix E-1) must be submitted within 24 hours of any medical treatment, other than
first aid, and all accidents with over $2,000 of damage.
The USACE ENG Form 3394 report and PAN must be prepared and submitted to the
Contracting Officer within 24 hours following such accidents. The written report shall
include: A description of the circumstances leading up to the accident, cause of the
accident, and corrective measures taken to prevent recurrence; a description of the injury
and name and location of the medical facility giving examination and treatment; and a
statement as to whether or not the employee was permitted to return to work after
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examination and treatment by the doctor, and if not, an estimate or statement of the
number of days lost from work. If there have been days lost from work, state whether or
not the employee has been re-examined and declared fit to resume work as of the date of
the report.
8.6.3 Accident Follow Up
The SSHO will obtain a doctor's first report of injury for every injury or illness requiring
medical treatment and will immediately forward the report to the SHM.
An injured worker is not allowed back to work until a return-to-work notice issued by the
treating physician and negative drug and alcohol test documentation (as applicable) are
presented to the SSHO. Any injured worker issued a work restriction will be under the
direct supervision of the SSHO and will be assigned work activities within the restriction
until a full duty status clearance has been received.
The SHM will make a telephone report for all claims covered under the CTI Workers'
Compensation Policy. Reports are made to the workers' compensation insurance claimreporting center where an employer's first report of injury or illness form is completed
over the phone. After reporting a claim to the reporting center, the information is faxed
by the reporting center to the claims service office to handle the claim. Any subsequent
medical bills and reports received for the claim are forwarded to the SHM who will
subsequently mail them to the claims service office.
When a worker returns to work after an injury or illness, the SHM will contact the claims
servicing office to advise them of the actual date of return to work. Questions or
inquiries are to be directed to the SHM who will contact the claims service office or the
CTI insurance company, as needed.
The SHM records each injury or illness on the OSHA Form No. 300 "Log of Work
Related Injuries and Illnesses" and the OSHA Form 300A "Summary of Work-Related
Injuries and Illnesses." The OSHA 300 form is posted annually no later than February 1
(of the following year) and is kept posted for 3 months (until April 30).
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9.0

SITE CONTROL

Site control procedures are established, in general, to: restrict access to controlled areas of the
worksite, promote site communication, and establish measures for site security. The Project
Area where activities will be conducted is a vacant field in a rural area
9.1

Work Zones

Work zones may be established to limit work area access to authorized personnel depending on
the location and potential for unauthorized personnel in the area.
For drilling and tasks where contaminated soils are exposed and may release their contaminants
to the air, or come in contact with field personnel, a work zone will be established through use of
safety cones, caution tape, or other means (e.g., barricades, fencing, signs) as approved by the
SSHO to control access by unauthorized personnel. To minimize the migration of contaminant
from the Site to uncontaminated areas, three work zones will be set up:
Zone 1: Exclusion Zone
The Exclusion Zone is the area where contamination occurs or could occur. Initially, the
Exclusion Zone should extend a distance of 25 ft from the edge of intrusive activity unless
conditions at the Site warrant either a larger or smaller distance as determined by the SSHO. All
persons entering the Exclusion Zone must wear the applicable level of PPE. It is anticipated that
work zones will be established at each individual area of intrusive work rather than encompass
the entire Site.
Zone 2: Contamination Reduction Zone
Between the Exclusion Zone and Support Zone is the Contamination Reduction Zone, which
provides a transition zone between the contaminated and clean areas of the Site. The
Contamination Reduction Zone will be located directly outside of the Exclusion Zone. The
decontamination area will be set up in the Contamination Reduction Zone, and all personnel
must decontaminate when leaving the Exclusion Zone.
Zone 3: Support Zone
The Support Zone is the area of the Site where significant exposure to contamination is not
expected to occur during non-intrusive activities. The Support Zone is considered to be the
"clean area" of the Site.
9.2

Site Security

Site security measures are required to prevent unauthorized access to the Site. Visitors to the site
are required to check in with the SSHO. Unauthorized persons are not allowed into controlled
areas.
9.3

Site Control Log

The Site Control Log (Appendix E-1) will be maintained by the SSHO during field activities to
document the date, name, organization, and time of authorized personnel visiting the Work Area.
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Other interested parties will be referred to the Project Manager for additional information
regarding site activities.
9.4

Site Communications

Site communication will be maintained between the SSHO and site personnel to allow for
expedient communication of operational instructions, safety information, and emergency
communications, and include:

9.5



The SSHO and site personnel will be equipped with cellular telephones.



Emergency communication instructions are in the emergency action plan section
of the HASP.

Decontamination

Contamination reduction procedures appropriate for the existing work area will be developed and
specified by the SSHO. Such procedures must be in place before site operations begin, and they
must remain in place (modified as necessary) throughout the period of activity. Wherever
possible, the need for decontamination should be reduced through work practices that minimize
contact with contaminants. Personnel should avoid walking through heavily contaminated areas,
should not kneel or directly touch contaminated materials, and should use remote handling and
sampling techniques when feasible.
Decontamination will be performed only in designated areas. Separate areas may be set up for
equipment and personnel.
9.5.1 Decontamination of Personnel
Level of contact and decontamination required will vary depending on the task. At a
minimum personnel who have been in contact with contaminated materials will
decontaminate themselves in the following manner:
•

Deposit any contaminated equipment in equipment decontamination area.

•

Rinse any non-disposable PPE (boots, etc.) with Alconox® and water.

•

Remove disposable PPE (Tyvek suit, gloves, etc.) and place in disposal
drum.

•

Wash hands and face.

9.5.2 Equipment Decontamination
Equipment that may require decontamination includes heavy equipment, tools,
monitoring equipment, sampling equipment, and sample containers; trucks and trailers;
and the decontamination equipment itself when the decontamination is closed down.
All tools or equipment that have been in contact with contaminated materials must be
decontaminated after leaving the Exclusion Zone. This decontamination may be
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performed using pressure/hot water "steam type" cleaner for large equipment or a spray
and rinse decontamination sequence for smaller equipment, as appropriate.
Contaminated liquids from the decontamination area and contaminated clothing will be
disposed of in accordance with site protocols.
10.0

EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN

An Emergency/Contingency Plans has been established to address possible site emergencies.
For major emergency events (e.g., large fires, gas line or electrical line breaks, etc.). personnel
will be evacuated to a designated refuge area and local fire, police, and/or emergency medical
service personnel notified. The USACE, PM, and SSHO will work cooperatively to resolve
emergency events. All site personnel are required to immediately notify the SSHO and/or PM
immediately in the event of any type of site emergency. A copy of the emergency numbers and
hospital map will be kept in all vehicles and a copy of hospital map and emergency contact info
will be provided to each employee on site.
10.1

10.2

Site and Emergency Communications


Cellular telephones will be used for site and emergency communications. If not
available, the closest land line telephone will be located before work being
initiated.



The SSHO will maintain an “Emergency Contact List” (Appendix E-3).



The SSHO will establish emergency communications procedures before site work
and will communicate this information to site personnel during site orientation
briefings and safety meetings.

Emergency Supplies

Emergency supplies will be immediately available at the site and will include:

10.3



First-aid kit;



Eye wash supplies;



Fire extinguisher; and



Supply of potable clean water.

Emergency Hospital

Hospital Address: Holloman AFB Hospital and Medical Treatment
280 1st Street
Holloman Air Force base, NM 88330
Hospital Phone:
(575)572-5587
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10.4

Response to Fire

In the event of a fire, the following will be implemented by the SSHO:

10.5



Large fire (beyond the immediate control of a small on-site fire extinguisher):
The fire department will be called; and personnel will leave the fire area and wait
for fire department to arrive.



Small fire (within the immediate control of a small on-site fire extinguisher): The
on-site fire extinguisher will be used to put out the fire.

dAction for Medical Emergency

In the event of a medical emergency, the location of the emergency medical facility is presented
above. The following procedures will be implemented:


The exposed or injured person will be removed from immediate danger, first-aid
and/or CPR will be administered by trained site personnel.



Emergency medical assistance will be called to the site if necessary and will be
informed of the following: name and location of person reporting; location of
accident or incident; specific directions to the emergency location, as needed;
phone number from which the person is calling; number persons needing help;
what is currently being done for the victim (for life-threatening injuries, request
instructions from emergency services dispatcher); name and affiliation of injured
party; description of injuries; details of any chemical involved; summary of the
accident, including suspected causes and time of occurrence; and temporary
control measures taken to minimize further risk.



Nonessential personnel will be evacuated from the work area until the SSHO
determines that it is safe for work to resume.



A medical emergency involving chemical exposure will require communication
between the SSHO and emergency hospital personnel regarding chemicals
involved.

The SSHO will designate an individual to accompany or follow the victim to the
emergency hospital to assist with any needs that arise and to report back regarding the
victim’s status.
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11.0

RECORDKEEPING

S&H records associated with implementation of the HASP are maintained by the SSHO and
permanently housed in the site’s project file.
11.1

Safety and Health Documentation

Safety documentation records, as applicable, include: S&H training documentation; medical
surveillance examination documentation; respirator fit testing forms; HASP review and safety
meeting records; safety inspection reports; equipment inspection forms; confined space entry
permits; hot work permits; exposure monitoring records and employee notifications; accident
reporting and investigation records; and other S&H documents.
11.2

Health and Safety Forms

Completed HASP forms are maintained on site by the SSHO for the duration of the project and
permanently housed in the site’s project file. Health and safety forms (Appendix E-1) that may
be used during the project are:


Training Record and Certification Verification Form;



Accident Prevention Plan (APP)/Site Safety and Health Plan (HASP) Review;



Tailgate Safety Meeting Record;



Pre-Task Analysis;



USACE Drilling Inspection Checklist;



Heavy Equipment Inspection Report;



ISOTEC Daily Equipment Inspection Sheet;



Calibration Log: Air Monitoring Instruments;



Air Monitoring Log;



Hazardous Substance Inventory List;



Hazardous Substance Inventory List Map Template;



Safety Inspection Report;Site Safety Deficiency Tracking List;



Site Control Log;



Incident Report by Supervisor;



Incident Statement by Employee;



Incident Statement by Witness;



Injury and Illness Report;



Property Damage, Loss, and General Liability Report;
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Vehicle Accident Report;



OSHA Form No. 300 “Log of Work Related Injuries and Illnesses”;



OSHA Form 300A “Summary of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses”;



USACE ENG Form 3394; and



Preliminary Accident Notification (PAN).
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APPENDIX 1
HEALTH AND SAFETY FORMS

ACCIDENT PREVENTION PLAN (APP) / SITE SAFETY AND HEALTH PLAN (SSHP)
REVIEW
Project Name:
Project Location:
Conducted By:
I have reviewed the APP / SSHP for the above indicated site and understand the hazards and
control measures required on this project. I agree to follow the procedures outlined in this plan
and to inform the Project Manager, Site Superintendent, and/or Site Safety and Health Officer
should any unsafe condition be noted. I understand that failure to follow safety regulations can
be reason for removal from this project.
Date

Name

Signature

Company

TAILGATE SAFETY MEETING RECORD
Date / Day:
Project Name:
Client:
Specific Location:

Time:
Project No.:
Location:

Work Description:

Comments:

SAFETY TOPICS PRESENTED
Protective Clothing / Equipment:

Chemical Hazards:

Physical Hazards:

Emergency Procedures:

Emergency Hospital:
Hospital Telephone:
Hospital Directions:

Special Equipment:
Other:

SAFETY MEETING ATTENDEES
Name Printed / Initial
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Meeting conducted by (print name / signature):

Name Printed / Initial
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

PRE-TASK PLANNING WORK SHEET
Task Plan Author: _________________________Telephone # : ____________________________
Organization: ___________________________Start Date: ______________ Finish Date: _______________
Specific Location of Task: _________________________ Scope of Work: ___________________________
Equipment Affected: _______________________________________________________________________
Task to be
Performed:________________________________________________________________________________
Important!
All contractors must have attended Contractor Safety Orientation prior to starting task.
Locations of exits and emergency equipment must be communicated to all workers prior to starting work.
All workers must review, understand, and sign the task plan prior to starting work.
MSDS’s must be available in the work area for all chemicals used.
Any questions with a “Yes” answer must be mitigated by appropriate action or permits in the Task Plan
Will the task produce dust, smoke and or vapors? If so, verify smoke detection in area
Will task require working on or around live systems or equipment? (Mechanical, electrical, chemical, pneumatic, hydraulic, etc.)
Will any additional emergency equipment be needed to complete this task safely? (Extinguisher, portable eye wash/shower,
radios/phones, etc.)
Does the Area Supervisor need to be notified of the work to be done?
Does the task plan need to be coordinated with other crafts in the area?
Are shop drawings, panel schedules, or as-built needed to complete this task?
Does this task require special training or licenses? (Respirator, confined space, forklift, crane, etc.)
Will the task involve any hot work? If yes, Fire Dept. permits are required.
Will weather or other working conditions affect the safe completion of this task?
Will you need special tools or equipment to perform the task safely? (Scaffolds, lifts, jacks, nets, cranes, etc.). If so, list in Task
Plan.
Will this task produce odors? post odor notification forms in the work area.
Will this task produce mist, noise or vibration?
Will this task generate hazardous waste or material?
Will this task impact the operation or effectiveness of any pollution prevention
Will the task involve the removal or disturbance of floor tiles, floor adhesive, roofing materials, and/or pipe insulation or any
other products that may contain asbestos, arsenic and lead? IF yes, STOP and contact JJKSP Safety for further direction?
Will any workers be required to work at heights above 6 feet? (if yes, fall protection required)
Will the task create any risk of interruption to project production
Will any work be performed under raised floor tiles? (If yes, see Pre-Entry Checklist)
Will lifting equipment or mobile elevated work platforms (MEWPs) be used? (if yes, see MEWP checklist)
Will the task create hazards to people working above, below, or around the work area? (if yes, barricade per spec)
Will the task affect perimeter security, violate security guidelines, or require the addition/deletion of security equipment?
Will task involve the use of an inert gas (nitrogen, argon, helium)?
Check ALL PPE, permits, forms, and checklists required and address in the Pre Task Plan
q Hot Work
q EEW
q Confined Space
q Flush/Discharge
q Fire/Life Safety Systems
q Odor Notification
q Barrier Tape Ownership
q Chemical Use Approval
q Critical Lift Plan
q Security Request
q Confined Space Entry Notification
q Mobile Elevated Work Platform (MEWP) q Trenching/Excavation
q Other
q Hearing Protection
q Eye/Face Protection
q Foot Protection
q Full Body Protection
q Fall Protection
q Respiratory Protection
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q Yes
q Yes
q Yes

q No
q No
q No

q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

q
q
q
q
q
q
q

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

q
q
q
q
q

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

q
q
q
q
q

No
No
No
No
No

q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

q
q
q
q
q
q
q

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

q Other

q Head Protection
q Hand Protection

1

PRE TASK PLAN
Task to be accomplished
Steps To Take To Complete Task

Hazards

Required Actions To Eliminate Or Control The
Hazard

This Pre Task Plan must be reviewed by the foreman and signed by all workers involved prior to starting any work. (My signature verifies I have
reviewed the PTP and agree to work to the plan)
Work Supervisor ______________________________________ Date: ____________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
Worker Signature______________________________________Date:______________________
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HEAVY EQUIPMENT INSPECTION REPORT
Date / Day:
Project Name:
Project Location:
Equipment Type:
Mfr / Model:
What Are You Looking
For?

Checked

General appearance

Damage, Cracks,
Welds, General
Cleanliness



Hour meter reading

Meter Reading



Overall Engine compartment

Trash or dirt buildup,
Leaks



Engine operation / check belts

Tightness, Wear, Cracks



Engine oil / water / coolant level

Fluid level



Transmission oil level

Fluid level



Inspection Items
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Observations
(readings, levels, condition, damage,
repairs needed)

Inspection Items

Hydraulic / misc. oil level

Brake operation / fluid level

Grease

Batteries

Fuel level (gas / diesel)

Hoses & fittings (air, hydraulic…)

Operation / controls

Tires / tracks

What Are You Looking
For?

Checked

Fluid level



Proper Function, No
Leaks, Fluid level



Proper greasing



Charged



Is refueling needed



Cracks, Wear spots,
Leaks, Proper fitting



Proper function



Inflation, Leaks, Damage,
Wear, Lug nuts
tight/missing / Damage,
Deep cuts, Abrasions,
Embedded foreign matter
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Observations
(readings, levels, condition, damage,
repairs needed)

Inspection Items

What Are You Looking
For?

Checked

Cab (mirrors, seatbelt, glass, horn,
turn signals, lights, wipers)

Damage, Wear,
Adjustment, Proper
Operation, General
Cleanliness



Proper function



Proper connection, no
dirt or debris



Debris, No Blockage



Blade / boom / bucket

Proper Connection,
Debris between lift arm
and work too, Loose or
missing nuts & bolts,
Excessive Wear/Damage



Frame, ladders and walkway

Condition and cleanliness



Proper function



Location, Tag, Date



Back-up lights and alarm

Coupling devices and connectors

Exhaust system

Steering

Fire extinguisher condition
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Observations
(readings, levels, condition, damage,
repairs needed)

Defects and Repairs Needed / Comments: __________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Inspected By: _____________________________________

Signature:________________________________________
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CALIBRATION LOG: DIRECT-READING MONITORING INSTRUMENT
Project Name:
Project Location:
Conducted By:
Instrument:
Date:

Calibration Gas:

Name:
Initial Reading:

Concentration:
Comments:

Adjusted Reading:
Date:

Calibration Gas:

Name:
Initial Reading:

Concentration:
Comments:

Adjusted Reading:
Date:

Calibration Gas:

Name:
Initial Reading:

Concentration:
Comments:

Adjusted Reading:
Date:

Calibration Gas:

Name:
Initial Reading:

Concentration:
Comments:

Adjusted Reading:
Date:

Calibration Gas:

Name:
Initial Reading:

Concentration:
Comments:

Adjusted Reading:

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE INVENTORY LIST
Project Name:
Project Location:
MSDS
on File

Product Name

Manufacturer

Quantity

Location and
Container Type

Date
In/Out
IN:
OUT:
IN:
OUT:
IN:
OUT:
IN:
OUT:
IN:
OUT:
IN:
OUT:
IN:
OUT:
IN:
OUT:
IN:
OUT:
IN:
OUT:
IN:
OUT:

***Update Attached Map with Chemical Storage Locations***

DAILY SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST
Safety Item
Reviewed/
Completed?
Yes

No

N/A

Site Safety Meetings
1 Site Orientation Briefing:
*Provisions of the APP/SSHP
2
*Review AHA for task
3
*Facility background and scope of work
4
*Key personnel and S&H responsibilities
5
*Designated qualified first-aid/CPR responders
6
*Site hazards & Safety control measures
7
*Site chemicals of concern, hazards, and hazard control
8
measures.
*Location and content of hazardous substance inventory list
9
/ MSDS
10 *Exposure monitoring program
11 *Information on Heat/cold stress
12 *Site control procedures
13 *Personal protective equipment (PPE) requirements,
including proper use, maintenance, inspection, and storage
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

*Fire prevention plan information including location and
proper use of fire extinguishers, techniques for smothering
fires, and emergency evacuation procedures.
*Spill procedures.
*Procedures for reporting unsafe conditions or unsafe work
practices
*Procedures for reporting an injury or illness
*Emergency procedures including warning signals and
evacuation procedures
*Location and route to the emergency hospital
*Training requirements
*Medical surveillance requirements
*Recordkeeping procedures.
*Other:
Daily Safety Meetings:
*Operational tasks to be completed
*Daily weather/environment and potential hazards
*Pertinent site safety topics
*Other:

General
1 SSHO (or designated representative) on-site at all times when
work is being performed?
2 Notified Local Fire Department/EMS and provided work
schedule and base map?
3 Copy of APP/SSHP available on-site?
4 First aid kit available? Properly stocked and stored?
5 Are 2 people on site trained in First Aid/CPR?
6 Is there a copy of the emergency procedures in all the site
vehicles (i.e., emergency phone numbers, route to hospital)?
7 Underground/overhead utilities located?
8 Subcontractor's provided chemical inventory and MSDSs to
SSHO?
9 MSDS for each hazardous substance maintained with site
map attached?
10 Containers properly labeled and stored?
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Effective cell-phone or other contact with field crews?
Emergency signals (sound/visual) in place?
Struck by hazards?
Trip hazards?
Biological hazards?
Traffic control around site adequate?
Adequate break areas?
Adequate drinking water?
Adequate lighting?
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Corrective
Action
Needed?
Comments/Observations

Yes

No

N/A

DAILY SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST
Safety Item
Reviewed/
Completed?
Yes
20
21
22
23

No

N/A

Adequate toilets?
Adequate washing facilities?
Falling object protection?
Have appropriate zones (e.g., Exclusion Zone, Contamination
Reduction Zone, Support Zone, etc.) been established?

24 Work zone established through use of safety cones, caution
tape, or other means (e.g., barricades, fencing, signs)?
25 Excavations/drilling protected?
26 Are personnel refraining from drinking, chewing, smoking,
taking medications, or other hand‑to‑mouth contact while in
restricted work areas?
27 Are personnel washing hands and face after decontamination
and before meals, smoking, and restroom breaks and before
leaving the Site at end of shift?
28 Is decontamination being conducted properly?
29 Does the SSHO or Site Superintendent inspect all
decontaminated equipment?
30 Other:

Environmental
1 Weather checked and recorded? (temp/humidity for heat
index, temp/wind speed for wind chill, chance of lightning,
tornado, other)
2 Are personnel being monitored for heat and cold stress?
3 PID calibrated for air monitoring?
4 For all air monitoring, has required data been included in the
air monitoring record?
5 Dust Control Adequate?
6 SWWPP/Runoff controlled?
7 Vehicle / machinery leaks?
8 Refueling>100ft from drain?
9 Spill control equipment maintained onsite?
10 Hazardous materials properly stored? Are all containers
appropriately labeled with container contents and hazard
warnings?

Fire Protection
1 Emergency vehicle access
2 Appropriate fire suppression equipment available?
3 Are fire extinguishers mounted on all heavy equipment?
4 Fire extinguishers charged and inspected?
5 Smoking policy observed?
6 Personnel trained in how to use a fire extinguisher and
responsibilities for controlling fuel and ignition sources?
7 Fluid leaks contained?
8 Proper signs in storage areas?
9 Proper fuel containers used?
10 Fuel properly labeled?
11 Fuel stored properly?
12 Combustion sources and equipment exhaust kept away from
combustable materials?
13 Hot work permits (if required)?

Housekeeping
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Work area organized?
Clear access to site?
Jobsite cleaned daily?
Proper material storage?
Roadway around project area clear?
Slip, trip, fall hazards?
Cords/hoses out of the way or marked?
Trash in protected containers?
Walkways clear?
Equipment clean?
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Corrective
Action
Needed?
Comments/Observations

Yes

No

N/A

DAILY SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST
Safety Item
Reviewed/
Completed?
Yes

No

N/A

Hand And Power Tools
1
2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
5
6
7

Cords in good condition?
Cords protected from traffic
Gauges working properly?
Ground prong in place?
Guards in place?
Hoses in good condition?
Information label on tool?
Pressurized Air used properly?
Proper tools used for the job?
Tool in good condition?
Energized parts protected
GFCI's used?
Manufacturer's instructions maintained at the site?

P.P.E.
1 Is the appropriate level of PPE being worn as required by the
SSHP?
*Glasses / face shields
2
*Hard Hats
3
*Reflective vests
4
*Leather/work Gloves
5
*Nitrile Gloves
6
*Work Boots
7
*Weather appropriate clothing
8
*Hearing protection (Hearing protection utilized when voices
9
must be raised to be heard in normal conversation at 3 feet
apart,when working in the immediate areas of drilling
equipment, operating generators, compressors, powered hand
tools and similar equipment.)
10 *Respirators
11 *Other:
12 Is the PPE used being properly worn, inspected, maintained
and stored?
13 Are adequate supplies of PPE available?

Vehicles/Heavy Equipment
1 Heavy equipment inspected extensively before enters site?
Documented to SSHO?
2 All machinery or equipment inspected daily, when in use, by
competent person?
3 All vehicles inspected daily? Documentation returned to
SSHO?
4 Equipment only operated by qualified personnel?
5 Are equipment operations maintaining a safe clearance from
power lines and other hazards?
6 Seat belts used
7 Exposed moving machinery parts mechanically or electrically
guarded?

Drilling Operations
1 Underground/overhead utilities located?
2 Drilling equipment inspected extensively before enters site?
Documented to SSHO?
3 Daily equipment inspection? Documentation returned to
SSHO?
4 Exclusion zone for drill rig?
5 All guards in place?
6 Drill rig has two easily accessible emergency shutdown
devices? Personnel know location of shutdown devices?
7 Equipment only operated by qualified personnel?
8 Proper distance maintained from any high voltage lines?
9 Lightning strike potential?
10 Manual for drill rig onsite?
11 IDW handling/drum lifting?
12 Atmospheric monitoring?

ISCO Operations
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Corrective
Action
Needed?
Comments/Observations

Yes

No

N/A

DAILY SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST
Safety Item
Reviewed/
Completed?
Yes

No

Corrective
Action
Needed?

N/A

Comments/Observations

1 Equipment inspected extensively before enters site?
Documented to SSHO?
2 Daily equipment inspection? Documentation returned to
SSHO?
3 Chemicals properly managed/labeled/stored?
4 Equipment only operated by qualified personnel?
5 Exclusion zone for injection?
6 Manuals for equipment onsite?
7 Atmospheric monitoring?

Safety Forms Completed
1 Daily Tailgate Safety Meeting Record;
2 Site Control Log;
3 Daily Safety Inspection Report (*This Form)
*Have all items above needing corrective action been
4
logged on the Site Safety Deficiency Tracking List?
5 Site Safety Deficiency Tracking List;
6 Training Record and Certification Verification Form;
7 Accident Prevention Plan (APP)/Site Safety and Health Plan
(SSHP) Review;
8 AHA for task signed by all personnel
9 Pre-Task Analysis;
10 Hazardous Substance Inventory List;
11 Hazardous Substance Inventory List Map Template;
12 Heavy Equipment Inspection Report;
13 USACE Drilling Inspection Checklist;
14 ISOTEC Daily Equipment Inspection Sheet;
15 Calibration Log: Air Monitoring Instruments;
16 Air Monitoring Log;
17 Incident Report by Supervisor;
18 Incident Statement by Employee;
19 Incident Statement by Witness;
20 Injury and Illness Report;
21 Property Damage, Loss, and General Liability Report;
22 Vehicle Accident Report.
23 OSHA Form No. 300 “Log of Work Related Injuries and
Illnesses”
24 OSHA Form 300A “Summary of Work-Related Injuries and
Illnesses.”
25 USACE ENG Form 3394
26 Preliminary Accident Notification (PAN)

At beginning of each task / When new personnel arrive
At beginning of each task / When new personnel arrive
At beginning of each task / When new personnel arrive
At beginning of each task / When new personnel arrive
Update as materials arrive
Update as materials arrive

As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
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Yes

No

N/A

SAFETY DEFICIENCY TRACKING LIST
List and monitor the status of safety and health deficiencies in chronological order. Post this list
on the project safety bulletin board (or post a notice as to its location) and update daily.

Date
Deficiency
Identified

Description of Deficiency

Name of
Person
Responsible
to Correct
Deficiency

Projected
Date
Deficiency
to be
Resolved

Date
Deficiency
Was
Actually
Resolved

SITE CONTROL LOG
Date / Day / Time:
Project Name:
Project Location:

Time
In

Out

Name

Organization

INCIDENT REPORT BY SUPERVISOR
Date / Time of Incident:

Project Name / Project No.:

Client Name / Location:

Specific Location of Incident:

Employees Involved in Incident (if applicable):

Detailed Description of Incident:

Primary Cause of Incident:

Contributing Cause(s) of Incident:

Recommendation for Preventing Such Incidents in the Future:

Supervisor Name (print):
Signature:
Date:

INCIDENT STATEMENT BY EMPLOYEE
Employee Name:
Date / Time of Incident:
Project Name / Project No.:

Client Name / Location:

Specific Location of Incident:

Describe What You Were Doing Just Before the Incident:

Detailed Description of How the Incident Occurred:

Names of Witnesses:

Other Relevant Information:

How Can the Likelihood of this Happening Again Be Reduced:

Employee Name (print):
Signature:
Date:

INCIDENT STATEMENT BY WITNESS
Witness Name / Address / Telephone:

Employer / Telephone:
Date / Time of Incident:
Project Name / Project No.:
Client / Location:
Specific Location of Incident:
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT BASED ON PERSONAL OBSERVATION
Describe where you were and what you were doing just before the incident:

Describe any injuries:
Describe any property damaged:

Describe what was the apparent nature of the injury and/or damage:

Describe what personnel and/or equipment were involved:

Describe what caused the injury and/or damage:

Describe the sequence of events:

List any observed unsafe acts or conditions:

Names of other witnesses:

Other relevant information:
Witness Name (print):
Signature:

Date:

INJURY AND ILLNESS REPORT
Injured Employee Name:
Date / Time of Injury:
Social Security Number:
Date of Birth / Age:
Sex: M F # of Dependents:
Date of Hire:
Job Title:
Pay Rate:
Home Address:
Home Telephone:
CTI Home Office:
Injury on CTI Premises: Yes No
Client / Location:
Injury on Client Premises: Yes No
Specific Accident Location:
Nature of Injury:
Exact Body Part Injured:
Medical Attention: None First Aid Paramedics Doctor Hospital ER Overnight
Medical Attention Description:
Hospital / Doctor Name / Telephone:
Hospital / Doctor Address:
Date / Time Injury Reported:
By Whom:
Time employee began work:
Avg. # of hours worked per week:
Did employee leave work: Yes No
When:
Has employee returned to work: Yes No
When:
Note: Employee must present a return to work release from examining physician before return to work
Did employee have a work activity restriction: Yes No
Dates restricted:
Describe:
Did employee miss a regularly scheduled work shift: Yes No
Dates missed:
Injury Incident Description:

What actions have been taken to prevent recurrence:
What was the employee doing just before the incident occurred?
Witness Name:
Telephone:
Address:
Statement Attached: Yes No
INVESTIGATION AND REVIEW (Report to CHSM within 2 hours of injury)
Completed by Name (print) / Signature / Date:
Title / Phone:
Site Supervisor Name (print) / Signature / Date:
Project Manager Name (print) / Signature / Date:
CHSM Name (print) / Signature / Date:
Attached to this report:
Incident Statement by Employee
Incident Report by Supervisor
Incident Statement by Witness
Photographs
Maps/Sketches
Other _____________
(Section to be completed by a CTI Safety Team Representative) CTI Case #: D/D:

PROPERTY DAMAGE, LOSS AND GENERAL LIABILITY REPORT
Project Name / Project No.:
Project Location:
Project Manager / Supervisor:
Date / Time of Damage or Loss:
Description / Identification of damaged or lost property:

Location of damaged or lost property (before loss):

Detailed description of how the damage or loss occurred:

Cause and corrective action recommended to prevent recurrence:

OWNER
Owner of damaged or lost property Name / Telephone:
Address:
Employer Name and Address:
WITNESS
Witness Name / Telephone:
Witness Address:
Employer Name and Address:
WITNESS
Witness Name / Telephone:
Witness Address:
Employer Name and Address:
REPAIR COST
Repair or Replacement Cost:

Attachments: [ ] Photographs [ ] Police Report [ ] Incident Statement by Witness [ ] Incident Report by
Supervisor [ ] Incident Statement by Employee [ ] Injury Report
Supervisor Name (print):
Signature:

Date:

VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORT
CTI VEHICLE
Date / Time:
Driver Name:
Drivers License #:
Driver Address:
Vehicle Year/Make /Model:
License Plate #:
Vehicle Owner (Circle): Owned / Leased / Rented / Private
Vehicle Owner Name:
Vehicle Owner Address:
Vehicle Damage:
OTHER VEHICLE
Driver Name:
Drivers License #:
Drivers Address:
Vehicle Owner Name:
Vehicle Owner Address:
Insurance Company:
Address:
Vehicle Year / Make / Model:
License Plate No.:
Vehicle Damage:
Passengers (list on back): Yes / No
ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION
Sketch Attached: Yes / No
Description:

Location:
Accident Date:
State:
Project Location:
State:
Telephone:
Est. Repair Cost:
Telephone:
State
Telephone:
Telephone:
Policy No.:
Agents Name:
State:
Injuries (list on back): Yes / No
Photos Attached: Yes / No

WITNESS INFORMATION
Witness Name:
Address:
Statement Attached: Yes / No

Telephone:

POLICE REPORT
Police Department:
Police Officer Name:
Date / Time Reported:

Telephone:
Police Report #:
INVESTIGATION AND REVIEW

Report Prepared By / Date:
Supervisor Name / Signature / Date:

OSHA's Form 300 (Rev. 01/2004)

Log of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses

Attention: This form contains information relating
to employee health and must be used in a manner
that protects the confidentiality of employees to the
extent possible while the information is being used
for occupational safety and health purposes.

Year
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration

You must record information about every work-related injury or illness that involves loss of consciousness, restricted work activity or job transfer, days away from work, or medical treatment
beyond first aid. You must also record significant work-related injuries and illnesses that are diagnosed by a physician or licensed health care professional. You must also record work-related
injuries and illnesses that meet any of the specific recording criteria listed in 29 CFR 1904.8 through 1904.12. Feel free to use two lines for a single case if you need to. You must complete
an injury and illness incident report (OSHA Form 301) or equivalent form for each injury or illness recorded on this form. If you're not sure whether a case is recordable, call your local OSHA
office for help.

Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176

Establishment name
City

Poisoning

Hearing Loss

(H)

(I)

(J)

(K)

(L)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Poisoning

Hearing Loss

All other illnesses

All other illnesses

(M)
On job
transfer or
restriction
(days)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Other recordable cases

Away
From
Work
(days)

Be sure to transfer these totals to the Summary page (Form 300A) before you post it.
Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 14 minutes per response, including time
to review the instruction, search and gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of information.
Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control
number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact: US
Department of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20210. Do
not send the completed forms to this office.

Check the "injury" column or choose one type of
illness:

(G)

Job transfer
or restriction

Page totals

Enter the number of
days the injured or ill
worker was:

Respiratory
Condition

(F)
CHECK ONLY ONE box for each case based on
Describe injury or illness, parts of body affected, the most serious outcome for that case:
and object/substance that directly injured or made
person ill (e.g. Second degree burns on right
forearm from acetylene torch)
Days away
Remained at work
Death
from work

Respiratory
Condition

(D)
(E)
Date of Where the event occurred (e.g.
injury or Loading dock north end)
onset of
illness
(mo./day)

Skin Disorder

(C)
Job Title (e.g.,
Welder)

Skin Disorder

(B)
Employee's Name

Injury

(A)
Case
No.

Classify the case

Describe the case

Injury

Identify the person

State

Page

1 of 1

OSHA's Form 300A (Rev. 01/2004)

Year

Summary of Work-Related Injuries and Illnesses

U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Form approved OMB no. 1218-0176

All establishments covered by Part 1904 must complete this Summary page, even if no injuries or
illnesses occurred during the year. Remember to review the Log to verify that the entries are complete
Using the Log, count the individual entries you made for each category. Then write the totals below,
making sure you've added the entries from every page of the log. If you had no cases write "0."
Employees former employees, and their representatives have the right to review the OSHA Form 300 in
its entirety. They also have limited access to the OSHA Form 301 or its equivalent. See 29 CFR
1904.35, in OSHA's Recordkeeping rule, for further details on the access provisions for these forms.

Establishment information
Your establishment name
Street
City

Number of Cases

State

Zip

Industry description (e.g., Manufacture of motor truck trailers)

Total number of
deaths
0
(G)

Total number of
cases with days
away from work
0
(H)

Total number of cases
with job transfer or
restriction
0
(I)

Total number of
other recordable
cases
0
(J)

Number of Days

OR North American Industrial Classification (NAICS), if known (e.g., 336212)

Employment information

Total number of
days away from
work

Total number of days of
job transfer or restriction

0

0

(K)

(L)

Annual average number of employees
Total hours worked by all employees last
year

Injury and Illness Types
Total number of…
(M)
(1) Injury
(2) Skin Disorder
(3) Respiratory
Condition

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC), if known (e.g., SIC 3715)

Sign here
Knowingly falsifying this document may result in a fine.

0
0

(4) Poisoning
(5) Hearing Loss

0
0

0

(6) All Other Illnesses

0

Post this Summary page from February 1 to April 30 of the year following the year covered by the form
Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 58 minutes per response, including time to review the instruction, search and
gather the data needed, and complete and review the collection of information. Persons are not required to respond to the collection of information unless it
displays a currently valid OMB control number. If you have any comments about these estimates or any aspects of this data collection, contact: US Department
of Labor, OSHA Office of Statistics, Room N-3644, 200 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20210. Do not send the completed forms to this office.

I certify that I have examined this document and that to the best of my knowledge the entries are true, accurate, and
complete.

Company executive

Title

Phone

Date

WORKSHEET FOR PRELIMINARY ACCIDENT NOTIFICATION (PAN)
COE Use Only

Date Received:

Time Received:

PAN Report Reference #:
WHEN
Date of Accident:

Time:
(HHMM Local Time)

(DD-MON-YYYY)
OR
From:

To:

(DD-MON-YYYY)

(DD-MON-YYYY)

WHERE
Division/Center:

NWD

District/Lab/Other:

City:

NWK -

State:

Exact Location of The Accident:
Project:

Office Symbol:

CENWK-

WHO
Number of People Involved:

Number of Properties:
EVENT

3 or More Government/Contractor Employees Hospitalized?

Yes

No

Summary of Accident

Remarks

Describe Any Information Released To The Public

Point of Contact
Point of Contact Name:
Job Title:

Phone:
Prepared By

Name:

Phone:

Date:

Investigated By
Name:

Title:

Signature:

Phone:
1

Date:

People Involved
Last Name:

First Name:

Middle Init:

Address:

City:
State:

Country:
Zip:

Gender:
Age:

Date of
Birth

Contract
Number:

Primary
Contractor
Name:

Sub
Contractor
Name:

Primary
Language:

Job Title:

Date Hired:

Duty Status:

(DD-MON-YYYY)

Post Status

Accident
Classification:

(see page 3 )

DD-MON-YYYY

Time Employee Began Work:

FOA:

Office Symbol:

Unit and Station Assignment:
Injury/Illness (see page 3 for descriptions)
Injury/Illness:
Severity of Injury/Illness:
Injury/Illness Type:
Nature of Injury/Illness:
General Body Area:
Specific Body Part:
Source of Injury:
(DD-MON-YYYY)

If the Employee Died, when did Death Occur?
Summary of Accident
Was the accident work related?

Yes

No

Did the accident result in loss of consciousness?

Yes

No

Does the injury/illness result in or involve HIV infection?

Yes

No

Does the injury/illness result in or involve Hepatitis?

Yes

No

Does the injury/illness result in or involve Mental Illness?

Yes

No

Does the injury/illness result in or involve Needle Stick or cut from sharps
that were contaminated with another person's blood or other potentially
infectious material?

Yes

No

Does the injury/illness result in or involve Sexual Assault?

Yes

No

Does the injury/illness result in or involve Tuberculosis?

Yes

No

Was the employee medically removed from their duties due to
medical surveillance requirements of an OSHA standard?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Does this person wish to remain anonymous?
Physician or Other Health Care Information
Was treatment given by physician or other health care professional?
Name of Physician or Other Health Care Professional:

2

If treatment was given away from the worksite, where was it given?
Facility:

Street:

City:

State:

Zip:

Was employee treated in emergency room?

Yes

No

Was employee hospitalized overnight as an in-patient?

Yes

No

If Yes, enter number of days hospitalized:
Estimated Number of Days
Calendar Days Away from Work:

On Job Transfer or Restricted Days:

What was the employee doing just before the Accident occurred
Attention: Do not enter the employee's name or employee's position in this field.
Description:
What Happened
Attention: Do not enter the employee's name or employee's position in this field.
Description:
Weather (If relevant, describe the weather at the time of the accident)
Attention: Do not enter the employee's name or employee's position in this field.
Description:
Property Involved
Name of Responsible
Person:
Owned By:

Phone:
Aircraft Destroyed, Missing, or Abandoned:

Property Description:
Address:

City:
State:

Country:
Zip:

Estimated Damage ($):
Damage Description:
Field Descriptions
Accident Classification: Contractor; Foreign national; Volunteer; Government (direct); Govt (civilian); Govt Military
Injury/Illness: Injury; Other illness; Poisoning; Respiratory condition; Skin disorder
Severity Injury/Illness: Fatality; Lost workday case involving days away from work; Non-recordable case; Permanent
partial disability; Permanent total disability; Recordable case without lost workdays
Injury/Illness type: Struck by/against; Fall/slip/trip; Caught on/in/between; Punctured/lacerated; Stung/bit by; Contact
with/by; Exerted; Exposed; Inhaled; Ingested; Absorbed; Traveling in
Nature of Injury: Amputation; Abrasion; Back strain; Burn; Contusion/bruise; Concussion; Dislocation of joint;
Drowning; Fracture; Hearing loss; Hernia; Laceration/cut; Puncture; Strain; Stroke; Traumatic food poisoning;
Traumatic heart condition; Traumatic mental disorder; Traumatic respiratory (e.g. carbon monoxide); Traumatic skin
disease; Tuberculosis; Traumatic virological/infective; Parasitic disease; Traumatic injury other (list)
Source of Injury: Environmental condition; Building or other area; Walking surface; Electricity,
Temperature extreme, Weather, Fire; Water; Mechanical equipment; Guard/shield; Video display terminal; Heating;
Motor vehicle/cycle; Boat; bicycle/other non-motorized vehicle; Noise; Radiation; Light; Ventilation; Smoke; Stress;
Confined space; Carbon monoxide; Inanimate object; Animal/insect; Human (violence); Diving equipment; Parachute

3

APPENDIX 2
ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSES

ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
Overall Risk Assessment Code (RAC)
(Use highest code)

Date: 4VHVTU

M

Project: HPMMPNBO3'*

Risk Assessment Code Matrix
E = Extremely High Risk
H = High Risk
M = Moderate Risk
Frequent
L = Low Risk

Activity: Soil Boring and MW Drilling and Installation
Activity Location: )PMMPNBO"'#"MBNPHPSEP /.
S
e
v
e
r
i
t
y

Prepared By: 3PCFSU4IFCVTLJ

Probability
Likely

Occasional

Seldom

Unlikely

Catastrophic

E

E

H

H

M

Critical

E

H

H

M

L

Marginal

H

M

M

L

L

Negligible

M

L

L

L

L

Add Identified Hazards
JOB STEPS

NWW Form 385-1 (Revised) April 2008

HAZARDS

ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS

AHA-Soil Boring & MW Drilling and Installation: Page 1 of 6

RAC

ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
JOB STEPS

HAZARDS

ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS
Conduct Pre-task Analysis to identify any additional hazards associated
with the work or site-specific hazards

RAC

a-1. Wear Climate specific clothing.
a-2. Take adequate breaks in shade or climate controlled areas.
a-3. Stay hydrated, bottled water will be kept on site at all times.

a. Heat (and Cold) Stress

b-1. Utilize orange cones to mark location of hoses or other potential
ground hazards.
b-2. Use 3-points of contact when entering and exiting truck.

b. Slips, trips, and falls
c. Wildlife hazards (insects, snakes, etc)
X

General Site Safety
d. Vehicle/Equipment traffic
e. Hand injuries

c-1. Use protective sprays if in wooded or grassy areas. (Recommend
Deet for skin and Permethrin spray for outer clothing, hats, and boots.)
c-2. Check well casing and surrounding area.
c-3. Record use of spray on field notes (in case shows up in sample) .

L

d-1. Use spotter when backing vehicles onsite.
d-2. Wear reflective safety vest.

f. Potential for presence of toxic gases
e-1. Wear leather gloves.
e-2. Use the right tool for task being performed.
e-3. Use scissors instead of box cutter.
e-4. Use care when opening/closing monitoring well.

a. Back strain
b. Slips, trips, and falls
X

Equipment Set Up

c. Personnel and equipment struck by moving
vehicles
d. Hand injuries

NWW Form 385-1 (Revised) April 2008

f-1. Use PID meter to evaluate conditions at beginning of task (and for
field monitoring as required).
f2. No smoking, eating, or drinking near work area.
a-1. Use two people if equipment is over 55 pounds or
awkward.
a-2. Bend at knees and lift with legs.
b-1. Be aware of surroundings.
b-2. Use 3-points of contact when entering and exiting bed
of truck.
c-1. Use spotter when backing vehicles onsite.
d-1. Wear leather gloves.
d-2. Use the right tool for task being performed.
d-3. Use scissors instead of box cutter.

AHA-Soil Boring & MW Drilling and Installation: Page 2 of 6

L

ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
JOB STEPS

HAZARDS

a. Overhead or underground utilities may be
present.

X

Mobilization

b. Concurrent use of heavy equipment,
vehicles, and ground personnel will occur.
c. Contaminated soils will be exposed during
drilling and MW installation and may release
their contaminants to the air, or come in
contact with field personnel.

ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS
a-1. Review utility clearance
a-2. Work area must be surveyed to identify underground utilities
before subsurface (drilling) work activity.
a-3. Survey for overhead utilities before bringing equipment with high
extensions (i.e., drilling equipment) into work area.
a-4. Do not operate drill equipment and towers within a 10-foot radius
of overhead lines.
a-5.Overhead high-voltage power lines more than 50,000 volts require
additional distance. Determine and comply with the required distance
from energized overhead electric lines per EM 385-1-1 11F and Tables
11-1 and 11-3.
a-6. Drill rig tower must be lowered to the full down position before
moving the rig on site.
a-7. In the event of contact with a utility line, personnel are to leave the
area and control access to the affected area. Contact the utility
company for immediate service.

M
b-1. Set up traffic control equipment.
d-2. Use spotter when backing vehicles onsite.
d-3. Wear reflective safety vest.
d-4. Be aware of activities taking place on site. Look carefully where
walking to avoid vehicles and moving equipment, and maintain eye
contact with heavy equipment operators.
c-1. Establish site work zone demarcation. A work zone will be
established through use of safety cones or other means (e.g.,
barricades, fencing, signs) to control access by unauthorized personnel.
c-2. Wear nitrile gloves when coming into contact with soil and
groundwater
c-3. Properly wear and decon or dispose of additional PPE as
appropriate.
c-4. Avoid contact with contaminated surfaces when possible.
c-5. Air will be field screened for contaminants.

NWW Form 385-1 (Revised) April 2008

RAC

AHA-Soil Boring & MW Drilling and Installation: Page 3 of 6

ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
JOB STEPS

HAZARDS

a. Drill Rig / Heavy Equipment operations
b. Clothing catching in moving parts
X

Soil Boring / Drilling

c. Contaminated soils will be exposed during
drilling and MW installation and may release
their contaminants to the air, or come in
contact with field personnel.
d. Overhead hazard

a. Site hazards
b. Eye hazard
X

Field Screening w/ PID
c. Dermal exposure
d. Traffic/equipment hazard.
a. Site hazards
b. Eye hazard

X

Sample Collection
c. Dermal exposure
d. Traffic/equipment hazard.

NWW Form 385-1 (Revised) April 2008

ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS
a-1. Prior to initiation of drilling activities, qualified drilling personnel
shall conduct a thorough inspection of drill rig, such as the USACE
Drilling Inspection Checklist (Appendix A) or similar
a-2. Daily inspections of of critical equipment safety functions will be
conducted during the course of work.
a-3. Be aware of the locations of all machinery and equipment around
the work site
a-4. Stay out of, or move cautiously in, areas where work is in progress.
a-5 Drill crew and site personnel are to wear high-visibility safety vests
and maintain visual contact with the drill rig operator.
b-1. Do not wear jewelry, or ill fitting clothing
b-2. Keep a safe distance from moving parts
b-3. Do not leave running equipment unattended.

RAC

M

c-1. Wear nitrile gloves when coning into contact with soil and
groundwater
c-2. Properly wear and decon or dispose of additional PPE as
appropriate.
c-3. Avoid contact with contaminated surfaces when possible.
c-4. Air will be field screened for contaminants.
c-5. No smoking, eating, or drinking near work area.
d-1. Wear hard hat
a-1. Be informed and aware of all hazards in work area.
b-1. Wear safety glasses
c-1. Wear nitrile gloves.

M

d-1. Make eye contact with driller when entering the work zone for
photoionization detector (PID) breathing zone measurements.
a-1. Be informed and aware of all hazards in work area.
b-1. Wear safety glasses
c-1. Wear nitrile gloves.
d-1. Communicate with drill operator, and make eye contact with driller
when entering the work zone for sample collection.

AHA-Soil Boring & MW Drilling and Installation: Page 4 of 6

M

ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
JOB STEPS

HAZARDS
a. Back strain

X

Install Monitoring Wells

b. Personnel and equipment struck by moving
vehicles

b-1. Use spotter when backing vehicles onsite.

c. Dermal exposure

c-1. Wear nitrile gloves.

d. Hand injuries

d-1. Wear leather gloves if appropriate
d-2. be careful of MW lids
a-1. Wear nitrile gloves.
a-2. Handle sample bottle carefully, and do not set open or glass
containers on uneven surfaces.

a. Exposure to contaminants
X

ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS
a-1. Use two people if MW casing is over 55 pounds or
awkward.
a-2. Bend at knees and lift with legs.

Develop well

RAC

L

L

b. Splash hazard

X

Decontamination

a. Pressure washer

a. Back strain
b. Slips, trips, and falls
X

Breakdown / Demobilization

c. Personnel and equipment struck by moving
vehicles
d. Hand injuries

b-1. Wear safety glasses where splashing is possible.
a-1. Use gloves, face, and eye protection during pressure washer
operation.
a-2. Use metatarsal guards as necessary. Keep area clear when washing.
a-3. Do not clean boots with pressure washer.
a-4 Watch for slippery surfaces and handling of slippery materials.
a-5. Have fire extinguisher and emergency eyewash supplies
immediately available.
a-1. Use two people if equipment is over 55 pounds or
awkward.
a-2. Bend at knees and lift with legs.
b-1. Be aware of surroundings.
b-2. Use 3-points of contact when entering and exiting bed
of truck.
c-1. Use spotter when backing vehicles onsite.
d-1. Wear leather gloves.
d-2. Use the right tool for task being performed.
d-3. Use scissors instead of box cutter.

Add Items

X

X

EQUIPMENT
Hand tools; Power tools; Generator; Heavy equipment;
Decon solutions; Hand sprayer; 5-gallon buckets; 55gallon drum; Sample containers; Decon equipment;
Pressure Washer; Spill kit; Safety tote; PPE.
Other - Complete list of equipment and training to be
provided by EFS
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TRAINING
Site orientation briefing and APP/SSHP/AHA review;
HAZWOPER training; First-aid/CPR training (minimum
two persons on site); Fire extinguisher training; PPE
training; HAZCOM training; Lockout/tagout training

INSPECTION
Pre-Task Drill Rig Inspection;
Daily equipment safety inspection;
Tool inspection

AHA-Soil Boring & MW Drilling and Installation: Page 5 of 6

M

L

ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
Involved Personnel:
Robert Shebuski - SSHO
EFS (Steve Burck - Drilling Manager)
EFS drilling field personnel

Acceptance Authority (digital signature):
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ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
Overall Risk Assessment Code (RAC)
(Use highest code)

Date:August 2015

Project: Holloman RFI

Risk Assessment Code Matrix
E = Extremely High Risk
H = High Risk
M = Moderate Risk
Frequent
L = Low Risk

Activity: Collection of Soil Boring Test Samples

Activity Location:

M

Holloman AFB - Alamogordo, NM
S
e
v
e
r
i
t
y

Prepared By: Robert Shebuski

Probability
Likely

Occasional

Seldom

Unlikely

Catastrophic

E

E

H

H

M

Critical

E

H

H

M

L

Marginal

H

M

M

L

L

Negligible

M

L

L

L

L

Add Identified Hazards
JOB STEPS
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HAZARDS

ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS

AHA-Collection of Soil Boring Test Samples: Page 1 of 3

RAC

ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
JOB STEPS

HAZARDS

ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS
Conduct Pre-task Analysis to identify any additional hazards associated
with the work or site-specific hazards

RAC

a-1. Wear Climate specific clothing.
a-2. Take adequate breaks in shade or climate controlled areas.
a-3. Stay hydrated, bottled water will be kept on site at all times.

a. Heat (and Cold) Stress

b-1. Utilize orange cones to mark location of hoses or other potential
ground hazards.
b-2. Use 3-points of contact when entering and exiting truck.

b. Slips, trips, and falls
c. Wildlife hazards (insects, snakes, etc)
X

General Site Safety
d. Vehicle/Equipment traffic
e. Hand injuries

c-1. Use protective sprays if in wooded or grassy areas. (Recommend
Deet for skin and Permethrin spray for outer clothing, hats, and boots.)
c-2. Check well casing and surrounding area.
c-3. Record use of spray on field notes (in case shows up in sample) .

L

d-1. Use spotter when backing vehicles onsite.
d-2. Wear reflective safety vest.

f. Potential for presence of toxic gases
e-1. Wear leather gloves.
e-2. Use the right tool for task being performed.
e-3. Use scissors instead of box cutter.
e-4. Use care when opening/closing monitoring well.

X

Setup

a. Back strain or injury from lifting equipment

a. Exposure to soil and groundwater
contaminants
b. Splash hazard
X

Collection of samples
c. Possible exposure to acids/bases (sample
preservatives)
d. Work near drilling equipment.
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f-1. Use PID meter to evaluate conditions at beginning of task (and for
field monitoring as required).
f2. No smoking, eating, or drinking near work area.
a-1. Use two people if equipment is over 55 pounds or
awkward.
a-2. Bend at knees and lift with legs.
a-1. Wear nitrile gloves.
a-2. Handle sample bottle carefully, and do not set open or glass
containers on uneven surfaces.

L

b-1. Wear safety glasses where splashing is possible.
c-1. Wear nitrile gloves.
c-2. Handle sample bottle carefully, and do not set open or glass
containers on uneven surfaces.
d-1. Communicate with drill operator, and make eye contact with driller
when entering the work zone for sample collection.
d-2. Also read Soil Boring and MW Drilling AHA when working around
drilling equipment.

AHA-Collection of Soil Boring Test Samples: Page 2 of 3

M

ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
JOB STEPS

HAZARDS
a. Lifting >50 lbs may be required

X

ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS
a-1. Use two people if equipment is over 55 pounds or awkward.
a-2. Bend at knees and lift with legs.

L

Sample packing and shipping
b. Hand injuries

d-1. Use the right tool for task being performed.
d-2. Use scissors instead of box cutter when needed for packing.

Add Items
EQUIPMENT
X

Hand tools; Decon solutions; Hand sprayer; 5-gallon
buckets; Smple equipment; Sample containers; Decon
equipment; Spill kit; Safety tote; PPE.

TRAINING
Site orientation briefing and APP/SSHP/AHA review;
HAZWOPER training; First-aid/CPR training (minimum
two persons on site); Fire extinguisher training; PPE
training; HAZCOM training; Lockout/tagout training

INSPECTION
Daily equipment safety inspection;
Tool inspection

Involved Personnel:
Robert Shebuski- SSHO
EFS (Steve Burck - Drilling Manager)
EFS drilling field personnel

Acceptance Authority (digital signature):
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RAC

AHA-Collection of Soil Boring Test Samples: Page 3 of 3

ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
Overall Risk Assessment Code (RAC)
(Use highest code)

Date:"VHVTU

Project: HPMMPNBO3'*

L

Risk Assessment Code Matrix
E = Extremely High Risk
H = High Risk
M = Moderate Risk
Frequent
L = Low Risk

Activity: Groundwater Sample Collection
Activity Location:)PMMPNBO"'#"MBNPHPSEP /.
S
e
v
e
r
i
t
y

Prepared By: 3PCFSU4IFCVTLJ

Probability
Likely

Occasional

Seldom

Unlikely

Catastrophic

E

E

H

H

M

Critical

E

H

H

M

L

Marginal

H

M

M

L

L

Negligible

M

L

L

L

L

Add Identified Hazards
JOB STEPS
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HAZARDS

AHA-Groundwater Sample Collection: Page 1 of 3

ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS

RAC

ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
JOB STEPS

HAZARDS

ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS
Conduct Pre-task Analysis to identify any additional hazards associated
with the work or site-specific hazards

RAC

a-1. Wear Climate specific clothing.
a-2. Take adequate breaks in shade or climate controlled areas.
a-3. Stay hydrated, bottled water will be kept on site at all times.

a. Heat (and Cold) Stress

b-1. Utilize orange cones to mark location of hoses or other potential
ground hazards.
b-2. Use 3-points of contact when entering and exiting truck.

b. Slips, trips, and falls
c. Wildlife hazards (insects, snakes, etc)
X

General Site Safety
d. Vehicle/Equipment traffic
e. Hand injuries

c-1. Use protective sprays if in wooded or grassy areas. (Recommend
Deet for skin and Permethrin spray for outer clothing, hats, and boots.)
c-2. Check well casing and surrounding area.
c-3. Record use of spray on field notes (in case shows up in sample) .

L

d-1. Use spotter when backing vehicles onsite.
d-2. Wear reflective safety vest.

f. Potential for presence of toxic gases
e-1. Wear leather gloves.
e-2. Use the right tool for task being performed.
e-3. Use scissors instead of box cutter.
e-4. Use care when opening/closing monitoring well.

X

Setup

a. Back strain or injury from lifting equipment

X

Collect Water level measurements

a. Exposure to contaminants
a. Exposure to contaminants

X

Purge Wells

f-1. Use PID meter to evaluate conditions at beginning of task (and for
field monitoring as required).
f2. No smoking, eating, or drinking near work area.
a-1. Use two people if equipment is over 55 pounds or
awkward.
a-2. Bend at knees and lift with legs.
a-1. Wear nitrile gloves
a-1. Wear nitrile gloves.
a-2. Handle sample bottle carefully, and do not set open or glass
containers on uneven surfaces.

L
L
L

b. Splash hazard

X

Collection of samples
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a. Exposure to soil and groundwater
contaminants

b-1. Wear safety glasses where splashing is possible.
a-1. Wear nitrile gloves.
a-2. Handle sample bottle carefully, and do not set open or glass
containers on uneven surfaces.

b. Splash hazard

b-1. Wear safety glasses where splashing is possible.

c. Possible exposure to acids/bases (sample
preservatives)

c-1. Wear nitrile gloves.
c-2. Handle sample bottle carefully, and do not set open or glass
containers on uneven surfaces.

AHA-Groundwater Sample Collection: Page 2 of 3

L

ACTIVITY HAZARDS ANALYSIS
JOB STEPS

HAZARDS
a. Lifting >50 lbs may be required

X

ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE OR MINIMIZE HAZARDS
a-1. Use two people if equipment is over 55 pounds or awkward.
a-2. Bend at knees and lift with legs.

L

Sample packing and shipping
b. Hand injuries

d-1. Use the right tool for task being performed.
d-2. Use scissors instead of box cutter when needed for packing.

Add Items
EQUIPMENT
X

Hand tools; Decon solutions; Hand sprayer; 5-gallon
buckets; Low flow pump; Sample containers; Decon
equipment; Spill kit; Safety tote; PPE.

TRAINING
Site orientation briefing and APP/SSHP/AHA review;
HAZWOPER training; First-aid/CPR training (minimum
two persons on site); Fire extinguisher training; PPE
training; HAZCOM training; Lockout/tagout training

INSPECTION
Daily equipment safety inspection;
Tool inspection

X
X

Involved Personnel:
Robert Shebuski- SSHO
CTI Field Personnel (Erin Hobbs)

Acceptance Authority (digital signature):
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RAC

AHA-Groundwater Sample Collection: Page 3 of 3

APPENDIX D
Project Schedule

PROJECT SCHEDULE
RCRA FACILITY INVESTIGATION
SS-074 AND TU-912
HOLLOMAN AIR FORCE BASE, NEW MEXICO

Contract W912PP-14-C-0034
SCOPE ITEM
AFCEC Final Draft Work Plan Review
New Mexico Environment Department
(NMED) Final Draft Work Plan Review

CALENDAR
DAYS

DATES

30
270 (max)

Response to NMED comments
Final Work Plan Submission
Field Investigation (Mobilization, Soil
Borings and Wells)
Evaluation of Initial Investigation Data /
Remobilize for additional
Investigation/Remedial action (as
needed)
Advancement of Delineation Soil
Borings/Wells/ Remediation (as needed)

5
1
10

March 22-April 22, 2016
April 23, 2016 – January 18, 2017
(anticipated review time is not expected
to take 270 days)
January 19 – January 24, 2017
January 25, 2015
January 28 – February 7, 2017

30

February 7 -March 7, 2017

30

March 7-April 7, 2017

Three Groundwater Monitoring Events
Draft Completion Report Preparation

270
30

April 2017 – October 2017
October 1 – November 1, 2018

USACE Draft Completion Report Review
Draft Completion Report Revisions

30
15

November 1 – December 1, 2017
December 1 – December 15 2017

AFCEC Completion Report Review
Response to Comments

30
15

December 15, 2017 – January 14, 2018
January 14 – January 30

Final Completion Report Submittal
(all parties)

15

January 31 – February 15, 2018

Project Completion

--

March 17, 2018

Note:
Since the NMED Work Plan approval date is not know at this time, the schedule is tentative and
subject to change. For the purpose of creating this schedule the maximum NMED review time of
270 days was used. However, based on the nature of the investigation the NMED review is not
anticipated to take this much time.

